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(ABSTRACT) 

We study the problem of classifying all Poisson-Lie structures on the group Gy 

of local diffeomorphisms of the real line R! which leave the origin fixed, as well as 

the extended group of diffeomorphisms Goo. D G. whose action on R' does not 

necessarily fix the origin. 

A complete classification of all Poisson-Lie structures on the group G,, is given. 

All Poisson-Lie structures of coboundary type on the group Go. are classified. This 

includes a classification of all Lie-bialgebra structures on the Lie algebra G,, of Ga, 

which we prove to be all of coboundary type, and a classification of all Lie-bialgebra 

strucutures of coboundary type on the Lie algebra Go. of Go. which is the Witt 

algebra. 

A large class of Poisson structures on the space V\ of A-densities on the real line 

is found such that V, becomes a homogeneous Poisson space under the action of the 

Poisson-Lie group G.. 

We construct a series of finite-dimensional quantum groups whose quasiclassical 

limits are finite-dimensional Poisson-Lie factor groups of G,, and Gogo.
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INTRODUCTION 

Quantum groups have been introduced by Drinfel’d [D2] as deformations of uni- 

versal enveloping algebras of Lie groups and of the algebra of functions on Poisson-Lie 

groups. The latter are Lie groups equipped with Poisson structures compatible with 

the group structure (from where the term Poisson-Lie group originates). In this 

approach of constructing quantum groups the first step is to analyze existence of 

Poisson-Lie structures on the corresponding Lie group. The question of classifying 

all Poisson-Lie structures on a given Lie group (if they exist) is very difficult. To give 

an idea of how difficult it is we present a list of groups for which the solution of the 

classification problem is known: 

(a) Finite dimensional complex simple Lie groups [BD], 

(b) The groups GL(N), SZ(2), GL(1|1) [Ku3,4,5], 

(c) The 3-dimensional Heisenberg group [Ku6], 

(d) The group of affine transformations of the line Af f(1). 

Note that all the groups mentioned above are finite-dimensional. 

In the work presented here we study the problem of classifying all the Poisson-Lie 

structures on the group G.. of local diffeomorphisms of the real line R! which leave 

the origin fixed, as well as the extended group of diffeomorphisms Go,. D G,. whose 

action on R! does not necessarily fix the origin. 

The original problem was to decide whether such structures exist on the above 

described group G,,. Surprisingly, there exist many Poisson-Lie structures on the 

groups G,, and Go... Moreover a complete classification of all Poisson-Lie structures 

on the group G,, is possible. For the group Go. the classification remains incomplete; 

a list of all Poisson-Lie structures of coboundary type on the group Go,, is given. 

The Lie algebras of the groups Go. and G,. are the Witt algebra Go. and its 

principal subalgebra G,, C Gono. We prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between the Poisson-Lie structures on G,,. and the Lie-bialgebra structures on Goo. 

1
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The latter are shown to be ail of coboundary type. All Lie-bialgebra structures of 

coboundary type on Go. are classified, and there is a one-to-one correspondence be- 

tween them and an explicitly listed family of the Poisson-Lie structures on Go... Thus 

a complete classification of all Lie-bialgebra structures on the principal subalgebra 

Goo of the Witt algebra Go. is given and all Lie-bialgebra structures of coboundary 

type on the Witt algebra Go,, are classified. 

The group G.. acts naturally on the space V, of A-densities on R!. For each 

Poisson-Lie structure on the group G,, we determine a Poisson structure on V, such 

that V, becomes a homogeneous Poisson G,.-space under the action of the Poisson-Lie 

group Goo. 

Finally, the quantization problem is addressed. We construct a series of finite- 

dimensional quantum groups whose quasi-classical limits are finite-dimensional Poisson- 

Lie factor groups of G., and Goo. The Poisson- Lie structures on these finite-dimensional 

groups are restrictions of the Poisson-Lie structures on Go. 

We give now a brief guide to the organization of the text. 

In Ch.I we introduce the basic concepts related to the Poisson-Lie theory and 

formulate the fundamental theorem of Drinfel’d relating Poisson-Lie groups and Lie- 

bialgebras. 

In Ch.IT we introduce the infinite-dimensional group G,. and a smooth structure 

on it. 

In Ch.III we find all bialgebra structures on the Lie algebra G,, of Goo. 

In Ch.IV we find a class of Poisson-Lie structures on G.. 

In Ch.V we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the Lie- 

bialgebra structures on G,, and the Poisson-Lie structures found on G,,, and prove 

that the latter give a complete list of all Poisson-Lie structures on Goo. 

In Ch.VI we study Poisson-Lie structures on Go,. which correspond to all Lie- 

bialgebra structures on Go. of coboundary type. 

Chapter VII is devoted to elements of representation theory for the Poisson-Lie 

group G.. on the homogeneous spaces Vy.
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In Ch.VIII we describe a series of quantum finite-dimensional groups. 

Lastly, we discuss some open problems. 

The bibliography does not pretend to give a complete list of works related to 

the subject. This is partly because the amount of literature devoted to Quantum 

and Poisson-Lie groups is so large that a complete list of references would have far 

exceeded the volume of this work, and partly because the subject is so quickly growing 

that a comprehensive bibliography is not a well-defined object. Therefore we give only 

a list of the works that served as guidelines to the author in trying to learn the subject 

and to begin being able to appreciate its beauty.



CHAPTER I 

POISSON-LIE THEORY 

In this chapter we introduce the basic objects to be studied: Poisson manifolds, Poisson-Lie 

groups, and Lie bialgebras, and prove basic results about them. 

Let M be a finite-dimensional smooth manifold. A Poisson structure (bracket) 

on M is defined as a map { , }: C°(M)xC™(M) — C™(M), which makes C™(M) 

into a Lie algebra, and is a derivation with respect to each argument. That is, there 

exists a section w € A?T'y4, where Ty is the tangent bundle of M, such that for any 

f,g,h € C@(M) we have 

(f,9) + {f,9} = (w.df Adg), 
and 

(i) {{frg}, h} + {{9, 2}, f} + {{h, f},g} = 0 (Jacobi identity); 

(ii) {f, gh} = {f,g}h + {f, 2}g (derivation property); 

(iii) {f, 9} = —{g, f} (antisymmetry). 

In local coordinates, 

Of og 
{f,g}(x) = wil @) aT a; 

where wz = wis(2) A Bey € A*T, is a bi-vector field at the point z € M, and {=} 

is a basis of the tangent space T, at x € M in the local coordinates (z;). 

Here and throughout this text a summation is understood over repeated nonfixed 

indices unless stated otherwise. 

The Jacobi identity (i) is equivalent to the following system of equations for the 

components w;;(z) = —w,;(z): 

Owpi Ow; Ow; J jk 

t (1.1) Oz; Oz;
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Definition 1.1 (Poisson Manifold)[L]. A Poisson manifold is a smooth manifold 

with a Poisson structure. 

A smooth map Ff: M,; — Mg, of two Poisson manifolds M, and Mg, is said to 

be Poisson if 

F"({g,h} am.) = {F"(g),F"(h)}m, for any gh € C™ (Ma), 

where (F'*(g))(z) “sf g(F(x)), and { , }m,, { , }a, are the Poisson brackets on 

M, and My, respectively. Thus the above condition is equivalent to {g,h}y,o0F = 

{go F,hoF}y,. 

If M, and Mg are two Poisson manifolds with Poisson structures defined by 

uw, € A*?Ty, and wo € A?Ty,, respectively, we define the direct product Poisson 

structure on M, x My, as 

(1.2) Wy X We “J 1x We +w, xl, 

which is a map : A?T'y4, @ A?TM, — A?Tu,xm- Here the space C®(M, x M2) 

is identified with the space C®(M,) @ C™(Mo2)(the reason being that a Poisson 

structure on C™(M, x Mo.) is uniquely defined by the one on C@(M,) @C™(Mg)). 

In more detail, for any function f € C%(M, x M2), and for each r € My, and 

y € Mz, let us define the functions f7 on Mz and f¥ on M, as follows: 

f(y) = f(x,y) and f*(x) = f(z,y). 

Then (1.2) means 

(1.3) {fis fobmaxMe (2; y) = {fT fz bane (y) + {fis falm, (z). 

Definition 1.2 (Poisson-Lie group)(D1]. Let G be a Lie group. Let w be a 

Poisson structure on G. The pair (G,w) is said to be a Poisson-Lie group if the 

multiplication map G x G — G is Poisson, where the manifold G x G is equipped 

with the direct product Poisson structure w x w. 

Let Lz: G— Gand R,: G > G be the left and right actions of G on itself defined 

by y + xy and y + yz respectively, where x,y € G. Then for any two functions
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fi, fz € C~(G) the compatibility between the product Poisson structure on G x G 

introduced by (1.2) and the Poisson structure on G can be witten as 

{fis fobe(zy) = {fi fobexe(zy) 

(1.4) = {ft fa}aly) + (ff, fa }e(z) 

= {fi o Ly, fe ° Lz}a(y) + {fi oO Ry, fa 0 Ry}e(z), 

where a function in C™(G) evaluated at xy is considered once as a function on G, 

and once as a function on G x G. In other words, we have 

(way; day fi A day fr) = (wy, dy( fr oL,)A dy( fa oO Lz) + (we, da( fi o Ry) A dz(f2 0 R,)) 

= (wy, day fi 0 (Le)wy A dey fz 0 (Lz)ey ) + (we, dry fy 0 (Ry )ax A dry fe © (Ry)ex) 

= ((Le)ay @ (Lx)ayi0y, dey fi A dey fo) + ((Ry)az ® (Ry)uztoys dey fi A dey for), 

where we used the relations d,(foL,) = dzyf o(Lz)sy and d,(foR,) = dry f o( Ry)«z- 

Here (Lz), and (Ry)... are the tangent maps to L, and R, evaluated at the points y 

and x respectively. Therefore we deduce 

(1.5) Wry = [(Le) sy ® (Le)aylwy + [(Ry ax ® (Ry) c]we- 

In local coordinates 

0; OC; (1.6) wig(6) = wn) SES + oly ) 6: O84 
Oy Oyi’ 

where € = zy. 

If e € G is the identity of G, then (1.5) yields 2u, = w,. Therefore w, = 0. This 

implies that w is not a symplectic structure since the rank of w at the identity of G 

is zero, and we are dealing with more general Poisson manifolds. 

Thus, equations (1.1) and (1.6) are the defining equations for a Poisson-Lie group. 

Many examples are known. The question of the classification of the Poisson-Lie struc- 

tures is very difficult. Presently there is no general method of classifying all Poisson- 

Lie structures on a given Lie group. Some results are known for finite dimensional
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Lie groups. The most general is the classification of all Poisson-Lie structures for 

complex simple Lie groups, due to Belavin and Drinfel’d [BD]. Up to now there is no 

known classification for an infinite-dimensional Lie group. 

Remark. In the definitions above all manifolds were finite-dimensional (M, re- 

spectively the group G). To extend these into the infinite-dimensional case, one 

needs two things: Ty, and C™(M). Since we will study infinite-dimensional groups 

in this text, the infinite-dimensional aspects will be addressed at the moment they 

are introduced. 

We now proceed with the definition of a Lie-bialgebra and formulate a theorem 

(again due to Drinfel’d) relating the concept of a Lie-bialgebra to the concept of a 

Poisson-Lie group. 

Definition 1.3. A Lie-bialgebra G is a Lie algebra G equipped with a coalgebra 

map a: G —+ GAG such that a is a l-cocycle of G with values in the G-module 

A?G, where G acts on A?G by means of the adjoint representation, and a satisfies the 

co-Jacobi identity. Thus, (G, qa) is a Lie bialgebra iff 

(2) TOa=-a 

(22) a([X,Y]) = adxa(Y) —adya(X), X,Y €G, 

(722) [1@18@14(781)1 @7)4+(1@7)(7 @1II|1 G®a)oa=), 

where the transposition map 7: G@G — G @G is defined by r(a ® 6) = 6@a for any 

a,beG. 

Equation (iii) above has the following meaning. The coalgebra map a: G — GAG 

satisfies (iii) if and only if its dual a*: G* AG* — G* makes the dual space G* into a 

Lie algebra. Let us see how this comes about. Let iy, l2,/3 € G* be elements of the 

the dual space to G. The the map a*: G* A G* — G* is defined by 

a*(l, ® ly) “! (1, & In) Od. 

That is, for any x € G we have (a*(1, @l2))(z) = (4 @lz)(a(z)). Let also r*: G*QG* 

G* @ G* be the dual of the transposition map 7 defined by the formula 

wT (hy & Iz) “ef (t &) ly) OT.
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That is, for any x @y € G @G we have (7*(, @le))\(x Oy) = (Hh @BbL)(y@z) = 

Li(y)l,(z). We see that the above definition is equivalent to the following definition: 

T*(l, @ a) J lz ® l,. Then the Jacobi identity for a* reads 

a*(l, ® a* (lz @ Is)) + a*(hh @ a* (lg @ 1,)) + a* (ls @ a*(, @ h)) = 0 

which is equivalent to 

o(1 @0")|(h @l, @ ls) + (2 @ lg @4)4+(b Oh @h) = 0 

The above equation is then equivalent to 

a*o(1@a*) heiei+ier\(ret)+(re1\ler)| (1,@l,@l3) = 0, for any |), ln, 13 € G*. 

Therefore we have 

cl @e/l@leltleryral)+(r enter) = 0. 

Taking the dual of this we obtain (iii). 

In order to clarify the meaning of (ii) in the definition of a Lie bialgebra we recall 

here basic facts about the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology theory for Lie algebras. 

Let {C,, 6} ne Ba be the complex 

6 6 6 § 
Co 7 C1 9... 9 Cn Cag... . 

Here C,, = Hom(A"G, V) is the space of n-cochains, where V is a G-module, i.e. a 

representation space for G, and Cp = V. The coboundary operator 6: C,, — C4, is 

defined by the rule 

©) +1 

(6a")(X4,... Xanga) =} (=I) X.0"(X1,... Xia, Xiga,--. -Xn41) 
i=l 

+S 0(-1) a" ([Xi, Xj] X15... Kis XG. Xn), 
t<j 

where a": A" G — V is an n-cochain. The hat over an argument means that it is 

being omitted, and the dot after X; stands for the action of G on V. If we choose 

V =G AG, then in the above formula the dot stands for the action induced by the
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adjoint action of G on itself. Let a: G = GAG bea 1-cochain. Then a is a 1-cocycle 

if and only if (6a)(X1, X2) = 0 for any X,, X2 € G. From the definition of 6 we obtain 

(**) (6a)(X1, X2) = X1.a(X2) — Xo.a(X1) — a([X4, Xy]) = 0. 

This is exactly equation (11) in the definition of a Lie bialgebra. Therefore we will 

refer to (ii) as the 1-cocycle condition in the sequel. In the case when a = 6a° is 

a 1-coboundary, equation (**) is automatically satisfied, since 6? = 0. In this case 

a(X) = adxr, wherer €EGAG=Co(G,GAG). 

Let {e;} be a basis of G and let us write a in this basis as a(e,) = ave; Ae;. Let 

C*} be the structure constants of G defining the Lie structure on G by [e;, ej] = Cv en. 

Property (i) in the definition of a implies that a?; = —a%,. Then the equation (iii) 

written in terms of ar becomes 

nog n 3 nad _ (1.7) aral, + ab.aj, + a5ja5; = 0. 

Similarly, equation (ii) expressed in terms of a}, and the structure constants CY of G 

becomes 

. oj j . 
Cragier A er = ay,[ei, ex] A er + ayer A [e:, e1] — a ,[e;, ek] A er — ex A [e;, €7] 

_ 5 pik jul : pik Syl = 04,C yep A er + a4, Ch eg A ep — A407" ey A €1 — Ay CZ ex A ep 

= OniCk €, Ne + Com CI” Ck Ae, — acy ex Ne; — Cem C) ex A €}. 

This is equivalent to 

(1.8) CHO = Omi CK + CP” = OnE” = Om C7” 

Thus, these two systems of equations, (1.7) and (1.8), plus the Jacobi identity for the 

structure constants of the Lie algebra G 

cuom’ 4 Cikom 4 Chom — 0, 

define a Lie-bialgebra structure on G. Then we have the following result. 

Theorem 1.4 (Drinfel’d). The category of connected, simply connected finite 

dimensional Poisson-Lie groups is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional 

Lie-bialgebras.
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Proof. ( = > ) Let G be a Poisson-Lie group with a Poisson-Lie structure defined 

locally by 

(1.9) {foad(a) = wile) 5a oe, 
for any f,g € C™(G). 

The differential of (1.9) is 

Owi;(x) Of Og Of og Of Ag   Uf 9M) = |B. anda; +8 Fada ba; 1“ On Deda, 
  dz,,. 

Evaluating at the identity e of G and using the previously derived fact w, = 0 in the 

form w;;(e) = 0, we obtain 

Owi;(e) OF 
Or, Oz; 

Og     

  

  

dz, €T7G =G", 
e 

i.e. an element of the dual space G* of G. 

Let G be the Lie algebra of G and G”* its dual. Let us define a Lie algebra 

strucuture on G* as follows. Let a € G*,a = a;dz; and {dz;} bea basis for G* = T7G. 

Then there is a function f € C~(G) such that a; = zt |., ie. df(e) =a. Let A 

be the class of all functions f € C™®(G) with the property df(e) = a. Then A is an 

equivalence class: 

(i) f~f, 
(ii) if fi ~ fo, ine. $4 |= 32 |, then fo ~ fi, 
(ili) if fy ~ fz and j.~ fs then fi ~ fs. This follows from: f; ~ fg => ao |= 52 |. 

and fo ~ fs ==> gia |= ae |.- Therefore, 7a |= oie |= fr~ fs. 

Let a, 8 € G*. Let f,g € C*(G) be such that df(e) = a and dg(e) = £, and let 

A and B be the corresponding equivalence classes of functions of C°(G) such that if 

fEA = df(e)=aandge B => dg(e) =f. Define [, |g«: G* @G* — G* by 

Ow; ley, Blge = dL f,g}(€) = “Be 5s | a   

    
dz, €T7G=G". 

Let f’ € A and g’ € B are another two elements of the equivalence classes A and B 

such that df'(e) = a and dg’(e) = 6. Then 

Ow; (e) of’ 

Oz, Oz; 

Og’ 
[a, A]g- = d{ f',g'}(e) = Dr.     dt, €T°G =G". 
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Since f ~ f' and g ~ g' we have zt |= 8f | and 22 ag" Therefore the 
Oz; le $4 |= — Ox; |. 

definition of | , ]g+ is independent of the choice of f € A and g € B. 

Let L,: G— G bea left translation by z € G. Let w(x) = (L,-1),w(z), i-e., we 

translate w back to the identity. Let also & = x27!y. If {3} is a basis of TyG then 

the action of the tangent map (L,-1), on a basis element of the tangent space T,G is 

O\ _ 0b 
((teege), = Oyp 

where {a} is a basis of T;G. Therefore the action on the bi-vector w(y) is 

described by the formula 

<2 
, ob   

    

0g; | 9 0 
[(L2-1) ® (Le -1) Jw(y) = —_ ould 5 , Oy |, dE; A de, . 

After evaluating at y = x we obtain 

a | ab; (wr )aj(@) = wera us |,» Ou |= 
  

  

Therefore w)(x) = (w7)i;(z)e; A e; is a map uw: G + GAG, where {e;} is a basis for 

G at the identity. Define 

    

        
n — Owri)iz | _ ( Owes OE; 0g; an kil 

vo OLn . On OYE y=r Oy: =x axe Pui X9 

where 9 _ ab; 
Wr] t 

= —— d Ba = Oz, |. an x ~ Ayn yas lene 
      

Differentiating u;(x) at the identity we obtain a map a:G > GAG. The map a 

endows G with a Lie-bialgebra structure. Indeed, 

ay “Oe + ah, ay, + ana, = = 

= Br xexe Be XEXT + BRXIXG BL XIN: + BopXs xi Fe XIE = 

= (87,81, + Br Bi, + BoB) XExeXEX- 

But 
n Qt n Qt nor _ 

pPqr + 5q rp + sr pq = 9; 

which follows from 
Ow Oey Ow jx 

Wii 1 Wik Da, > + wz =0
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after differentiating and evaluating at the identity of G, and using again w,;(e) = 0. 

Thus @ satisfies the co-Jacobi identity (1.7). That @ is a 1-cocycle can be seen from 

the following argument. From (1.5) we have 

w(zy) = [(Le)- @ (Le)«|o(y) + [(Ry)« ® (Ry).]o(2) 

where w(x) = wis(a) A oe Pulling back the left hand side to the identity element 

by a left translation, we obtain 

[(L(ey)-1 =» @ (Lieyy-1 Jalw(zy) = [(L(eyy-1 )e(L2)e @ (Layy- (Lz) e]o(y)+ 

[(L(ey)-1 «(Py ) ® (L(ey)-1 )w( By) «]w(2). 

From this we have 

wi(xy) = wi(y) + Ad,-14)(z), 

and this shows that w:(r) = (wr)i;(z)e; Ae; is a 1-cocycle uw: G — GAG on the group 

G. To this 1-cocycle on G corresponds exactly one 1-cocycle on the Lie algebra G of 

G as we now show. 

Let X € G and let yx(t) = e'* be the flow that X generates on G. Then the 

map a: G + GAG is defined by a(X) = £(uy(e'*)) |,_9 From this we deduce 

= get) Adc aate) d 0= —(w(e7** e**)) _ 7 

dt 

  

  t=0 #=0 

= a(—X)+a(X). 

Let Y € G and yy(s) = e*” be the flow it generates on G. Since 

    

  

d|d 
a([X,Y]) = ai Fowles ee) 

L s=0 t=0 

= a a(eX¥e™)| 
dt L #=0 al 

; 

t=0   = — a(¥ +41X,Y] +...) 
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we have 

    

    

  

  

  

_ did tX ,sY .—tX 

all, ) 7 di ae te s=0 7=0 

d|d etx tX .sY 

~ de [on _ )+ Adexun(e ) s=0 #=0 

= a a w(e7*) + Ad,+xuy(e°” ) + Ad.ex Ad,-sv w;(e'* ) 
dt ds s=0 t=0 

= a ad exa(Y) + Adgrc ad -ryan(e*) 

dt t=0 

= adxa(Y) — Ad.adya(X) — adxadywu,(e) 

= sdyal¥) — adya(X). 

Therefore 

(1.10) a([X,Y]) = adxa(Y) — adya(X). 

This proves the first part of the theorem. 

(<=) Assume now that a: G > GAG isa 1-cocycle that satisfies 

[18@1814(7 @1187)+(1 @r)\(7 @lj1@a)oa=0. 

Since G is connected and simply connected a can be integrated to get a 1-cocycle 

Wy: G—7GAG on G. That is, w, satisfies 

(1.11) We(ry) = Waly) + Ady-1W.(z). 

Let us define w(z) = [(L,).@(Lz).]wa(z). Then from (1.11) we obtain that w satisfies 

(1.12) w(ry) = (Le). @ (Lz)xJw(y) + [(Ry)~ ® (Ry)Jo(2). 

Therefore w(e) = 0. In local coordinates w(x) = w;;(z)s4 - A aay , where {2} is a 

basis of TG. 

Define a map { , }: C°(G) x C®(G) — C™(G) by 

Of O (fae) =wil) 5252, for any f.g €C°(G). 
Then for any f,g,h € C™(G) we have
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af dg Oh 
(1.13) {{frg} hk} + {{9,h}, Ff} + (12, fh, 9} = nF Fn Da, Oa’ 

where 

Q5.1 = wie + wage + wae 

To show this we compute the l.h.s. of (1.13): 

(1.14) {{f,g},h} + {{9,h}, f} + ({4, f},9} = 

= wip (« Wea ant + cyl, 95) 

win OeH OF 89 O8 FF Oo Ob 
Ox; Ox, Ot On; Ax;02, Ox) 02; 

  ~ bu, Aa Lu, "ay Of Og Oh 
0 Oz; On, Oz; " Ox; Ox, Ox, Oz; 

oO’ f Og Oh 

O2x,;02, 02; Oz; + cyel(f, 9, h). 
+ (Wj jp) + WW; ) -—— 

  

But 

+ Of Whi Wjt + WEIW a we w;w;.|——— = Wj ._|——— 
jWkl Ik) Ox. OL, EIT TEES On Oxy 

“Loo, eure,,| 
ak wgkl Oz;O02}, 

Therefore 

Of 
(1.15) [ion + win deda, 0, 

and the same is true for the remainig two terms of the same form in (1.14) obtained 

after cyclic permutation of f,g,h. 

Next we show that 10;4; is a l-cocycle on the group G. Let € = zy, for z,y € G. 

Then 

Ou; 
0€; 

Ow, 

Q540(E) =wisl 6) Ge + wiz (E)a> 
Ow 5k + wil) Ge
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OE; OE; 0§; OF; | 0 , = | enna) Ge SE oma oe hs Br FH 4 eyell bd 

=Wmn(t)—— oi awn (29) + ennlY) oe OYn et + cycl(y, k, l) 

_ 0g; O OE; ob Ist 5 
=Wnn(t)——= dz, OLm wlt) aT Oa, * Weply) 

wae + Wal) ge 5 eo) 5 oe a ee + eyel(i, 
€; OE; d€; 36 O&, 26 

=OQnsp(Z) 
    

Oz, On, Ox, * naol¥ Wy Ys Op 

Of; O& O& | 06; OF; OE, 
+ Wmn(t)Wsp(2) ae OLmOXLs Oy + OLy OL, OL mOLy + cyel(j, ky 8] + 

Og; OE, A 4 OE; OE; O7E;, 

| OYn OYmOYs OYp — Yn OYs OymOYp 

  

    

  

+ Winn(y)wsp(y) + cycl(y, k, | + 

    

    
(Og; OP&, Of 06: O€; PE, . 

+ Wmn(Z)Wsp(y) | Oar, Dt dys Ou, + Din Oy, tnd, + cycl(j, kf} + 

fOE; OPE, O& | O&; OE; OE, , 
+ Wmnly)Wsr(®)| a a az, Oty * Dyn Ot, Oymda, * VU). 

The terms proportional to Wmn(t)wWs,(x) and Wmn(y)wsp(y) are all zero due to the 

identity (1.15). The terms proportional to Wmn(t)wWsp(y) and wWmn(y)Wsp(z) also add 

up to zero due to identities as, for example, the one shown below 

0€; Ob OE, 
    

Wmn(L)Wsp(y) + Wsp(Y )Wmn(x ) 

    

Orn OY, OrmOYs ~ 

As a result we obtain that 054; satisfies 

OE; OE O8r Ob; O€% O&r 
0; = Qns : Qns ? jai( zy) p(r ta Oz, Oxy + ply ay, Oy, Oy, 

Writing this in an invariant notation we have that Q(z) = O;Ki(2) 555 A nes A ae 

satisfies 

(1.16) Q(ay) = [(Le)« @ (Lz) @ (Le) |Q(y) + [(Ry)« @ (Ry) ® (Ry).] Q(z). 

From (1.16) it follows that N(e) = 0. Pulling N back to the identity by a left trans- 

lation we have 

Q(z) = [(Le-1)x @ (Le-1) x @ (Le) =] (x), 
and from (1.16) we obtain that 0)(x) satisfies the cocycle condition 

(1.17) Qi(ry) = Q(y) +- Ad,-1 Q(z).
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Thus 2;: G — G AG is a 1-cocycle on G. In coordinates 

dt) Ay | aE, 
OY; |yer OYk Iyoo OYt 

  Q(z) = QVjxi(z) ep Ne, Aes, 

y=r   

    

where £ = x~'y and {e;} is a basis of G. For the derivative of 2; we have 

    

    

  

  

0 0 ; ._ oO 
Aa Q(z) | = Fe Q54:(z) XAxEXLED Ae,Ne,, where x= , 

n e n € y=ur |lrme 

which gives rise to a 1-cocycle 8: G > GAG AG, defined by f(e,) = ou , for each 
  

basis element e, € G. But 

OQ jK1 

Orn 

Ow; j 

OLn 
    

— znAn.s nos ns nm 

(€) = af, + Ofer; + O7,05,, where aj = 
  e€ 

By assumption the map a satisfies the co-Jacobi identity. Therefore we conclude 

that 20" (e) = 0, and from here it follows that 6 = 0. Since there is a one-to-one 

  

correspondence between the 1-cocycles on the Lie algebra and 1-cocycles on the group 

we conclude that 2. = 0 because its infinitesimal part is zero. Hence, to every Lie- 

bialgebra structure on the Lie algebra G defined by the map a: G — GAG corresponds 

a unique Poisson-Lie structure on the group G.™ 

Theorem 1.5. Let G be a Poisson-Lie group. Then the map y: G — G defined 

by v(x) = x7! is an anti-Poisson map. 

Proof. We prove the statement in a neighbourhood of the identity element of 

G. Let & = &(z,y), for: = 1,... ,n, be the coordinate functions of € = ry. The 

multiplicativity condition reads 

ag; A; Obi 06s O85 
Ox, Oz; 

(1.18) w3(€) = wri( xr) Oys Oy: . + wily) 

After solving £; = &(z,y) with respect to the coordinates of y we have y; = y;(z,€). 

We differentiate the identities 

Yi =yilz,€(z,y)), for 1=1,...,n, 

with respect to y, for each k = 1,...,n to obtain 

Oy; O (1.19) pha OM] 
Et |(xe) Vk M(ow) 
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Let y: G — G be the map defined by y(x) = z7', which is given in coordinates 

by the functions y; = 9,;(z). The we have 

(1.20) 0=£,(2,9(r)), for t=1,...,n. 

We differentiate (1.20) with respect to x, to obtain 

Or Og 
OLk \(eg(x)) Oy 

Oy! 
(1.21) 0 = Or,   

  

  (z,9(z)) 

After multiplying both sides of (1.18) by 2 Be \ e at 
  
to.) and summing over 1,j we 

get 

OYn 

(z,€) 0€; 

OYn oo oi 

(x,€) oe; 

where we used (1.19). 

Ym 
aE; 

    wis(f) = Om (1.22) 
(x.€) 0: 

Wei ( x \ae. 
(z,€) 

+ Waly), 
    

    

We now set € = e = ry(z) in (1.22), and obtain 

0G OYn 
2 wa) 5 

(zr,e) 0€; 

OE; Og; 

(x,y(z)) de 

OYm 
+Wmn(y(z)). 

(x,(x)) 

  

      (xe) 

Using (1.21) the above equality is equivalent to 

OX Oys (x,e) " OY» 

OYm _ Iym | Yn 
OE; (x,e) 0; 

  

      

  (z,(x)) (z,9(z)) 

Now using again (1.19) as 

at 
(r,e) OY: 

  
OY; 6F = 

© OE     (x,~(x)) 

we finally conclude that 

OOm OPn 
wnn(e()) = —wa(2) 5 5m     

In the following chapters we will adapt the above given definitions for the case 

where G will stand for particular infinite-dimensional groups, and address the clas- 

sification problem. We will show that theorems analogous to Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 

above also hold in this case.



CHAPTER II 

THE GROUP OF INFINITE-JETS G. AND ITS LIE ALGEBRA 

In this chapter we recall the necessary background on infinite-dimensional manifolds needed to 

justify the resulis obtained in the subsequent chapters. This includes the definitions of projective and 

inductive limits of families of topological vector spaces. We illustrate this definitions on the example 

of the space R™. Then we introduce a group G,,. as an infintte-dimensional manifold modeled on the 

space IR™ and also introduce a smooth structure on it. We also define a concept of a tangent manifold 

TG. which allows us to carry out the Potsson-Lie theory, discussed in the previous chapter, to this 

particular infinite-dimensional group. Finally we derive the Lie algebra of this group. 

The group G,, of infinite-jets. 

Let us consider the space of formal power series in the variable u 

oo 

X(u) = > zu’. 
i=1 

We think of each ¥ as representing a point z = (zy, Z2,... ) on the infinite-dimensional 

subspace G,, of R®: G,, = {x € R® | x, # 0}, where z;’s are the coordinate functions 

of the point. 

Define a multiplication map m.,: Gy X Go — Gx on G,, induced by the sub- 

stitution of formal power series. For any two A’(u), Y(u) define 

(AY)(u) = A(Y(u)) 

to be the product of V(u) and Y(u). 

Obviously the induced multiplication makes G,, a group with an identity e = (1,0,0,...). 

In local coordinates 
k 

(2.1) oe = Soa; S> Yar + Vie 
=) (NL jade 

18
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The first several formulae are given below 

f= 21x 

Eo = 21y2 + 22y7 

3 = t1y3 + L22y1y2 + ray; 

€4 = 01 y4 + To(ys + 2yiys) + ra3yiye + Tay; 

En = 21Yn + EnyT + Yn—12yit2 + Ln-i(n — Lyf 7y2 + O(< n—1), n>3 

where € = zy. 

The group G,, can be made into a smooth manifold modeled on the complete 

locally convex topological vector space R® in the following way. 

The space R® and smooth structures on it. 

We will begin with two definitions. Namely, the definitions of inverse (projective) 

and direct (inductive) limits of topological vector spaces, which will establish the 

background for our discussion of infinite-dimensional groups and Poisson-Lie struc- 

tures on them. 

Definition 2.1. (see, e.g. [Sa]) Let (Va, frein)nen be a family of topological 

vector spaces and maps, where fr4in: Vn41 — Vz are continuous. Then the pair 

(Vso3 (foon)nen) is called an inverse (projective) limit of (Vn, frein)nen if 

(i) Vo is a topological vector space; each foon: Voo > Vy is a continuous map, and 

Frtin © foont1 = foon for each n EN. 

(ii) If W is a topological vector space and g,: W — V,, are continuous maps satisfying 

fatin © Gnt4i = Gn for every n € N, then there exists a unique continuous map 

g: W — V. which satisfies g, = fon Og, Vn EN. 

Part (ii) of the above definition simply asserts that V,. is unique up to an isomor- 

phism. Next, we give an example, which is the main space we will work with. 

Consider the family (R”, T41,n)nen, Where the projections ty41n: R"*+! — R” are 

defined by 

Trtin(L1,-+- Ln, 2ngi1) = (L1,---,Ln),
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and {z;};_, are the standard coordinates on R". Then the above family has an inverse 

limit (R™, %on) where 7.5,,: R® — R” are defined by 

Moon(Li5-++ En, Intis+--) = (%1,.--, Ln). 

Clearly the maps 7,41,, are continuous in the (e.g. Euclidean) topology on R". The 

inverse limit topology on R® is defined by declaring subsets of the form 73',(0,.), 

for open O, € R”, to be open in R® and to form a basis for the topology on R®. 

We also have Tryin 0 Toont1 = Toon for every n € N. If W is another candidate 

for a projective limit and g,: W — R", Vn € N, then we define g: W — R® by 

(9(z)\n = (9n(2))n, where (g(z)), is the n-th component of g(z) € R®, and z € W. 

The dual concept is the concept of a direct (inductive) limit of a family of topo- 

logical vector spaces. 

Definition 2.2. (see, e.g. [Sa]) Let (Vi, fnntijnen be a family of topological 

vector spaces and continuous maps fpnii: Vn > Vagi- Then the pair (Vio; (fn,co nen) 

is called a direct (inductive) limit of (V,, frnti)nen if 

(i) Voo is a topological vector space, each foo: Vn — Voo is a continuous map, and 

fntiyo ° fanti = fnjoo for every n € N; 

(ii) if W is a topological vector space and g,: V, — W are continuous maps for 

every n EN, satisfying gn = gnt4i1 © fnntgi, Vn EN, then there exists a unique map 

9: Voo — W which satisfies g, = 9 ° frico- 

Going back to our example, let us consider the family (R",tnn41)nen, Where 

tnngi: R” — R"*? is defined by 

lnnti(L1,--- Ln) = (L1,--- ,Ln,0). 

This family has a direct limit (R3°, n,.o), where R5° is a vector subspace of R® 

consisting of all sequences containing only finite number of non-zero terms, and 

bn,oo: R™ — R6>° is defined by 

bnoo(@1,--- , Xn) = (21,.-. , En, 0,0,.-..). 

The direct (inductive) limit topology on R>° is defined by declaring a subset O C R9° 

to be open if and only if «7 4,(O) is open in R" for every n EN. Then énico is continuous 

and tno = ln4t,co ° lnngi, Vn EN. If W is another topological vector space and 

Jn: R” — W, let us define g: R5° — W as follows
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(i) (0) = 0; 
(ii) if 2 € RS is non-zero, let n be the largest index for which z, 4 0, so that there 

is a unique & € R” such that ¢,,..(F) =z. Then gy = g O tnoo- 

Now we give the proof of the following important fact. 

IIe Lemma 2.3. [Sa] The topological dual of R® is isomorphic to RG: R@* = R&. 

Proof. Let a: R® — R be a linear map. 

(i) First we show that if a depends on finite number of components of its argument, i.e. 

if dn € Nsuch that if z,y € R® and rz, = y, for k <n then a(z) = a(y), then a is con- 

tinuous. Define a,: R® > R by Gy = Qty oo. Use (bncoM oon )(L15+ ++ 9 2nyLngi,---) = 

(t1,.-.,2n,0,0,...). Then @ = dp 0 Toon. Therefore a is continuous, since a, and 

Toon are. Thus a € R®*. 

(ii) Now assume that a depends on infinitely many components of its argument. Then 

Vn €N Arn), ¥(n) € R® such that x,y. = yinye for every k <n but a(aynry) ¥ a(y(n))- 

Consider {2(n)}, where 2(,) € R® for each n € N and such that 

En) ~ Y(n) Zn) = ; 
atin) — Yn)) 

Then zn) + 0 as n > oo, but a(z,)) = 1. Therefore a is not continuous. 

The isomorphism R5° = R®* is given by the following map. For each a € Rf 

define 
oO 

Fi(z) = Sante for ze R© 

k=1 

Note that the above sum is finite, since a € R3°.@ 

Remark. Similarly, R5°* = R®. We will not need this fact. 

Definition 2.4. Let V,W be topological vector spaces and let O C V be open. 

The map f: O — W is said to be of class C! if for every x € O and every v € V the 

limit 
. di D f(2;v) = lim =[f(2 + te) - fe) 

exists, and the map Df: O x V — W is continuous.
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For us it will be important that the derivative defined above has the following 

property which we state without proof: for every z € O, Df(zx;v) is linear and 

continuous in v. 

Definition 2.5. Let V,W be topological vector spaces and let O C V be open. 

The map f: O — W is said to be of class C*+! for k > 1 if it is of class C* and if, for 

every 11,...,ug% € V, the map O — W given by tz & D*¥ f(z;u,,... , v,) is of class 

C!. Here the map D**!f: O x V*+! — W is then defined by 

1 
D** f(x; v,01,... , UK) = lim —[D* f(a + tu;v1,... ,0n) — D*¥ f(aju1,... , v¢)]. 

If f is of class C* for each k > 1 then it is said to be smooth, or of class C™. 

Let O C R©® be open, and let f: O — R be C!. Then for every x € O the 

map defined by v + Df{(a;v) is linear and continuous from R® — R. Thus, it is 

an element of R5°. By choosing v to point at the direction of the coordinate axes we 

conclude that at each point x € O the only partial derivatives of f that are non-zero 

are ge, 2 <n for some n EN. This remains true if f is of class C*, k > 1 or C® and 

is shown by applying the same argument to the higher order directional derivatives 

DF f: O x (R®)* — R® which are all linear and continuous maps from (R®)* >= R 

at each point t € O. Therefore we define the space C@(R®) of smooth functions 

on R® to be the space of smooth functions depending only upon a finite number of 

variables. 

Since in what follows we will encounter maps of the form f : V — R®, for some 

locally convex topological vector space V, we give next a criterion for these maps to 

be smooth. 

Lemma 2.6. [Sa] Let V, W = R@© be locally conver topological vector spaces, 

and OC V an open subset of V. The map f :O — R™ is a smooth map if and only 

if each fn = Ton f, NEN, is a smooth map f, :O — R". 

Proof. If f : O — R® is a smooth map then each f, is smooth since 7.5,, are 

smooth. 

Let f, be smooth for every n € N. From fp = Tn4in ° faz it follows, using the 

chain rule, that Df, = Dansin° Dfnsi = tain ° Dfn41, since T4in 1s a linear
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map for every n € N. Let « € O, v € V, and let € € R™ be such that tom(E) = 

Dfmn(x;v) for every m EN (by the definition of R® as a projective limit). For every 

neighbourhood U 3 € of € there is an n € N and a neighbourhood U,, 3 Df,(2;v) of 

Df,(;v) such that 7Z1,(U,) C U (by the definition of the topology on R®). Then 

there is an € > 0 such that 

+ fal +tv)— fale) CU,, for |t|<e. 

Since 

Foon | 7 (fle +t0) ~ f(e))| =F] fle + 0) fol), 
it follows that 

Toon Ge +tv)— f(2))| Cc U,, 

and therefore 

7 | le + tv) — i) EU. 

Since U was chosen to be arbitrary we conclude that 

é = lim=(f(e + tv) — f(e)). 

Applying the same argument inductively to the higher derivatives D* f,, = Toon © 

D* f of f, we deduce that f is smooth.m™ 

Let us consider the connected components Gyo = {r € G,, | 21 > 0} and Geog = 

{x € G | x1 < 0} of the group G,,. Then G,, is a disjoint union G. = Gyo U Geo. 

We model each of the two connected components Gyo and Geog of G,. on the space R®. 

In the sequel we follow the theory of infinite dimensional Lie groups and the notation 

as it has been developed in [M]. (We will give the arguments for the component Gyo 

which contains the identity. Clearly Geo is a mirror copy of Gyo under the reflection 

map 21 ++ —2}.) 

Let us introduce a local coordinate system yso on Gyo by the smooth map 

(2.2) Yso : R™ > Gyo 

defined by 

(2.3) Y>o(x) = (e7', 22, 23,...), where x = (2, £2, 73,...) € R™,
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and its inverse y54 : Gyo — R®™ is defined by 

(2.3*) psoly) — (In Y1, Y2,Y3,--- ); where y= (yi, Y2, Y3,--- ) E Go. 

(Analogously one could define a local coordinate system y<o on Geo: Yeo(r) = 

(—e"!,22,23,...).) With this local coordinate system G59 becomes a smooth man- 

ifold (not a very interesting one from a topological point of view), such that the 

multiplication map Mo. : Gyo X Gso — Gyo and the inverse map t., : Gso — Gyo, 
1 defined by x ++ x~*, are smooth maps. 

To show that m,, is smooth we need to show that the map 95540. 0(Ys0XY>0) : 

R® x R® — R® is smooth. But each of the maps Toon 0 YSG O Meo 0 (Y>0 X Ysa) : 

R® x R® — R” defined by 

(zy). = 27+ 
k-1 

(zy),= eye teat So a, So yf...ai, for 2<k<n, 
i=2 So eek 

y! ={o. Jo =1 

Je Yoa Ja F< 1, 

is smooth. Therefore we apply Lemma 2.6. Analogously, to show that the map 7. is 

and where 

smooth we need to show that the map Y59 0 too 0 Ys0 : R® — R® is smooth. Again 

each of the maps Toon 0 (YS 0 too O Ysa) : RY — R” defined by 

(2). = —2 
k-1 

(x7"), = —e (eter _ eo z; S- y's, . Lyi, for 2<k<n, 

and where 

, ‘ eo"), Ja = 
Yin = _ . 

; (x Via» Ja # 1, 

is smooth. Here (x~');,, for 2 < jg <n—J1 are computed inductively starting with 

i
 & 
L 

=
 I| | 8 po
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Now we apply again Lemma 2.6. 

In order to define a tangent space to Gyo we need a notion of an equivalence class 

of paths passing through a point rp € Gyo. Let y, : R — Gyo and 72 : R + Gyo be 

two paths in Gyo such that 7,(0) = 0 = y2(0). We say that 7, and 2 are equivalent 

if the corresponding paths 

ths pSo(v(t)) and t++ y5o(r2(t)) 
in R® have the same first derivatives at t = 0. The set of all equivalence classes of 

paths through the point zo € Gyo is defined to be the tangent space T;,Gy 9. In 

fact there is a one-to-one correspondence between T,,G 5 9 and the model space R®™. 

Indeed, let po € R® and Yso(po) = Zo. Then to every p € R® there corresponds the 

equivalence class of the path 

t +> Ys0(Po + tp) 

through the point x9 € Gyo. Using this correspondence 7T,,G 5 9 can be given a 

structure of a locally convex topological vector space isomorphic to R®. 

Define TGy9 = (J T-Gyo to be the tangent manifold [M] of Gyo. The tangent 
rEG>0 

manifold T’Gso can be given a smooth structure. We model TG yo on the space 

R® x R®. The local coordinate system is given by the smooth map 

Wso : R™ x R® + TGso, 

defined by (p,q) ++ {equivalence class of the path t wy yo(p + tq) through the point 

P}- 

We recall that given two smooth manifolds M,, M»2, a smooth map f : M, —- 

Mz induces a continuous linear map f, : T,M1 — Ty(z) Mz between the correspond- 

ing tangent spaces (the derivative of the map f). This map induces a smooth map 

fe: TM, 3 TM, 

between the corresponding tangent manifolds. 

Definition 2.7. A smooth vector field is a smooth map v : Gyo — T'Gyo defined 

by r+ u(r) € T,Gyo for every z € Gyo. 

In local coordinates 

y 0 0° 
v= / “Oa, v3€ C (Go). 

1=1
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The vector field v acts as a linear differential operator (derivation) on the ring 

C'(Gso,R) of smooth functions 

f : Gso —R. 

As we mentioned above this map induces the continous linear map 

fe: TrGso > Ty2)R for each x € Gyo. 

Because of the canonical isomorphism Ty;,)R = R we could think of fi(v(xr)) as a 

point in R for every v(x) € T,;G yo. Thus for every v € TG yo and every f : G39 > R 

we obtain a map 

(2.4) Xu(f) : Gso > R, 

defined by 

Xy(f)(v) = f,(e(x)) € TyyR = RB. 

Clearly the map (2.4) has the properties 

(2.5) Xavi tbve(F) = aX, (f) + bX,.(f) for every U1, v2 € TGso, and a, b € R, 

and 

(2.6) 
Xy(aft + bf2) = aX,{ fi) + bXy( fa) for every fi, fo € C™(G5o,R), and a, bER. 

The last property is a consequence of the linearity of the space T;,,)R for each point 

rE Gyo. 

For any u,v: Gyo + TGso define a vector field [u, v] by 

(2.7) Xtuywl|f = Xul( Xf) — X(Xuf). 

Using property (2.6) one immediatly shows that the Jacobi identity 

(2.8) [v1, [ve, va] + [ve, [vs, va] + [vs, [v1, v2]] = 0 

is satisfied for any three vector fields v1, v2,v3 € T'Gyo. 

Since (R°®)* = IR¢°, and we have the natural isomorphism T,,G 5» = R®, it follows 

that we have an isomorphism between the dual spaces (7;Gyo)* = (R®)* = RG? at 

each point z € Gyo. Then every cotangent vector ¢ € (T,G 59)” is given by a finite 

sum
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C=) Gdzi, G € C°(Gso); 
t=1 

for some n EN. Here {dz;};¢y forms a basis of (T,Gy)* dual to a basis {2 }ien of 

T,Gyo. 

For the purpose of defining Poisson structures on Gyo we will use the existing 

duality between the tangent and the cotangent spaces at each point. 

Let T.G9 be the tangent space at the identity of the group. Let yyo : R® > Gyo 

be a local coordinate system with yso(0) = e. Then the multiplication - : Gyo x 

Gyo — Gyo on Gyo (the map m, restricted to Gyo x Gyo) lifts to a multiplication 

* > IR x R? — R® on the model space R™ by 

(2.9) £*y = p5o(Y>0(z)-Y>o(y)) for any z,y € R®. 
The first several terms of the Taylor expansion of (2.9) around 0 are given by 

(2.10) rey=atyt Waz,y) +... 

Here 6(z,y) is a bilinear vector-valued form and the dots stand for terms of higher 

order. Later we will compute explicitly the form b(z,y) for the group Gyo. Since we 

also have 

(2.11) 2x0 = gM pso(z) -€) = 2 = p5h(e-Yso(z)) = 02 
it follows that the constant term in the expansion is 0. Also from 

—1 
(2.12) w* a7! = —5o(~s0(a) - P5o(z)) = 0 = vSa(ySa(x) - Yoo(z)) = 27 * a 
we have 

O=ate '=xr4+2r'40(z,2")4+... 

Therefore 

a} =—2—O)(2,27")4... 

=—£4+0(2,r)+.... 

Finally we compute 

axy*r ' =2*(y*a') 

=r+y*a '4+0(2,y*u")4+... 

=rtyt+a't+b(ya2')+...4+b(a,yta") +... 

=r+y—2+ (2,2) — db(y,2)+...+ 0(2,y) — d(a,x) 4+... 

(2.13) =y + (H(2, y) — d(y, z)) +o...
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Let t + y(t) and s + 2(s) be two paths in R® passing through 0, t + y5o(y(t)) 

and s ++ y59(z(s)) their corresponding paths in Gyo passing through the identity e 

with tangent vectors u € T.Gyo9 and v € T.Gyo respectively. From (2.13) we have 

(2.14) n(s) * y(t) #271(s) = y(t) + (6(#(s), y(t) — (y(t), 2(s))) +... 

Since we have the natural isomorphism 7p>R® = R® the derivative of the coordinate 

system map yo : R® — Gyo evaluated at 0, 

(2.15) (y>0)_ |. ToR® — T.Gso, 

supplies a natural isomorphism T.Gs9 = R® between the vector space T,G yo and 

the model vector space R®. Using this isomorphism (and after differentiating (2.14) 

w.r.t. ¢ at ¢ = 0 first and then w.r.t. s at s = 0) we define the adjoint action of T.Gyo 

on itself by the formula 

(2.16) ad,(v) = b(u,v) — &(v, u). 

Definition 2.8. The Lie algebra G,, of the group G,. is defined to be the topo- 

logical vector space T.G'y9 equiped with the bracket 

(2.17) [u,v] = ad,(v) = b(u,v) — b(v,u) for any u,v € T.Gyo. 

The so defined bracket is continuous, bilinear and anti-symmetric, and it satisfies 

(2.18) [u, [v, w]] + [v, [w, u]] + [w, [u, v]] = 0. 

The last identity is proved using the associativity condition 

cx(y*z) = (ary) *z, 

from which we obtain 

ety*z4+aey*z)+...=reytz24+arry,z)+.... 

After expanding the products on both sides of the above equality, canceling the linear 

and bilinear terms, and comparing the terms of third order we deduce that 

B(x, b(y, z)) = (O(z, y), 2).
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Therefore we have 

[u, [v, w]]| =b(u, b(v, w)) — b(u, b(w, v)) — b(b(v, w), u) + b(b(w, v), u) 

=b(u, b(v, w)) — b(u, b(w, v)) — B(v, db(w, u)) + d(w, b(v, u)), 

and after cyclic permutation of u, v, w, (2.18) follows. In order to compute the bracket 

for Goo we need to find explicitly the bilinear form b(z, y). 

Let us consider the Taylor expansions around 0 of the first several components of 

the product x * y, where z,y € R™: 

(rey) =r +H 

(z * y)2 =e" yo + are 

=22 + yo + (riy2 + 22291) +... 

(x * y)3 =e" ys + 2rayre™! + r3e°1 

=2r3 + y3 + (r1y3 + 2rey2 + 3r3y1) +... 

(x * y)4 =e™ ys + F2(ys + 2e% ys) + Bre yo + rye 

=24+ ya + (21Y4 + 222y3 + 3azy2 + 4t4y1) +... 

The above calculation supplies us with the necessary intuition to be able to formulate 

and prove the following 

Lemma 2.9. For the group Gyo the components b,(2,y) of the vector-valued 

bilinear form b(z,y) in the expansion formula (2.10) are given by 

(2.19) b,(e,y) = { si n=l 
i=l tL sYn-i41, 7 > 1. 

Proof. For n = 1 the statement is obvious. Let n > 1. From (2.1) it follows that 

the n-th component of the product z * y is given by 

n—-1 

(2.20) (r+y)n = yn teint a Yo yf ..yh,, 
=? (rac jaj=n 

where 

e¥1 J = 1 

2.21 — 7 oe 
( ) Mia { Yjar Ja # 1.
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Let us analyze an arbitrary term in the first sum in (2.20). It has the form 

(2.22) L; » Vig Vise 

net Jaj=n 

Clearly the only terms bilinear in x and y that could arise from (2.22) come from 

products y’,, ...y;, with exactly (2 — 1) multiples equal to e” and the remaining one 

equal to y;, for some a, 2 < a <7. This fixes the value of jy to be 7g = n— yo l= 

n—i+1. The sum in (2.22) contains exactly (5) = zi terms of this form. Therefore we 

conclude that the contribution from (2.22) to the bilinear form 6,(z,y) is tr;yp,_;41.- 

Thus 
n—-1 n-1 

So y~ Yi Vi =o izitniga +... . 

t=2 ON, ja)=n t=2 

Expanding the exponents in the first two terms of (2.20) we obtain 

(z*¥)n =antynt > - ivivaiti t.-- : 

1=1 

Therefore we have 
Tr 

b, (2, y) = > 12 iYn—-i+1-0 

t=1 

To better understand the bracket (2.17) defined by this bilinear form let us choose 

a basis {e, }°2, of vectors in T.G 9. The vectors e, are defined by their components 

(en);, the latter being equal to 

(en); = oF, 

where 6* is the Kronecker symbol. Let us compute the j-th component of [en, €m|: 

[ens €m]j =b;(€ns €m) — bj(€ms en) 

= S~ 8(€n)s(€m)j—s+1 _ S> S(€m)s(€n)j—s41 

= S° $(€n)s(€m)j—s+1 — SoU —s+1)(e€,),(€m)j;—s+1 

= S (2s —) _ L)(€n)s(€m)j—s41 

3 

=) (2s —j — 1)" ,,, FV san and j—stl=m>j=m+n-l. 
s=1
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Therefore we obtain 

en, Em]; = 
(n-—m), g=un+tm-l 

0, J Fnt+tm-—1. 

From this we deduce that 

(2.23) [eny Em] =(N—M)enim-1 for every n,m € Zy. 

Had we chosen to enumerate the set of vectors {e,} with n € Z,, and the components 

to be given by (en); = 67+", then [e,,€,] would have assumed the form 

(2.24) [en,€m| =(n—M)éengtm for every n,m EN. 

In the sequel we use both enumerations when we find the one more convenient in 

calculations than the other. One could easily switch between the two by shifting the 

indices by 1. 

As a result of the above calculation we found explicitly the Lie algebra G,, of the 

group G,,. The Jacobi identity (2.18) follows immediatly from (2.23) or (2.24) in this 

case. 

Another way to find the Lie algebra structure on G,, is described by the following 

Lemma 2.10. The Lie structure on G,. is given by 

(2.25) [En, Em] = (n — M)€nim} n,m € Z4, 

where {e,}° 9 is the following basis for G.: if C,(u) = u+tu™t! is a 1-parameter 

path then e, is the tangent vector to this path at the identity. In other words we make 

the identification u™t! G e,, forn > 0. 

Proof. Let us take two 1-parameter paths on the group passing through the iden- 

tity 

A,(u) = ut tu”, 

B,(u) = ut+tu™, 

and Jet us take their inverses
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A;*(u) = u — tu” + nt?u?"* + O4(¢°), 

By i (u) = u—tu™ + mt?u?™) + On(t°). 

From the commutator 

O,(u) = (A, 0 B,o Apo BF*)(u) =ut+l(n —m)u"*™! + O(f), 

we deduce that 

1 
[enyEm| = lim p (Sele) —e) =(n—mM)e€nim-E 

The group G,, as a projective limit of groups of finite jets. 

Still another viewpoint on the infinite-dimensional group is possible. The group 

G.. can be viewed as a projective limit of the following family of finite dimensional 

Lie groups. Let us consider the family of Lie groups and maps (Gy, 7n41,n)nen, Where 

G, = {4,(u) = Dh, z;u' | z, # 0} with a multiplication m,: G, x G, — G, defined 

by 
(Xn Vn)(u) = Xn(Ya(u)) mod u®t?, 

The group G, is topologically R® \ M" where M” = {(21,...,2n) € R® | 21 = O}. 

That is, the group G, is an open subset of R”, and carries the structure of a finite 

dimensional C’? manifold modeled on R”. Clearly the maps tryin: Gna 7% Gna 

defined by 

Trtin(L15--- >lng1) = (21,-.-- 5 Fn) 

are homomorphisms, i.e. 

Tn+ijn 0 Mn4+1i = My, O (Tn4in x nin): 

This follows from the definition of 7,41,, and (2.1). Then the family (G,, tn41,n)nen 

has a projective limit (Go, (%oo.n)nen), Where G,.. is an open subset of R®: Gy = 

{zx € R™ | x; # O}, and we could consider it as an infinite-dimensional manifold 

modeled on R® as explained earlier in this chapter. The maps 7..n: Go — Gp are 

defined by 

Moon(L1,-+- 52nyEngi,---) = (L1,.-- 5 Fn).
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Obviously, these maps satisfy ton = Tntin ° Tonti- On Go a multiplication 

Moo: Goo X Goo + Goo is defined by (2.1). Also the maps 7,.., are homomorphisms, 

1.€. Toon 9 Mo = Mn O (Too,n X Toon), Which follows from the definitions. If H. 

is another candidate for a limit and h,: H,. —~ G, for every n € N, then we de- 

fine h: Ho — Goo by (h(z))n = (An(z))n where (h(z))n is the n-th component of 

A(z) €C Go, & E Ay. 

Let us consider now the family of spaces and maps (C™(Gn), tnn¢i)nen, Where the 

space C'™(G,,) is the space of smooth functions on G,, and the maps tnngi: C~(G,) 

C™(Gn4i) are defined as follows. For any f € C”(G,) we define tanyi(f) € 

C°(Gn4i) by 

(énngi(f))(21,--- 5 2ny Engi) = f(21,-.- Fn). 

Then the above family has an inductive limit (C™(G..), ¢n,oo), Where tnoo: C®(Gn) 

C'(G..) is defined as 

((en,ooMf))(@) = F(tay--+ 1 2n) 
for zr € Ga and f € C™(G,), and C™(G..) is the space of smooth functions on G 

defined as the smooth functions on R© of finite number of variables restricted to R™ \ 

M, where M = {x € R™ | x; = 0}. Suppose that W is another function space which 

is a candidate for an inductive limit of (C™(Gnr), énn41)921, and Gro: C(Gn) - W. 

We define a map g: C™(G,.) — W as follows 

(i) g(0) = 0; 
(ii) if f € C°(G,), let n be the maximal number of directions in G,, with respect to 

which f has non-zero directional derivatives. Then there exists a unique f € C°(Gn) 

such that é,o(f) = f and gnoo = J 2 lnco- 

One could define the Lie algebra of G,. in many different ways. Probably the 

most efficient one is as the Lie algebra of derivations (smooth vector fields) of the 

ring C®(G..). These are of the form 

(2.26) X= Dok, v; € C° (Goo): 
t=1 ‘ 

Note that if f € C™(G,.), then 

X(f) 7 "Oz, 

i=1 

is a finite sum, for some n EN, since f depends only upon a finite number of variables. 

We also have X(f) € C®(G.). Every automorphism y: Go — Ga acts on the space
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of derivations by (y.X) = (yr!) Xy*, and on C”(G,.) it acts by (y*f)(z) = f(y(z)). 

Since the functions f € C™(G,.) are functions of finite number of variables it is 

enough to describe the map ¢, on vector fields restricted to C™(G,) for each n EN. 

Lemma 2.11. The set {Xn}n>1 of left-invariant vector fields on Goo is given by 

0 
(2.27) Xn =i 12; On, 

t=1 tnr-1 

Proof. From (2.1) the map y + zy is given by 

n—-1 

(2.28) &, = (ry)n = T1Yn t+ yp tn + S- Zi; S> Yj,++-Yj,, for eachn > 1. 
t=2 ' . 

ogni Jaden 

The matrix of the tangent to the map defined by (2.28) is 5a . The only terms 
y=e 

n=1 

S23; > Yj.-+-¥j,, foreach n> 1, 
1=2 Oo, ja)=n 

that would contribute to the tangent map are the ones for which the product y;, ... y;, 

in 

has exactly (¢ — 1) multiples equal to y,; and the one remaining equal to y;, for some 

a, 2<a<1. There are exactly (2,) = 2 terms of this form. Therefore we rewrite 

(2.28) as 
n 

én = > itiyy Yn-int $ eee, 
i=1 

  

where the dots indicate terms that do not contribute to a . Hence, 
m |y=e 

d€ = 
Dy, = ion ia, = (2 — M+ 1)fn-m41- 

™m   ye i=1 

If {2} is a basis of vector fields at the identity, then 
Oy 

OF 

(+ ae) =e O"Ym 

0 
= (i —m+ 1)ti—-m+1 5 

t 

oO 
Oz;   y=e 

i=m 

Ofi4m-1 
i=l]
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Therefore for each n € N, the set of vector fields {X;,}%_,, where 

n—-k+1 a 

. — > Ui for 1<k<n, 

t==1 

  

forms a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G,. Therefore the set {X,}n>1, where 

oO 

0 
X, = 11;———_, 

dX OLjtn-1 

forms a basis of left invariant vector fields on G.o.@ 

Lemma 2.12. Every smooth vector field on G., is generated by the set {Xn }n>1 

of left-invariant vector fields (2.27) on Goo. 

Proof. Let 

~ O 
Y = D “Oa, 

be a smooth vector field on G,,. We define inductively the following sequence of 

smooth vector fields. Let 

¥, =Y¥ —- 2x, =Y-—aX), where yy, = 2, 
Ly ty 

Yo =Y¥, — Y2X2, where 2 = 4 (vs _ Debs). 
Ly 

(2.29) 

1 =, 
Y, =Yn-1 —UnXn, where y~, = 7 ( — > ita) 

1 t=2 

Summing up the first n equalities in (2.29) we get 

Y= S| WiX;,+ Vy. 
t=1 

By construction Y;,, is such that Y, = 0, for any n EN. Hence, 
C(Gn)   

Y= y wp; X;.0 

i=1
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We now show that {X,}n>1 forms a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of vec- 

tor fields on G,. with a Lie bracket equal to (2.23). For that we need to com- 

pute the commutator of two left-invariant vector fields X, = et iDigg and 

Xm = Dja1J 23 oo: Namely, 

foe) oo O 

Xn, Xn] = y s itj 5, ,45— Ox -» » Jj sn O2iin-1 
i=1 j=1 Lj+m—1 

= ivi +n —1)-——2— ~ Lis tm- 1) ———_—_ 0 
OF j4n+m- 2 

t=1 

“(0 m) Ying 

=(n _ m)X sn ‘ 

a 

Te 

Let us assume now that G, are endowed with Poisson-Lie structures { , },: C°(G,)x 

C™”(G,) + C™(G,,). It is natural to require that the projection maps 7n41n: Gazi 

G, are Poisson, ic. Te A({f/ig}n) = {train(S)s Main(g) nti, where, as usual, 

(mMin(f)(e)  fltnsin(x)) for every f € C%(G,) and x € Gry. From the 
definition of 73,1, it is clear that tnnti1 = Th41.,- Therefore we have 

tnngi({f,g}n) = {énntilf), tnn+i(9) tnt: 

In other words { , }n4ilg,={, }n- 

On the other hand let w € TG,,ATG,, be a smooth bivector field and let us define 

a Poisson-Lie structure on G.. as a map { , }o: C™(Go) x C?(Go.) - C™(Goo) 

defined by {f,g} =< w,df A dg > for any f,g € C”(G,.), where <,> denotes the 

pairing between the tangent and cotangent spaces at each point. Then it is also 

natural to require that the maps 7..,, are Poisson. That is, we want the condition 

tniool({f,g}n) = {tnool f), bn,co(9) boo 

to be satisfied, where f,g € C™(G,). Then we could define (Go, { , }001 (%oon)nen) to 

be the inverse limit of the family of Poisson-Lie groups and maps (Gp, { , }n) Tn+1.n)nen- 

Later it will become clear that for the Poisson-Lie groups studied in this text these 

conditions are automatically satisfied. 

Are there any Poisson-Lie structures on G,,? If such structures exist, could we 

classify them?
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Also, since for any finite n there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

Poisson-Lie structures on G,, (if they exist) and the Lie-bialgebra structures on the 

Lie algebra G,, of G,, one is led to enquire if there are any Lie-bialgebra structures 

on the Lie algebra G,, of Go. 

All these questions shall be fully answered. 

Let us turn our attention to the Lie-algebraic picture first. Our first goal is to 

find all bialgebra structures on G,.. The next chapter is devoted to this.



CHAPTER III 

BIALGEBRA STRUCTURES ON G&G. 

In this chapter we find all 1-cocycles on the Lie algebra Gyo of the group Goo. All of them turn 

out to be coboundaries, and they are all explicitly enumerated. 

Let {e;};>1 be the previously fixed basis of the Lie algebra G. of Go. The Lie 

algebra G,. has the form (2.23) 

(3.1) leg, em] = (k — m) nama; k,m EN. 

The cocycle condition reads (cf. (ii), Def. 1.3, Chap. 1) 

(3.2) (ek, €m]) = €4-0(€m) — €m-ce(€x). 

Using (3.1), we rewrite (3.2) as 

(3.3) (k — m)a(ep4m-1) = €k-O(€m) — Em-a(€x). 

Letn =k+m-—1,sothatk=n—m+1 (1<m<_v7). For fixed n, (3.3) is 

equivalent to 

[n — (2m — 1)) a(en) = €n—(m—1)-A(€m) — €m-O(€n—(m-1)): 

Writing a(en) = D7; 21 a%e; A e; we obtain 

In ~ (2m ~~ 1)| OF; €; N é; =ay; [en—m+1) ei] Ne; + Oj; ei A [en—m+1) e;] — 

n—mt+1 n—-m+1 he ij 5 €; A [€m, ej] = —a [em,e;] Ne; —@ 

38
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=(n-—m4+1 —1)aM einem Ne; + (n —-m+1 — j)ape: A €j4n—-m— 

(3.4) —(m — tant ten ma Ae; — (m— jan ™tte; A ej4m-1- 

We rewrite (3.4) (after shifting indices whenever necessary ) 

(3.5) 
[n ~~ (2m ~~ 1)] a%, = [2(n ~~ m)+ +1— i] om Oj n+m,j + [2(n a m) + +1—- i] ay" jon+m 

— (2m — i = Lagi; — (2m — 7 — Yer 

This is the cocycle condition in its most general form in terms of af’s. 

Remark. The infinite sums a(e,) = S77... afe; A e; are considered as elements 

of the completed tensor product Go.®@Goo = [J (@aese Gi ® G;) , where each G; is n=1 

a one-dimensional subspace of G,. spanned by e; [Di,ZS]. In what follows we always 

look for solutions of (3.2) as elements of G,.@Goo- 

Theorem 3.1. All solutions of (3.5) are described as follows (here ai; = aj; 

The coalgebra structure constants aj, = aij are arbitrary, for alli,j > 1, while 

(i) af, = 0, Vn 2 2; 

(iar = Haw, Vn 23 and2<s<n-1; 

(tt) af, =0,Vn 23 andl <i<y<n-l; 

(iv) of = PEED ing (OM, 1 =0,Vn 22), Vn 22,1 <isn-l,j>ntl; (n—-t—j+1) 

(v) ar = eens + an ints Vn>2, andj >n+1; 

(vt) OF y-1 =90,Vn 22 and2<i<n-1; 

2n—1-2 Qn-1-3 . . 
(vit) af, = eth ay inti + et ai j-ntt, Yn>2andn+1<i<}. 

The proof is split into eight lemmas and uses the symmetry of (3.5) together with 

inductive arguments.
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Lemma 3.2. (a) of, = 02,(n — 3) + as, 

(b) ah, = at, + ar Gai 2S KS [BA], Vn > 8. 

Proof. (a) From (3.5) with shifting of indices whenever necessary we obtain 

[pn — (2m — lla}, = 2(n — man _ntin + ln — (2m — 1) af, — 

(3.6) -&(m— 1374 + [n—(2m— Days, (1<m <n). gt 

Note that (3.6) is invariant under the transformation m > n—~m+1. Thus, it is 

enough to study only the cases when 1 <m < [=]. 

(i) Case m = 1, leads to identity for all n; 

(i1)Case m = 2. From (3.6), we have 

(3.7) (n — 3)aq, = 2(n — 2)a3 an + (nm — 3)aq, + (n — 3)aTRy. 

(ii.1) n = 3 gives an identity; 

(11.2) n > 3 leads to 

(3.8) Qin = at + Otne1 

Therefore by induction af, = a7, + (n — 3)a?,, for n > 3. 

(b) In general, Vn > 3 and for2<m< [24] we have m—n+1<0,and2—m< 0, 

so ab =m, =0=a™_wiin- Therefore 

n m n—(m—1 

[n — (2m —1)] (ah, — of, — at TY) = 0. 

If n = 2k, then af, = aft, + oy for2<m< [k + | =k=6$. 

Ifn = 2k +1, then af, = am, +07) for2<m < kl
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Lemma 3.3. a%, = eatans for2<s<n—1,Vn>3, where a1, = a},. 

Proof. From the cocycle condition (3.5) we have 

[n — (2m — 1)] ag, = [2(n — m)) +1 — s] ON mn + [n — (2m — 1) ay, 

(3.9) ~(2m —s—l)aprmtl t+ [n-—(Qm—1jotimti, (l<m<n). s~m+1,n 

Setting m = 1 we get 

(n — 1l)ah, = (2n — s — 1l)as4i-nan + (n — las 

(3.10) —(1 — s)at, + (n — 1)a%,. 

Since 2<s<n—1 we haves+1—n<0Vn > 3, thus a,41-n» = 0, and then 

(s— lat, = (n— 1)ay,. So, a2, = aay 1s 

Lemma 3.4. a%, =0,Vn2>3 such that l<s<k<n-1, andn4#s+k-—1. 

Proof. From the cocycle condition (3.5) again we have 

[n — (2m — 1)l ay, = [2(n —m) +1 — s]ON mene t 

+ [2(n ~~ m) +1—- k] Qh m+k—n 

(3.11) —(2m = 8 = ar a — (2m — k - oeea 

forl<s<k<n—-—l,andl]<m<n,andn>3. Setting m = 1, we get 

(n _ la’, = (2n —l|-—- S)As41—n,k + (2n —l- k)OQs k4i-n— 

(3.12) —(1 — s)a?, — (1 — k)a%,. 

Therefore 

(n—s—k+ 1)at, = (2n —1 — s)Qsyi-ne + (2n —1 — bas pgien-
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Since] <s<k<n—1 wehaves+1—-n<QOandk+1—n <0,s0 Gg41-n, =0= 

Qs k+1—n- 

Thus (n-—s—k4+1)a%,=0 = aX =Oifn~s+k—lLandi<s<n-1." 

The case n = k + s — 1 has to be treated separately. 

For given n, suppose now that the conditions 1<s<k<n—landn=s+k—-1 

are satisfied. Then, from k =n—s+1 and k <n—1 it follows that 2<s<n—<s, 

therefore 2<s < [2]. Clearly, in what follows, the arguments will be given for n > 4. 

Lemma 3.5. o3,_; = —(n—2)aj,—ajf,, Vn > 4 anda?,_.4, =0,Vs > 3Vn D Qs. 

Proof. From (3.5) we have 

[n ~~ (2m — 1)I OS n—s4l = [2(n ~ m) +1— s| Opim—nn—st1t 

+(n — 2m + s)a™ 8,m~—s+1 _ 

(3.13) —(2m — 8 —1)agrt gg — (Qm—n4+s5—2)azpra! $,n—M—s+2 

Setting m = 2 we get 

(n ~~ 3)Q) n—s4+1 = (2n —3- 5) 49 -nn—stl + (n +s — A)a?s_.— 

—(3 ~ 8) nH ~ (2 —n+ sary). 

Since 2<s < (=| and n > 4 we have s+2—n <0, so ary , = 0. Therefore n,n— 8+ 

(3.14) (n—- 3) Oe stl =(n+s— 4)a? 5, —(3- S)ONT i n—s41 —(2—n+ s)ay7 

We will break the remaining part of the proof of Lemma 3.5 into three steps. 

Claim 1. o3,,_, = —(n — 2)at, — a},, Vn > 4. 

Proof. Setting s = 2 in (3.13) we obtain 

n—-1 
(n ~~ 3)03 n-1 = (n ~ 2)a%, ~ atte + (n ~~ 4)axn-2 =
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(3.15) = —(n—2)aj, —(n—4)aj, — a2, + (n—4)az71, [using Lemma 3.2] 

= —(2n — 6)at, — a}; + (n - darn n-2 

For n = 4, a3, = —2a?, — a3, the statement is true. Assume now, that it is true for 

some n > 4, i.e. a ,,_, = —(n — 2)at, — af, and show that it is true for n +1. 

From (3.15) we have 

(n — 2)azt? = — —(n ~ l)ai, — Ain + (n ~~ 3)O3 n-1 

= —(n—- lat, —(n—- 3)ai, — ai3 — (n — 3)(n — 2)at, — (n — 3)a}3 

= —[(n—1) 4+ (n—3)+(n—3)(n — 2)] ai, — (n ~ 2)ays 

= —(n—1)(n—- 2)aty —(n- 2)ars 

= ayt! = —(n— l)at, — Q%3- 

Claim 2. a3,_.=0,Vn2>6. 

Proof. From (3.14) with s = 3 we have 

_ n-~5) ,_ 
(n — 3)a3,_2 = (n—- 5)a3n—3 => 23,2 = (m3) ton 

Since a3, = 0, we have a}, =O Vn > 6. 

Claim 3. For3<s < [8], ifa® in-(s-1)41 = 9, Vn 2 2(s — 1), thenal, 41 = 

0,V¥ n> 2s. Therefore, using Claim 2, we have a}, 4, = 90, Vs such that 3 <8 < 

[2 | and n > 2s. 

Proof. Fix s > 3. Assume n > 2s. Then, 2(s —1) < 2s-—1 < n—1, and 

OT -1-(s-1)41 = 0 by assumption. Then from (3.14) it follows that 

(n ~ 3) Op n—st1 = — (n —2—- sary) n—-s? Vn 2 23. 

But for n = 2s we have (n — 3)a?*,,, = 0, since a3% 

Vn> 2s. 

—_— me — = 0. Therefore a} ,_,,, = 9,
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2 7,3 Lemma 3.6. aj, = 0 = aj3. 

Proof. Assume n > 5. Then, since 1 < m < ["#+] we could set m = 3 in (3.13) 

and get 

(n —~ 5) n—s4l = (2n —9o- $)03 3 -nn—stl + (n —6+ s)o? 4, 

(3.16) —(5— 80} ntl —(4-—n+4+s)a°” s,n—4—s 

Since2<s< [=] and n > 5, let us explore (3.16) for s = 2, obtaining 

(n — S)ag,-1 = (2n - 7)az +(n- 6)apn 6 
5-—n,n-1 

Since n 2 3, O83 nn = 0, thus (n ~~ 5)O5 n—1 = (n ~ azn 6 

For n = 6 we get (by Lemma 3.5, Claim 1) a8, = —4af, -af, =0 => a= 
2 

For n = 7 we get (using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 (Claim 1)) 203, = a3, = —2(5a?,+a3,) = 

0 = ae, = —5a?,. 

2 _qg—,3 Therefore aj, = 0 = aj4.m 

no — — n Corollary. af, = 0=af,_1,V n> 2. 

Lemma 3.7. For¥Vn>2,1<i<n,j >n+1 we have 

n-1 2n—-1-j 
(a) an; = Qos; + Or inj nts 

(b) af, = ee ai jt) forl<tsn-1, (afy,-) =0,Vn2=2 ). 

Proof. From (3.5) with m = 1 we have 

(n — l)af, = (2n — 1 — t)aj-ngi + (Qn — 1 — Joi gj—-ntit 

(3.17) +(z — lag + (7 — las, 

which is equivalent to 

(3.18) (n-—2~j + Lays = (2n — 1 — tajengry + (22 — 1 — j)eij-n41-
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(a) Set: =n. Then 

(1 — j)ar; = (n ~ 1)ay; + (2n —1 — j)Onj—n4i- 

(b) Now assume that 1 <i <n—1. Theni—n+1 <0, so a;_n41,; = 0. Therefore 

from (2.18) we obtain 

(n—t—j + lay, = (Qn — 1 — j)aij-n4t. 

Thus, af, = Pe ais nt1- Clearly, if 7 = 2n —1 then a?,,_, =0,Vn> 2.5 t,2n— 

Lemma 3.8. af, = eh oi —nt1,j + et ai j—ntis Vn>2andn+1< 

<j. 

Proof. Sincen+1<i1< 7 = ti-n+12>2andjy—n+1 > 2. Also 

n-i—j+1#0. From (3.18) the lemma follows.m 

In order to finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have to check that the so obtained 

solution satisfies identically the cocycle equation. This we are going to show by using 

the following important observation. 

Lemma 3.9. The general solution of the cocycle equation given in Theorem 3.1 

is a coboundary. 

Proof. Let us introduce Aj; := = Bria i for 1 <i j. Let a® = d,;e; Ne; bea 

0-cochain. Then the coboundary 1-cochain obtained from it will be 

a(én) = Cn? 

= Aij([en, ei] A ej + €: A [ens €3]) 
= hij(Chen Ne; + Cre; A ex) 

= jn e; Ne; + AC e; Ae; 

= (AyCM + ACM Je; A e; 

Thus 

at = NCP + AuO™, 

where Ci? are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. For G,. we have C? = 

(i — j)6,9"*. Therefore
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ai = (2n —i- 1) Ain, + (2n —j- L)Aij—n41- 

Now, let us investigate the above formula for the different ranges of (2,7), as described 

in the statement of Theorem 3.1. In the arguments below we implicitly assume that 

A;; = 0 (a;; = 0) whenever 7 < lorj <1. 

(i) Assume that n > 2. Then 

aon = (n _ L)rALnn + (n _ 1A = 0. 

(ii) Assume that n > 3 and 2<s<n-—1. Then 

  

sn — (2n 7 37 LAs—-n+i,n + (n — VAs = —(n —_ ris = n= 

(iii) Assume that n > 3 and1<i<j<n-—J1. Then 

sincetz —-n+1<Qandj—n4+1<0. 

(iv) Assume that n > 2,1<i<n-—1,andj >n+1. Then 

age = (2n —t— 1)Aj-ngy + (22 — 9 — WAa eng = (22 — 7 — 1)Ai nat 

(Qn —j-1) 
~(n-i-jtloen 

(v) Assume that n > 2 andj >n+1. Then 

an = (n _ 1)Ay; + (2n —J — L)Anj—nt1 

(n —1) (2n-~j—1) 
= TD 1 Fa O”SCO ntl (Q-j) "* G-j) or" 

(vi) Assume that n > 2 and 2<i<n—1. Then 

OP tnd = (2n — L)As- nda i¢n-i + (n _ tyr; = 0, 

sincez —-n+1<0. 

(vii) Assume that n > 2 andn+1<2 <j. Then
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ar, = (2n —i- 1) Ay nday + (2n —] _ 1)Ayj—n41 

(2n —i 1) (2n —j — 1) 
Fn iti 
(n—-t—-j +1) 

This shows that for G,, all 1-cocycles are coboundaries.



CHAPTER IV 

POISSON-LIE STRUCTURES ON Go 

In this chapter we study Poitsson-Lie structures on the group G,,. It turns out that there exists 

a large class of such structures, which can be described erplicitly. In the next chapter we prove that 

in fact this class exhausts all Poitsson-Lie structures on Go. 

We recall the definition of a Poisson-Lie structure on the group G. given in 

Chapter II. It is defined as a skew-symmetric map { , }: C®(G..) x C@(Gy) > 

C™(Goo) which is multiplicative, is a derivation in both arguments, and satisfies 

the Jacobi identity. The derivation property implies that there is a bi-vector field 

w € A*TG, such that {f,g} =< w,df Adg > for any f,g € C™(G,,). In local 

coordinates the bi-vector field w, € A?T,G.. is defined as 

be cugtey on 2 
* J Oz; Oz; , 

where w;; € C™®(G.,.) are smooth function on G.. Then for every f,g € C™(G.) we 

have 

Of Og 
{f, g}(z) ~ w3(x) Ox; Ox; ° 

Note that on the right hand side we have in effect a finite sum since the functions f 

and g depend only upon finite number of arguments. Similarly, the 1-cocycle equation 

(1.6) for w,;; is given by 

OE; OE; 
(4.0) wij(ry) = wilt) aa + WwW att Sd ni(y) he 

Here again the sums on the right-hand-side are finite, since for every n € N we have 

En = En(£1,---52n3 Y1y»--- Yn). The same is true for the sums in the Jacobi identity 

(1.1) for the functions w,;. 

Let us define 

48
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(*) Q(u, v; X) => w(x (z)u'v’, for ¥ = So xiv. 
tj=l t=1 

Thus (u,v; A’) is a generating series for the brackets w,;(z). 

Lemma 4.0. In terms of 9 the cocycle condition (4.0) has the form 

(4.1) 
ON(u, v;Z) = WY(u), V(v); X) + (u,v; VR (V(u) a (V(r), Z(u) = &(Y(u)). 

Proof. Recall that ¥(u) = SO, 2iu' (cf. Chap. II) and Z(u) = ¥(Y(u)) = 

EARL: yi = ye, fu’, where €; = (zy);. From the last formula we obtain that 

sae but (= su), 

OZ a j- 
Dyn = > iz;u*[Y(u)] 1 

w==1 

If we multiply both sides of equation (4. °) by u'v? and sum over 2 and 7 we obtain 

= j OE iy 9G; = ui 0g; vi 
S- Wij (€)u’ y= = unle > ae Dag “d De)” ae S ul) 5p y+ i By 
t,j=1 kl=1 k,l=1 j=l 

= YF wa(x)[Vu) VO) + 4(V(u)) AYO) YF warlyuto 
kl=1 k,l=1 

Now, using the definition of Q we finally obtain that 

Xu, v;Z) = UY(u), V(v); V) + Au, v; VIA Y(u))A(Y(v)). 
Notice also that both sides of the above equation are divisible by uv.™ 

Equation (4.1) has a large class of solutions of the type (*). Namely, we have the 

following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. For any function y = y(u,v) with the properties 

(i) p(u,v) is divisible by u and v; 

(ti)p(u, v) = —y(v,u), 

we have the following solution of (4.1): 

(4.2) Mu, v;V) = ou, v)U"(u)A"(v) — p(X (u), ¥(v)). 

Proof. The proof consists of a simple check. The left hand side of the equation 

(4.1) in terms of (4.2) reads 

Ou, v;Z) = v(u,v)Z"(u)Z"(v) — v(Z(u), Z(v)) 

= 9(u, v)A(Y(u)) VY (UA(Y(v)) V(r) — o(Z(u), Z(v)). 
The right hand side of (4.1) gives 

NUY(u), V(v); X) + Mu, vs V)A(V(u)je(V(v)) = 

+ P(Y(u), V(v))*'(Y(u))4"(Y(v)) — op(Z(u), Z(r))+ 

+ (u,v) (Yu) Vu X"(Y(v))Y'(w) — PY(u), Yo) A"(Y(u) )A(Y(v)). 
Compairing both sides we obtain an identity. 

Condition (ii) is equivalent to Q(u,v; V) = —O(v, u; V) which on the other hand 

is equivalent to the skew-symmetry of the w,;’s. 

The condition (i) is needed since as noticed above N(u,v; 4’) is divisible by uv. 

This requires that the r.h.s. of (4.2) is divisible by uv. From definition of V(u) it is 

clear that V'(u)A4’'(v) is not divisible by uv. It begins with a term xj + 22,22(u + 

v) +.... Suppose that y(u,v) is not divisible by uv. Then y(4(u), V(v)) is also 

not divisible by uv, and so is the difference y(u, v)Z'(u)Z'(v) — y(Z(u), Z(v)). The 

last becomes clear if we consider the formal expansions of y(u,v) and y(¥(u), (v)) 

around (0,0): 

p(u,v) = piow + Yoiv + pique” + pau’ +... 

= Yoi(v — u) + yi2uv(v—u)t+..., 

p(X (u), ¥(v)) = pro (u) + port (v) + pi2t(u)X(v)? + pad (u)?X(v) +... 
= Y10T1U + Yor Tyv + Yrgeeuv + Ya teuy +... 

= Ynti(v — u) + prorjuv(v —u)t+....
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Also we have 

o(u, v)A"(u)A(v) = [Poly — u) + Grguv(v — u) + ...]x 
x [27 + 22,22(u + v) + 32,23(u? + v7) +...] 

= 01 23(v — u) + Wo z122(v? — u*) + Yygzjuv(v —u)+.... 

Here we have used that y;; = —y,j; which follows from y(u,v) = —y(v,u). Clearly 

the r.h.s. of (4.2) would be divisible by uv only if V(u) = u, ie. when V = e. But 

then N(u,v;e) = 0. Therefore we conclude that y(u, v) must be divisible by uv. From 

this it follows that this is also true for y(4V(u), ¥(v)), and thus for the r.h.s. of (4.2).m 

Next, we would like to find out for which classes of y’s the Jacobi identity is 

satisfied. This will be an important step in the solution of the problem of classifying 

all possible Lie-Poisson structures on G'g. 

Let U = {uihiez, be a countable set of indeterminates. Consider the ring of formal 

power series C™(G,,)[[U/]] in U over the ring C®(G..). We shall use the following 

definition 

{X(u),¥(v)} = A(u, v;X) = s {x;,2;}u'v’, 
ij=l 

where u = u,; and v = u; for any u,;,u; € U. The above equality defines a map 

{, }: C?(Goo)[[UJ]xC™(G.)|[U]] + C°(G.) ||] induced by the map { , }: C°(Gao)x 

C°(G..) + C™(G..). Then the Jacobi identity in terms of generating series reads 

(4.3) {X(w), {V(u), V(v)}} +ep. = 0, 

for any u,v,w € U. Indeed, 

oO 

{¥(w), {X(u), M(v)}} +ep. = S- {x,, {2;, cg} }uiviw* +op. 

1,7,4k=1 

= > {xis (23, 28}} + cycl(z, J, k)) uiviw* 

i,j,k=1 

— S- {is e2je} + cycl(i, J, k)| wiviw* 

i,j,k=1 

= S- {in Fy cycl(z, J, ) uiviw* 

2,7,4,i=1 

= » ou + cycl(2 tJ; | uviw*,
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where we used the derivation property of { , } and the fact that w;;(z) = {2;,2;}. 

On the other hand we have 

{X(w), {¥(u), X(v)}} = {X(w), elu, vA" (uj d"(v) — p(X(u), ¥(v)} 

= (u,v) |{X(w), X'(u)}A"(v) + {X(w), U"(v) }4"(u)] - 

— Np(X(u), &(v)){X(w), V(u)} — Aap(¥(u), &(v)){X(w), X(v)}, 

where OQ, denotes the derivative with respect to the first argument and 02 is the 

derivative with respect to the second argument. Also 

{U(w), V"(u)} =A,{4(w), ¥(u)} 
| =0,0(w, UV" (w)A'(u)+ 

+ p(w, uX(w)A"(u) + Orp(¥(w), (u)jA"(u), 
and we have similar formulae when considering the remaining two terms in (4.3) with 

w,u,v permuted. 

Lemma 4.2. The solution (4.2) satisfies the Jacobi identity (4.3) iff p(u,v) 

satisfies the following functional (partial) differential equation 

(4.4) y(u, v)(A.p(w, u) + p(w, v)| + ep. = 0. 

Proof. After substituting (4.2) into (4.3), using the formulae derived above, and 

collecting terms we obtain 

(*) (vl v) [Bup(w,v) + Ae(w,v)] + cp.) X"(w) Au) e"(v)+ 

+ (0X), X(u))[O2o(V(w), ¥(v)) + 2e(e(w), ¥(u))| + cp.) = 0. 

Let us define the function ®(w, u,v) by 

O(w,u,v) = y(u, v)(O,y(w, u) + O,¢y(w, v)| + cp. 

It is easily verified that the function ®(w,u,v) is antisymmetric with respect to each 

pair of its arguments. For example ®(w, u,v) = —®(u, w,v). Then (*) becomes 

O(X(w), V(u), X(v)) = X'(w)A'(u)A'(v) O(w, u, v).
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This equation is satisfied for every function X(u). In particular, it is true for the 

function 1(u) = Au, where \ # 0. In this case the above equation is equivalent to 

®(Aw, Au, Av) = A°O(w, u,v). 

In other words ® is homogeneous of degree 3, and satisfies the Euler equation 

wOwP(w, u,v) + ud, O(w, u,v) + vd, 0(w, u,v) = 30(w, u, v). 

But the only homogeneous function ®(w, u,v) of degree 3 which is also antisymmetric 

with respect to each pair of its arguments is ®(w,u,v) = 0. Therefore the statement 

of the Lemma follows. 

1 Theorem 4.3. The map g > g~ is an antt-Poisson map. 

Proof. Let X(u) denotes the inverse of ¥(u). Then we have the identities 

X(X(u)) =u, and X(¥(u)) =u, 

as well as (following from them) 

XX (u))X"(u) = 1, and AX (u))¥"(u) = 1. 

On the other hand we have 

0= {u,X(v)} 

{V(X (u)), ¥(v)} 

I| {X(w), X(v)} | w=a(u) + X'(w)|wax(uy {4 (u), X(v)}. 

Therefore, 

(4.5) {4(v), X(w)}luaa(uy = (Ww) wax {¥(u), X(v)}. 

Also, we have the following chain of identities 

0= {v, €(w)}lw=a(u) 

= {X(X(v)), ¥(w) }lw=a(u) 

= {XV (z), &(w)}|z=4(v),w=a(u) + X'(z)le=x(v) {X(v), ¥(w)}|w=a(u)-
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Using (4.2) and (4.5), the last identity can be rewritten as 

0 = o(X(v), X(u) A(X (v))A(¥(u)) — olv, u) 

+ XX (v))A(X(u)) [(u, vJM(u)A"(v) — o(X(u), X(v))] 

= {X(z), ¥(w)}|2=¥(w),w=¥(u) + plu, v) — X'(w)X"(z)y(w, z). 

Thus, 

{X(w), (z)} = — [¥"(w) A(z) p(w, z) — p(¥(w), ¥(z))], 

and the proof is finished.m 

Theorem 4.4. For every d € Z,, the function y(u, v) = uv(ut—v?) solves (4.4), 

thus giving rise to a family of Lie-Poisson structures on the group G... 

Proof. Substituting y(u, v) = uv(u? — v*) into the equation (4.4) we obtain 

[uttty — uvl |[wtt! — (d+ 1)wut + wit! — (d+ 1)we") + cp. = 0. 

But this is an identity, since 

Qutt wetly — Quvtt wit! + ep. = 0, 

(d+ l)uwo?4*! — (d + 1)u*4**1ow + c.p = 0, 

and 

(d+ l)utt ot w — (d+ 1)wutt ty! 4+ ep. = 0.0 

d Writing formula (4.2) in components, with y(u, v) = uv(u? — v4), we obtain 

wij(t) = (0 — d)jajrja — 1(7 — d)ajrj—a 

+ 2; ) Ls, -+-Lsy,, — Tj ) Ls, +++ Lsqy4°
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These formulae describe a countable family of Poisson-Lie structures on G,., thus 

answering the question of existence of such. 

In order to classify all Poisson-Lie structures on G,, one has, in particular, to 

classify all solutions of the functional (partial) differential equation (4.4). The main 

result of this section is formulated below. 

Theorem 4.5. For each d EN, there is a solution of (4.4) given by the function 

1 

Mid+1 
  palu,v) = fa(u)ga(v) — falv)ga(r)}, 

where the functions f4(u), ga(u) are such that fi(u)ga(u)—fa(u)g)(u) = —dr1,a41fa(u), 

where 1,441 # 0 is an arbitrary parameter, and fy has a zero of orderd+1 atu=0. 

The set of all solutions of (4.4) is described in this way. 

First, we prove a helpful lemma. 

Lemma 4.6. For any two functions f(u), g(u) satisfying the relation f'(u)g(u)— 

flu)g'(u) = af(u) + Bg(u), where a, 8 are arbitrary constants, (4.4) has a solution 

in the form y(u,v) = flu)g(v) — flv)g(u). 

Proof. After substituting y(u,v) = f(u)g(v) — f(v)g(u) into (4.4) and collecting 

terms we obtain 

[F(u)g"(u) — f’(u)g(u)] f(w)g(v) — [F(u)g"(u) — F(u)g(u)] Fv)g(w) + ep. = 0. 

Using the relation 

F(ujg(u) — f(u)g'(u) = af(u) + Bg(u) 

the above equality transforms to 

—laf(u) + Bg(u)|f(w)g(v) + [af(u) + Bg(u)]f(v)g(w) + cp. = 0. 

The last equality is equivalent to 

alf(u)f(v)g(w) — flu) f(w)g(v) + e.p.J + B[f(v)g(u)g(w) — f(w)g(u)g(v) + c.p.] = 0. 

But the expressions in the square brackets are identically zero as one can easily check. 

Thus we obtain an identity.™
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In fact, we will show that all solutions of the functional differential equation (4.4) 

with the additional assumption that y(u, v) is divisible by uv are of the above form, 

with B= 0. 

We will seek the general solution of (4.4) as a formal power series y(u,v) = 

So may Anmu"v™. Here, the antisymmetry of y(u,v) implies the antisymmetry of 
nym=1 

Anm, hamely Anm = —Amn: 

Substituting into (4.4) we obtain 

S| > 8[Ak—s41nArs + Akn—s+1 Ars + An—stirAks + Anr—s+1 Aks + Ar—sti,kAnst 

kn yr 8s 

k 
+ Ay k— +1 AnslU vw = 0, 

or 

maz(k,n,r) 

(4.6) S- 8[(Ag—s41n + Xn—s+1)Ars + (An-s41,r + An,r—s+1)Aks + Or-st1k+ 

s=1 

+ r,,b—s+1) Ans] = 0. 

We may assume k < n <r, since if at least two of the indices k,n,r are equal then 

(4.6) is identically satisfied. Then max(k,n,r) = r. Let k = 1 and n < r, then we 

have 
rT 

S> 8 [Ao—snArs + Ain—s+1Ars + An—sti,rAls + Anyr—stiAls + Ar—s+1,1 Ans + Ar2-sAns] = 0, 

s=1 

which is equivalent to 

MnAri + S- Sry n—s+iArs + S- SAn—s41,rA1s + S- SAnr—s+1A1st 
s=i1 s=1 s=1 

+ S> Srp—541,1 Ans + AriAnt = 0. 

s=1 

The first and the last terms in the above equation cancel each other. We make the 

change of variables s > n—s+1, and s++r—s+1 in the third and the forth terms 

respectively to obtain 
n 

Ss” SA1 n—st+1Ars + So(n —s+ 1)AsrAtn—st1 + Solr — Sst 1)AnsAtr—stit 

s=1 s=1 s=1 

+ SAp— 541,108 = 0, 

s=1
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which is equivalent to 

(4.7) So(n — 28 + 1)Mnast¢iAer = Do (7 — 28 + 1)Anrett Aan 
s=1 s=1 

A close look at the first several equations of (4.6) 

Ay2Ai3 = 0 

Ay2(2A14 + A23) = 0 

Ais(Aia + A23) = 0 

3Ar4A23 — (A23)” — 4ArgsA24 + 5Ar2Az4 = 0 

Ai2(3A1s + 2A24) = 0 

Ai3Ais + AraA23 + Ar2A34 = 0 

3Ai5A23 — 2Aa3A024 — 5Aq3A05 + 6A12A35 = 9 

— AyaAis — 2ArgAog + AizA25 — Ar2A35 = 0 

AArsAog — 2(Av4)? — SArgAas + AvsA2s + TAr2 Aas = 0 

DA1sA34 — 2A2qAaa — 6ArgAas + A23A35 + TA13A45 = 0 

shows that the solutions of this infinite system of quadrics fall into three main classes. 

Namely those with 413 = 0, these with 4,2 = 0, and these with A132 = 0 = 43, the 

last one being an intersection of the first two. We now proceed with describing these 

classes. 

(i) Let Ay2 # 0 and Ay3 = 0. Then, from (4.7) with n = 2 we obtain 

r 

—H42A1, = Slr — 28 +1)Aqp~s41A25- 
s=1 

After multiplying both sides of the above equation by u’, and summing over r we 

—12 S- Ayu = S> Solr — 25+ 1)Arp—stirzsu” 
r=1 r=1 s=1 

obtain 

from+s—1
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—12 y Ayu’ = y Si(m — 8)AymAzu™ ts! 
m=1 s=1 

CO 8000 

= 5 ) MAU dro, ue -y y sr2,ue Ayu” 
m=1 s=1 m=z1 s=1 

Now, if we define f,(u) = 52°, Ayu”, and gi(u) = S522, A2su’, the above equa- 

tion becomes 

—Arefi(u) = filu)ar(u) — fa(u)gi(u). 

(ii) Let Ayq = 0 and 443 # 0. Then, from (4.7) with n = 3 we have 

—2Xi3\17 = So(r — 2s + 1)A1 7-s41A3s- 

s=1 

Define f.(u), and g2(u) to be fo(u) = S57, Apu", and gi(u) = So%2, A3,u*. Then, 

performing the same manipulations as in the case (i) above we obtain 

—2disfo(u) = f,(u)ge(u) — fo(u)g2(u). 

(iii) For Ay2 = 0 = 443, let us assume temporarily that 414 4 0. Then from (4.7) with 

n = 4 we have 
Tr 

—3A14A1- = Solr _— 2s + 1)A1 --s¢1 A485 

s=1 

and therefore 

—3Arafa(u) = f5(u)ga(u) — fa(u)gs(u). 

Where fa(u) = eet Aisu*, ga(u) = en Ags. 

The above considerations suggest the following argument. If the first non-zero 

element of the set {Ain}n>2 is A141 (d > 1), then from (4.7) we deduce that 

r 

—dd, 441X197 = KG — 2s + 1)Ayy—s44 Ad+1,83 

s=1] 

and the above equation is equivalent to 

—ddy asi fa(u) = fo(u)ga(u) — fa(u)gg(u).
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Here fz, gq are defined as fy(u) = oe, Aisu’, and ga(u) = D322, Adti,su’. (Certainly, 
s=1 

the first d terms in the definition of fy are zero.) 

Thus, we will parametrize all classes of solutions of (4.4) by d € N such that 

  

Ayg =... = Aya = 0, and 41441 # 0. In what follows, we will show that for each d € N 

with the above property y(u, v) is given by ya(u, v) = x an [fa(u)ga(v) — fa(v)ga(u)}, 

and therefore is a solution of (4.4), according to Lemma 4.6. This we will show by 

proving that for each d € N we have 

  (4.8) lim = — — X AinAd+i,m — AimAd+1n 3 V nym 2 1. 

1,d+1 

Lemma 4.7. For any fized d € N such that \4, = 0 forl <n<d, dri 441 £0, 

it follows that X,, =0 forl<s<d—-l,l<n<d. 

Proof. Since 1 <n < d, it follows from (4.7) that (the ].h.s. is zero) 

r—d 

(4.9) S (rn = 28 +1)Aip-atiAen = 0. 
s=1 

Since n <r, if 

(GQ) r=d+1, then dAy441Ain = 0, which is an identity; 

(ii) r= d+ 2, then (d+ l)ArapoAin + (d -— L)AragiA2n = 0 = > (d-1)ArapirA2n = 

0 = An = 0. 

Assume now that A,, = 0 for 1 <s<m<d—-—1,1<n<d. We would like to show 

that this implies A,.41,., = 0. But from (4.9) with r=d+m-+1 it follows that 

(d —_ m)Ai d41Am+i,n =) => Am+i,n = 0. 

Therefore, letting r run in the interval d+ 1 <r < 2d —1 finishes the proof. 

Remark. For r = 2d and r = 2d+1 we obtain identities. For r > 2d+1 we obtain 

relations which are particular cases of (4.8). For example, when r = 2d + 2 we have 

Aid +2 
A d+2Ad41,n _ Aq a+1Ad+2,n =0 = Ana = 7X 

  

And+1 ‘ 

1,d+1
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Lemma 4.8. For each fixed d EN, such that Aym =0 for 1 <m<d, Ar a41 £0, 

it follows that Xg41n 1s a rational function of Aya41,--- Adin, Vn = 1. 

Proof. Let us consider (4.7) with r=n+d 

d+1 n 

(4.10) S(d — 2s + L)Ay d+2-sAs.ned = (n + d — 2s + V)Aantd—s41As,d41 (n > 1), 

s=1 s=1 

which is equivalent to 

n-1 

dy 411 nt+d = So (n +d—2541)\rngd—spiAsati + (d—24+1)Aq a41An 41 
s=1 

since only the first term on the I|.h.s is non-zero. Therefore, solving for Agyin we 

obtain 

(4.11) 
n-1 

Ad+in = _~—___+____ dX d41A1n4d — So (n +d—284+1)Ain4a—stirsa+i 
(d—nt+1)Apas1 ’ — , 

The above formula gives a recursive relation for An,g41's, whenever n £ d+1. To 

finish the proof of the lemma we write the first three relations. For n = 1 (4.10) is 

an identity. For n = 2 we have 

dd1 a4 Arzga = (d+ 1)Ayo¢aA1a41 + (d — 1)Ara4¢1A2,¢415 

from which it follows that 

1 
(4.12) A2,d+1 = a _ 7 Anata:   

For n = 3 we have 

d 
= “d= Dyan [—2hsass rare + qa ete) ; 

where we have used (4.11). Finally for n = 4 we have 

1 
raed = | ap At apa — (2d +3)A1 ap 4A1,041 — (d + 1)A1 0 43A2,041— 

(d — 3)A1a41 

~~ (d ~~ L)Anera as 

(3d — 5)d d Sas | 1 
7a 

= —_______-|/_ 3) A TO ~ 1,441A1d+4 + (d—1)(d— 2) 1.d+2A1a+3 d—-2 Ayasi (d— 3)A1a41
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Therefore, repeating this process n times we obtain that Agii, is a rational function 

of the type as stated, since all \g41,, with 1 < s <n —1 are rational functions. This 

completes the proof of the lemma.™ 

Remark. Lemma 4.8 shows that for each d € N the functions fz and gg are defined 

only in terms of {Ain}n>a41- That is, for each d € N we will have a solution of (4.4) 

determined by this infinite set of parameters. It turns out that these parameters are 

not completely independent. 

Namely, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.9. For each d € N there exists the following single relation between 

Ain’s (withd+1<n<2d+1) 

  

d 
1 

Aidt. = — Mae X 2(d +1— 8)A1,2d42~sAs,d41- 

Here Xs,d41 = Asdti(Aidtiy--- »Atdts)) 2 < 8 < d, are rational functions according 

to the previous lemma. 

Proof. From (4.11) we have 

n-1 

—(d—n+ 1)AqaqiAdtin = A1a41Ai nga — So (n +d —28 4+ 1)Ainia—stirAs.dei- 
s=1 

Ifn =d+1 the l.hs. is zero, and we obtain 

d 

dXy a41A1,2d41 = S “(2d +2 —2s)Aq 2¢42-sAsd+1 
s=1 

d 

= 24d) o¢41A1,a41 + S- 2(d +1 — 8)Aq 2d¢2-sAs,d41- 
s=2 

From this, the statement follows. This means that for each d € N we can solve for 

Aza+1 in terms of A1a41,--- ,A1,2¢, and 41,2441 is a rational function of these variables. 

This is the only relation between ,,,’s. This is easily seen from (4.11). Multiplying 

both sides of (4.10) by (d+ 1— 1) we see that the l.h.s. of the equality so obtained 

vanishes if and only ifn = d+1. From this we obtain exactly one relation between 

Ain’s for d+ 1 <n < 2d+1. Thus for d = 1 we obtain 4,3 = 0, for d = 2 we have
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d 2 

M5 = Guy for d = 3 we have 

Ai5A16 _ (Ais)? 

A14 (Ay4)?’ 

  

  

Ai7 = 2 

and so on.@ 

Summarizing, each d € N specifies a branch in the space of solutions of (4.6) for 

which the set of parameters {Ain }n>a4+1,.n42d+1 forms a basis. Here 1.2441 is a rational 

function of A1¢@41,--- ,A1,24- 

Lemma 4.10. For each fized d € N and every n,m > 1 the following formula is 

valid 

1 

rr d41 

  

(4.13) Amn AimAd+i,n — XinAdtiym : 

Proof. The plan of the proof is as follows 

(i) First we prove (4.13) forl <m<dandn>d+1. Forn < d+1 there is nothing 

to prove, because all A,,»’s are zero according to Lemma 4.7; 

(ii) Second, we prove (4.13) for m < 2d and n > m, using (i). Here, we prove it first 

for 442,443 (for Agyi1a¢2 the statement is trivial). Then, we prove it for \g42n, and 

every n > d+ 3, using an inductive argument. Next, we prove that if the statement 

is true for Ay,—1,m, then it is true for Amm41, for some m < 2d. Last, we fix m < 2d, 

and use again an inductive argument to prove it for A,,,, and every n > ™; 

(iii) Our third step is to apply induction to the argument m. Namely, assuming that 

the statement is true for Amn, where m < (k — 1)d, and every n > m, we prove it for 

m < kd, and every n > m. 

The proof is technical, but not difficult, and uses extensively formula (4.11), which 

we now write as 

n~1 

(4.14) So(n +d—28+1)\nta—spiAsdgi = (€d—24+ 1)AraprAdgin + OAr,a41Ai nga: 
s=1 

(i) Let 1 << m<d,and N >d+1. Fix m, and assume that the statement is true for 

alld+1<n< N—1. We want to prove it for A,,n. But from (4.7) we have 

m=—1 N 

SY o(m — 284 1)Aim—s+iAs,N+d = — > (N +d— 25+ 1)Ainta-stiAms- 
s=l s=d+1
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But the |.h.s. of this equation is zero, since m < d. Therefore 

  

N-1 

O= $0 (N+d—28 + 1)Aw4a-s¢iAme + (d — N + 1)Aia41Amn 
s=d+l1 

1 N-1 

~\ > (N + d — 2s + 1)A1,N4d—041 [AimAd+1,8 — A1sAd+1,m] + 
d+) ay 

+(d-~N+1)d\y a41Amn 

X N-1 

= — thm (N +d —254+1)Ay nea-stiris + (d —N +1)Ate41Amn 
Aidt 4, 

=(d- N+1)\atimAin + (d -N +41)drap1Amn; 

and we obtain 
Ain 
  AmN = — AL d+1- 
Ad+i,m 

This is exactly (4.13) with Aim = 0, which is a consequence of the assumption on m. 

(ii.a) The statement is true for Ag41,442- Let us now assume that m = d+2,n = d+3. 

Then from (4.7) we have 

d+1 d+1 

WC — 28 + 3)A1¢-s43As,2d43 = S “(2d — 28 +3)A1 20-s43As,d42 — 2A10-41Ad43,d42: 
s=1 s=1 

Now, we use (i) in both sides of the above equation to obtain 

d+ 
] 
  

  

7X S(d — 28 + 3)A1a—s43 (ArsAd41,2¢43 — A12d43Ad41,5] = 
Id+1 42y 

1 d+1 

=~ 1 S “(2d — 28 + 3)Aq 2¢-543 rsAdgide2 — AratoAdsi,s] — 2A1,¢41A043,d425 
a+ s=1 

which is equivalent to 

d+1 d+1 
A d+1,2d+3 X1,24+3 
— d — 9 5 A s— ’ _ _s Y : _— 

Mat yd 8+3)\d—s4341 Mian Ss (d 2s + 3)Aj 4~543¢41,   

s=1 s=l 

d+1 

= —2A1 d41Ad43,d42 + S “(2d — 28 + 4)Ai2q—s44A15- 
1,dé+1 

  

s=1 

d+1 
A = itt Sog_ te Whar   

s=1
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The first term on the l.h.s. is zero, and the second term on the r.h.s. contains only 

one summand thus giving 

d+1 

  

r1 2443 
—_ ——— d—2 Ay d—s+3Ad+1.8 = Vg dT $+ 3)Ai¢d—s43Ad41, 

d+1 

= —2)y a41Ad¢a,d42 + 2A1 ¢42Ad41,442 — Le S “(2d — 28s + 3)Aj 2¢-543Ad+1,8- 
d-+1 << 

The term on the |.h.s. has only two summands. The third term on the r.h.s. we 

transform using (4.14). Thus, 

Ai 2443 
  > [(d + L)ApapoA1a41 + (d — 1)At 41 A2¢41] = 

1d+1 

Aid = —2A1 a41Ad43,a42 t+ 2A1,443Ad4¢1,0+3 + n 
  [—2A1 a41A041,443 + €A1,041A2¢483] « 
1d41 

Collecting all the terms we obtain 

1 

Aid41 

  

Ad+2,d4+3 = sara henste _ Ay d43Ad+1,d43 : 

Gi.b) Let us assume now that the statement is true for Agiox, d+ 3 << k << n—1. We 

would like to prove it for k = n. From (4.7) we have 

d+1 n—-1 

S| (d—28-+3) 1 ¢—s43Aentd = S"(n+d—28+1) Ai ngd—st1Asa¢at(d—n+1) Ai d41An,a42- 
s=1 s=1 

The l.h.s. has only two summands. Also, applying the inductive hypothesis we obtain 

(d+ LAr apeArnea + (d — LAr api A2n4¢¢ = 

n-1 

So(n +d—2641)Ainga—s41 [dseAann ata — Aj d42Ad41,8| + 
s=1 

  

Mati 

+ (d—n4+1)Aia41An 42 
n—-1 

  

A 
— Cdl d+2 So (n + d—2s + V)Aq ngd—s41A1s— 

Mid d+1 

X n-1 

_ an So (nt — 28 +1)MngaraptrAagie + (d— rt LAr ap Andee 
1,d+1 

s=1 

r 
=(n — d—1)Agtia42AIn + Lat?   71 (d—n4+1)Ar as rAdtin + GA1,041A1nta| + 

1d+1 

+ (d —n + 1)A1 a41And+2-
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The second term in the above expression has been obtained by using formula (4.14). 

Applying the inductive argument to Ao n4a, namely Arana =   

~~ Tan [—Ain+aAg41,2]) 

and collecting terms we obtain 

] 

Ai d+1 
  Ad+2,n = Asaaaderan —_ AinAd4+1,d+2 . 

(ii.c) Suppose that the statement is true for \j;-in, Vn >m—1. We are going to 

prove it for \y,m41- From (4.7) we have 

m—1 

S| (m—2s+1)A1m—s41 Asm+d+1 = S “(m+d—28+2) 1 m+a—242Aemt+(d—m) 1,041 Am-+im- 

s=1 s=1 

Using the induction hypothesis the above equation transforms to 

  

  

m—1 

F 4 So(m — 28+ 1)Aim—s+1 [AisAd41,m+d41 — A1,m+d41Ad+41,s] = 

’ s=1 

m=~1 

= (d—m)A1,d41Am+iim Fy 7 S] (m+d—25+2)A1m+d—o42 [AisAdti,m — AimAd+1,s] : 

la+ s=1 

Expanding, we have 

m—d m—d 
Adtiym4d41 Aim+d+1 
—\ S> (m—2s+1)Atm—stiAis ~~ —— S > (m=28+1)Mm—s41Ad41,s = 

1d+1 s=d+1 1+ s=l 

  

Adem WM 
= (d _ m)A1 d41Am+i.m + ath SS (m +d—2s+ 2)A1,m+d—s+2A1s— 

1d+1 s=d+1 

(m+1)-1 

S- (m +d—2s+ 2)A1m+d—s+2Ad41,8- 

s=1 

Aim 

did41 

  

The first term on the |.h.s. is zero. From the others we obtain 

Arm 
—(2d—m+1)At m4d41 Adpim—dt [2d—m-+1) sas Maenm-et@s gordi = 

  

  

A1d+1 
= (d _ ™m)A1,d41Am+i,m + (m —_ d) Xi m41Ad+im+ 

+5 = C —m)ArapiAdtime + sae aomeass 
1d+1 

Collecting terms we arrive at 

1 
Amm+41 = X Aan Adtton —_ Mayme darton| : 

1,d+1
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(ii.d) Let us assume now, that the statement is true for 4m, where m < 2d, and all 

k>m+1uptok=n-—1. We will prove it for k = n. Again, from (4.7) we have 

m—1 n+1 

S/(m—28+1)Am—st1Asned = So(n +d—28+1)\1 n4d—s41 Asm +(d—n+1)Aq 441 Anm- 

s=1 s=1 

Next, we apply the induction hypothesis to obtain 

m—1 
1 
  

  

  

Maa do(m — 25 + 1)Xim—s41 [ArsAdsi nga — Ain+dAdsi,s] = 
’ s=1 

1 n-1 

= X i So (n + d—2s + 1) Ai n+d—s41 [ArsAd+1,m _- AmAd+i,s] + (d —n+ 1)A1,a41Anm) 

d+ s=1 

which leads to 

(*) 
Ad+1 +d sida 

hh 4d m—1 

= m—2s+1)\im-s Ms — ” m—28s+1)\im-s y so 

Aras 2! ameott Ay Aidt) dS A1m—st Ades 

  

d mn n—-1 

= (d—nt+1)ApapirAnm + art, S- (n +d —25+1)Ay nyd-stiAts— 

Aid+1 s=d+1 

n~l 

Aim 

So(n +d—28+1)Ainga—sp1Ad41,s: 
s=l1 

  

Mid+1 

The first term on the |.h.s. is zero. The second one we represent as (notice that the 

sum is up to m — d) 

m—(d+1) 

—(2d —m+ L) Ai nedAdtin—d + S> (m — 2s + 1) Ay m—s41A8,d41- 

s=1 

For the second term in the expression above we apply (4.14), namely 

m—(d+1) 

> (m — 25 + 1)Aim—sqirAsagi = (2d -— m+ 1) ayiAdgim—d + AtdgiAim- 
s=l1 

We do the same for the last term on the r.h.s. of (*) too. Thus finally, we come to 

the equality 

—(2d — m4 1)MinedAdgim—ad + (2d — m4 1)Arnsardgiym—-d + AtngdAim = 

= (d —n+ 1)Ay ¢41Anm + (n —d— 1)Adti1mA1n + (d —n+ 1)dg41,nA1m + dX ntdX1m;
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and after cancellation we get 

1 
Amn = 

Mid+1 
  

AimAd+i,n — AinAd+1,m . 

(iii) In this case the arguments repeat vis-a-vis the arguments presented in case (ii). 

Thus, we omit them. 

This concludes the proof Lemma 4.10 and of Theorem 4.5.8 

Using the above results we are going to describe now a one-parameter deformation 
d of the solution y(u,v) = uv(u? — v“) obtained in Theorem 4.5, which is of course a 

particular case of the general infinite-parameter solution. 

Lemma 4.11. For each d € N\ {1}, if Ain = Cute Vn >d+1, it follows 
(A1,a41) 

that \nds1 =0,V¥n>d+1, and Ana41 = -p owes for2<n<d. 

Proof. From (4.10) we obtain 

  

  

(4.15) 

L (Ai,d+1)"~ (A1a42)"~" 
Anat = d —S (n+d—2s + 1)——— _ hg ai | - d+1 (d —n+ 1)Ai a4 | (y.441)” n-3 5S ay d+1 

If n = 2 we have 

r -—___ | dX A —(d+1)A A = I d 2d+1 = (d—-n+l) Man 1,d+141,d42 1,d+2A1,d41| = —G—7A1a42- 

Let as assume now that A,.a41 = = Ti ay elo for all k, such that 2 < k <n—1 < d.
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We will now prove that this relation is true for k = n < d. From (4.14) we obtain 

  

  

Andt+1 = t grata)" + s(n +d—2s+ 1) Bree) As dt1 

me (d= nF Wdnatt | Anat) © d= 1 s=1 Onapi)eer 

| (Aia42)"7" 1 (Aya4¢2)"7? a 
= d-—— + n+d—2s4+1 
(d-n+ 1)Ai ati | (Aia¢1)"-9 d—1 (Aia41)” n—3 d| )) - 

— Onat2)"™ 
(A1a41)"7? 

1 1 
ae 1) Ta p(n — (n+ + 1)— 

| — 2, (neat -1)] Quaeal™ 

    

  

  

d—1 2 (Aia41)"73 

=GoaT Da [in yd 1) +(n—2)(n+-d41)— 

= n(n =1) +2] Eee 

“Gane aD [ate 7 oe 

_ 1 (Aiat2)"~ 
d —] (Ay,a41)"7? " 

This proves the second part of the lemma. If n = d+ 1, then the l.h.s. of (4.15) 

is zero. We check for consistency whether the r.h.s. is zero. The expression in the 

brackets reads 

~i+ Ya ~s+1)=5— mil #4d42(a+id—1)-2( 1)   

= 0. 

Now, we check whether the statement is true for Agy2a41. From (4.15) 
d 

_ 1 (A1,d42)4*) Nd+2,d41 = — - +1)+>— 2 (24 +3- 29 AAd+2) 

  

(Aia41)? 
d+1 

_ — a +1+(d—1)(2d +3) - (A > ‘)| Gr
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Thus Ag+2,a+1 = 9. We use again an inductive argument. We assume that A,a41 = 0 

for all k such that d+ 1 < k < n-—1, and we would like to show that this implies 

An,d+1 = 0. From (4.15) we have 

  

  

] (Ai,a¢2)"7! : (Aid4¢2)"~* 
An = d-—— — n+d—2s + 1)—————__i\, 

wet (d= nt) | Onan)" dT Onan) att 
d 

1 1 (Ai 442)" | ———_—___ | -(n — 1) + —— 4+d—2s5+1)| ee? _ 
(d—n+1) ( +a dn ) (Ai a4i)"~? 

    

= [=n —1)(-1) + (d= 4a +1) (d—-n+1)(d—1) 
d(d+1) _ (Ara¢2)"7? 

- 2( 2 ‘)| (A1,a41)"-? 

  

  

This concludes the proof of the lemma.@ 

Theorem 4.12. For every d>2 and \= yea? the function 

(4.16) 
1 

Pd,A(U, v) = (d —1)(1 — Au)(1 — Av) 
  {( — 1)uv(vt — ut) + Adu?v?(ué! — vy 

is a solution of (4.4). It is a one-parameter deformation of the solution p(u,v) = 

uv(vt — ut) Vd > 2, which we obtain back from (4.16) by setting \ = 0. 

Remark. One can obtain the solution y(u, v) = uv(v—u), which gives the Poisson- 

Lie structure with d = 1 in Theorem 4.4 from (4.16) in the following way. Rewriting 

(4.16) as 

(u,v) = uv(v? — u?) + Adu?y? yt! — yt-1 

Pa’) = T— dul — Av) (1—Au(1—-Av) d—-1 ”’ 
  
  

we pass to the limit d — 1 and then set \ = 0.
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Proof. With the assumptions of Lemma 4.11 we have 

oe ce n—-d-1 

falu)= So Mu" = So ea 

  

  

n=d+1 nodes (Atd+ 
\ n 

= auth »-( sty «) 

_ ie 

ga(u,v) = — s Antu” = —Ar,d41U +a Ly is al 2 
n=l 1,d+1 

= —\ygyiut Anaeait » (ve na 

=a he x fe )(L — Au)u + Au? [1 - cue} 

= qa aris — Xu) ne —1+ (Au) ‘). 

By Theorem 4.5 we obtain 

panty) = 5 ——| flu) ga(v) ~ falo)gale) 
] 

= pit _ uw uld — uy? 

= gop [—Adu? + u(d — 1 + (Au)"*)| 

  

  

—u®t! [—Adv? + o(d — 1 + (Av)*)] \ 

After simplification we finally have 

(@- 1) a Ww) {(d ~ l)uv(v? — ut) + Adu?v? (ut? — yh   

Ya,r(U, v) = 

Remark. One can independently check that (4.16) solves the functional (partial) 

differential equation by directly substituting (4.16) into the equation. 

Summarizing, we showed existence of an infinite parameter family of Poisson- 

Lie structures on the group G.. In the next chapter we will show that this family 

exhausts all such possible structures on G.



CHAPTER V 

THE GROUP G. AND THE r-MATRIX 

We find here all Lie-bialgebra structures on the Lie algebra Go. of the group Goo. Then we show 

that there ts a one-to-one correspondence between these Lie-bialgebra structures and the Potsson-Lie 

structures found in the previous chapter. 

In this chapter we will describe the correspondence between the solution 

(5.1) Q(u,v;¥) = ou, v)a"(u)a"(v) ~ o(X(u), ¥(0)) 
of the cocycle equation and the classical r-matrix on G,.. It turns out that there 

is a one-to-one correspondence between the Poisson-Lie structures on G. given by 

(5.1) and r-matrices on G,.. Namely, if we write y(u,v) = 07) 2) Amau™v”, where 

Amn = —Anm, and r = rjje; Ae;, where r;; = —r;; and {e;};>0 form a basis of the Lie 

algebra G,., one shows that Ai41,341 = rij, Vij>0- This we will prove by demonstrating 

that the \,;’s and the r;;’s satisfy the same infinite system of algebraic equations. In 

what follows, {z;};>1 will be again a set of local coordinates of a point of the group 

Goo. We recall also that a 1-cochain a: Goo 4 Goo A Goo acting on a basis element 

€n E Goo iS written as a(e,) = aj,e; A e;, where summation is understood over the 

repeated indices. If a is 1-cocycle, then 

(5.2) (da)(e1, Cm) = €1-0(€m) — Cm-a(e;) — a([er, m|) = 9. 

where 6 is the coboundary operator in the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of Lie 

algebras (see formula (*) in Ch.I). 

Let us assume for a momment that G is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Let 

r=7rjje; Ae; € A*G be a 0-cochain, and let a: G + GAG be defined as a = dr. Let 

us also define < r,r >€ @°G as 

(6.3) <r os [rr] + [rte] + feo 
where we have 

[r?? rt] = Pil kl [e;, e;,| A €; A ej = rijP RIC en A €; A €1, 

71
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12 23) — k 

[r Pr = Trilkien A lei, ex] Aeg= TriTkiC; €n Ae; A et, 

13° 23] tk 
[r ,T | = PTnilTjken A €; A [e;, ex] = Tail skC] €n Ae; Ae}. 

In the above expressions we used [e;,e,] = Ci*e,, where C* are the structure con- 

stants of the Lie algebra G. Now, we can rewrite (5.3) in tensor notation as 

(5.4) <rr>= [Ce rise + CH rirkn + CF rial kj len Ae; Ae. 

We have the following: 

Lemma 5.1 [Drinfel’d]. The coboundary a satisfies the co-Jacobi identity, i.e. 

a defines a Lie-bialgebra structure on G, if and only if < r,r > is G-invariant with 

respect to the adjoint action of G on itself. 

Proof. Let a(én) = ate; Ae;. Then a satisfies the co-Jacobi identity if and only 

if 

(5.5) ana’, + ata’, + a? ad, = 0. 

Using the fact that a is a coboundary a(en) = 6r(en) = (risC?* + r5j;CP* )e; A ej we 

rewrite (5.5) as . . 

(risCP? + 1sj3CP \(repC7? + rp Cy )+ 

+ (resCP* + roj3CE)(ripC]? + rpiC]?)+ 
+ (risCF* + rojC) rip CR + rpxOW”) = 0. 

This system of equations is equivalent to 

rise repC]” + rag CP rep?” + risCe rpiCe + rajOP rp C7? 

+ PesCr ripC2? + rj On ripC?? + PksCn*rpi C7” + rsjC er yiC}? 

4 gO rip CP? + rejCP rip’? + risCe rp C2? + rejCP rp C?? = 0. 

Next we perform some algebraic manipulations using the Jacobi identity for the Lie 

algebra structure constants of G 

cucm™ 4 Cikom 4 ChCm™m — 0, 

We observe that 

riser epCp? + resCe rp Ci? = risCP repli” + reper iC} 
= Tiskp(CTC}? — C??C}*) 

= —Pislkp(C2"C}? + CP?C}*) 
_ 8 VIN
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Similarly we have 

PigOP rp Ce? + rigC rip]? = ristpi CP CR”, 

and 

res CP ripe? + risCn rp CP? = rearipCE Ce. 

Therefore the co-Jacobi identity is equivalent to 

psvjn JP ns IP 

JP JP pseyjn (5.6) HCE ipCP? + rg CE rpiCy” + ristpiC} Cy 

HT gsTipCP’ Cy" + rj Cl ripe + 5 CTT pC} = 0. 

Let us now consider the system of equations e,,. < r,r >= 0 for every m > 0. 

That is, 

(5.7) [CM rere + Co rail Kt + Ch raat jk]€m-(€n Ae; Aer) =0 

Calculating 

Em-(€n Ae; A er) = [ems en] A ej; Aer + €n A [Ems ej] A er + en A €; A [em, er] 

= C™e, Ne; Ne t+ Omen Ne, N er t+ Omen Ne; A es, 

and renaming indices when necessary we obtain that (5.7) is equivalent to 

rite Cm + TisCn TEC + rij re sCh 

th th tk 
(5.8) trsirpiCt cms + TiC, rer + TiC} TrsCr? 

tkoams tk ms ik ms 
+r sir jC; C? + PriC} TC} + TiC, riRC] = 0. 

Again after renaming indices we conclude that the above system of equations is iden- 

tical to (5.6). This concludes the proof.m 

A subclass of coboundary Lie-bialgebra structures is obtained when < r,r >= 0; 

written explicitly, this condition has the form 

(5.9) Cr rng + CH rirkn + Ch int kj = Q. 

This is the so-called Classical Yang-Baxter Equation (CYBE). 

For the Lie algebra G,. the structure constants are C? = (i — j)éi*’, where 

t,j,k > 1. One easily sees that the arguments given above apply in this case, since
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the presence of the Kronecker symbol in the formula for the structure constants as 

well as the fact that r,; = 0 whenever i < 0, 7 < 0 make all sums finite. Therefore 

(5.9) becomes 

(1 — RO rssrey + (6 — ROM aren + (i — BGT Tints = 0, 

or 

max (n,j,t) 

(5.10) > [(n — 2k)rn—kjPki + QG _ 2k)rj—k iT kn + ( — 2k )ri-kn? kj] = 0. 

k=0 

Using the fact that 
nr n 

) (n — k)rp-kjTkt = ) Er gj? n-kly 
k=0 k=0 

we have 
n Tm 

So (n _ 2k )rp—kjTkl = 3 [(n — k)rn—k,jP kl —_ krn—kj? kil 

k=0 k=O 

nm 

= S° k [rij Tn—k,l — Pnr—kjTkl| 

k=0 

Tm 

= Ss" K [rigTa-kt +0 jn—KP kl] » 
=0 

and similarly for the other two terms in (5.10). Thus, (5.10) assumes the form 

max (n,3,!) 

(5.11) S° K[(ra-ka + Tne rej + (Tink + jen) Tet + (Tyke + TI-k,j)P kn] = 0. 
k=0 

(In the above formulae we implicitly assume that r;; = 0 whenever 2 < 0 or 7 < 0.) 

This is the CYBE for Go. 

We now proceed with the proof of the following important result 

Lemma 5.2. For the Lie algebra G.. the system of equations e,. < r,r >= 0, 

for every n € Zi, implies < r,r >= 0. 

Remark. This means that all coboundary Lie-bialgebra structures on G,. are given 

by the solutions of CYBE. 

Proof. For G. the equation e,,. <r,r >= 0, for any m € Z,, becomes 

(A) + (B) + (C) = 9,
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where 

(A) =(i — k)(m — 88 oto r ry + (i — k)(m — 8) OM tr ret 

+ (i — k)(m — 866+ 7; rpg 

=(2 —k)(m-2—- bE tt rn rey + (22 —n)(2m — J)rij-mTn-itt 

+ (21 —n)(2m — 9)rijrn—-ii—m 

=(227 + m — n)(2m — n)rijta-m-it + (21 — 2)(2m — J) ti gemTa-itt 

+ (2¢ —n)(2m — 7)rijta-it—ms 

(B) = (22-7) (2m—n )ra—m i j-it+(2t—J+m)(2M—]J rar j—m—i+(2Qt—J )(2N—] rpirj—it—m, 

and 

(C) = (21-1)(2m—n)ry_m tj i—-it(2i-l)(2M—J )rnirj_mi—-it(Qi-—l4+m)(2mM—lD ryirji—m-i- 

Therefore the system of equations e,. < r,r >= 0 is equivalent to the following 

system of equations 

n—m j-m 

S| (2i +m—n)(2m — n)rijtn—-m-it + S| (2 —j+m)(2m — 7)raitj—-m—itt 

i=0 1=0 

l—m 

+ $0 (i — 1+ m)(2m = Drpirjt—m-i 
10 

+ S [2 _ n)(2m _ J) ij-mPn-il + (22 _ n)(2m _ J)T igh n-il—m] 

+=0 

j 

+ S[(2 — j)(2m — n)rp_matj-ig + (20 — 7)(2m — Drnirj-it-m!] 
1=0 

l 

+S [(2i = (2m = n)rgem siti + (26 — (QM = j)raitj—ms-i] = 0. 
i=0 

In order to prove that e,. < r,r >= 0 implies < r,r >= 0 it is enough to prove 

this implication for m = 0, i.e. that e9. < r,r >= 0 implies < r,r >= 0. Let m = 0
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in the above system of equations. Then we have 

I 

_ 572i — 2)NT5;T nil — S25 = j JD)IT rai? jit — S (2 - Dl rats 
+=0 1=0 1=0 

+ S“[-(2 _ N)IT GPa _ (22 —_ nlrjrn-<il 

1=0 

tre (22 — 7) nrnrj-ia — (22 — g)lrnr;—il 

+=0 

i 

+ S“[-(2i _ Dnrnitji-i — (22 — Lirarji-s| = 0, 

=0 

which is finally equivalent to 

(n+j +0) {rei n)rijPn—it + Sei Uta? jig + S7(2i = rnc} ~ 0. 
7=0 i=0 

Now, using the identities 

nr n % 

) (22 —n)rijrn-i = y WijPa-ig + y (2 —n)rijTn-it 
2=0 70 1=0 

nr 

= S UrijPn—il _ n-ijTil) 

=O 

= ) Uri Tn—it +0 jn—iTit), 
1=0 

and similarly for 

j J 

S (2 — j)railj-it = s> Uni j—igt + 5-imTit)s 
i=0 t=0 

and for 
l I 

S_ (28 — rail jt = > UPnil ji + Tal-ilij)s 

1=0 i=0 

we conclude that e9. < r,r >= 0 is equivalent to 

max (n,j,l) 

(n+) +0{ S- t[(ra-ig + Pnl-i)riz + (Timi + jim ran + (Mgt + rinig)tinlf = 0. 
t=0
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Since n +7 +71 = 0 if and only ifn = 7 = I = 0, and in this case e,. < 

r,r > is identically zero for any m € Z,, the above system of equations implies that 

the expression in the curly brackets vanishes, and by formula (5.11) this is exactly 

<rjr>=0. @ 

As we have seen, if a is a coboundary of r then a has the form 

a(én) = (6r)(en) = en. 

ri;([en, e:] Ae; +e; A [en, e;]) 

= (r1,C7" + raCr )e; A €;. 

Therefore, 

ah = 70h + ryC™ 
(5.12) gO | sj | 

= (2n — 1)riinj + (2n — 7 )rij-n- 

Now, we turn our attention to the Poisson bracket on the group, written in local 

coordinates, by writing (u,v; 4’) in components. In order to do this we will need 

the formula 

CO oo 

X(u)" = S- Ls,Uu... > Ls,u™ 
s,;=1 Sn=1 

oo oo 

= ) > Lo, + Lg, Ut to 

n= iv)
 

—_ il ra
r 

& _
 

Then we have 

Nu, v;V) = plu, v)A"(u)A"(v) — p(X (u), ¥(v)) = 

oO oo oo 

— Pasd “ny np tal oe ada l__ = ) Apqu?v ) 1r;U ) JLjv 
t=1 j=l P,q=l 

oo oO 
. ee . 

— So ea >, Ss Ty, eT, us” S> Ls, +++, vy? 

Pgh PN ea = 79 \ (ye 08



CO oO Co 

EET Lee, Dean ae 
pq=l t=p j=9 Open rp) =i (ha s1)=i 

oO oo oo 

—_— 3 = ) ) ) ri-ptij—qt1PTpd%q — Apq ) Try +++ Ley ) E5,+++Zy, | u'v? 

pgq=1 t=p j=9 ( he rp =i Oe s)=3 

oo . 

— ; _ tad = ) Ni~p+1,j—q+1 PL pQLq — Ang ) Epps. Ly, ) Lo, --.25, |] u'v’. 
2,j=1 p=1 q=1 (Or, ry, =i ( a1 s)=j 

Therefore for {z;,2;} = w,;(x) we obtain 

(5.13) w;;(x) = 

i Jj t 9 

— ) PlyQ@qXi-p+1,j-qt1— Ang Lr, woe Ty, Ls; eae Ls, 

p=1 q=1 =1 q=1 ( -_ ry )=t (Sui, 31 )=5 

Before we continue further, let us deduce the following useful formulae 

3 p 
De, S> Trp ++- Ly, = s- (Son eB | 

( het r, =i ( - rp =i l=1 

p 

— nr = ) ) Dp, OF ee Ley 
i=1 ( P r, )=i 

k=l ky— 

=p S- Lr, vee Dri 

O>an ry sion 

as well as 

_ 1 1 _ gp-l ) Try +++ Ere ale = ) bn, +O, = Oia 

=i 
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Differentiating (5.13) with respect to x, we obtain 

Ow; ;(x) n = = ST P65 YL qAi—p41,j—gt1 + PLpS, QAi—p41,j-q+1) 
p=1 q=1 

t oj 

-ySs p S- Epp eee Ley 2 Ly, +--+ L5,| Ang 

p=1 q=1 : ( ro r, )=i-n ora? =1° )=i 

j 
-yS qd > Lr, soe Dp, S> L 1 20+ Lge) oq 

P=lg=1 | (57? rg) =i (So2 7 sk)=s-n   
From the above formula we have (keeping in mind that z,|. = 65) 

  

  

n _ Owi;(x) =a - 6 Ninpt1,j roe Aij-gt — S237 Ape [8 Ponti 62 + G65 nas] 
e q=i p=1 q=1 

= S7(ps Ai-pti,j ~ POrngirpi) + ST(G6° Aja — 963 -n41Aiq) 
p=1 q=1 

= MAngig — (@— 2+ 1)Aimngig + PALj—nt — GJ — Ft L)Aij-nti 

= (2n -t- 1)Aientig + (2n —] _ L)Aij—n41- 

Thus, we finally obtain that 

(5.14) n= (2n —i- L) Aina j + (2n —j- L)Aij—n4is 
y 

which is the same as (5.12) after we make the identification r;;_1 = Aigaj Vi = 0,7 = 

1, which is equivalent to rij = Ai41,;41 Vt,7 > 0, since r;; and 4;; are antisymmetric. 

On the other hand the system of equations (5.11) is exactly the same as the system 

of equations (4.6) which A;; satisfy. This allows us to conclude that the elements of 

the r-matrix are given by A;;, since A;; and r,;; satisfy the same system of equations. 

The results of the calculations made in this chapter may be summarized in the 

following. 

Theorem 5.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the coboundary 

Lie bialgebra structures on G,, given by r and the Poisson-Lie structures of the type 

(5.1) on Goo. Since all Lie bialgebra structures on G.. are given by r (cf. Theorem
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3.1), Theorem 4.5 gives a classification of all solutions of the classical Yang-Barter 

equation for Goo. 

Proof. We give here an alternative proof. Recall that w,,, satisfy the infinite 

system of functional equations (1.6) 

Bm En _ Om 8m Obn 
(5.15) Wmn(€) = wei (r ax, OL} wi (y) ys Oy,’ 

  where x,y € Go, 

and €, = €,(x,y) is given by formula (2.1) 

(5.16) f= ti Ui Wie 
i=1 , 

From (5.16) it follows that 

ae; 
Oyk 

OE; _ gk 
On, = 6°. (5.17) =(t-k+1)a;-44, and 

=e 

  

    y=e 

Let us fix n € N and consider a subsystem of the system of equations (5.15) for 

all w;; with 1 <i< jy <n. After differentiating (5.15) with respect to y;, for each 

7 such that 1 <7 <n, and setting y = e we deduce that wmn satisfy the following 

inhomogeneous system of linear partial differential equations 

(5.18) 

, , OWmn , 
DG +L = Ati iF = Wmt1—jn(e)(m +1 j) + Omnsi—j(a)(m +1 — §)+ 
i=j , 

+S 0S ¢ Balm +1 — k(n t+ 1 = Datmy1—etng1—t 
k=1 (=1 

for 1 <j <n, and where Bi, = Pani) 
2   y=e 

The idea of the proof is as follows. Let Bi, be given by (5.14). For each n € N 

the general solution of (5.18) is a linear combination of the general solution of the 

homogeneous system of equations 

nr 

, OWmn , ; 
(5.19) SoG +1 -j)tin i = Wm41—jn(t)(m+ 1 —7j) + wmnzi-j(z)(n + 1-37) 

t=j
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and a particular solution of the inhomogeneous system (5.18). We now show that for 

each n € Nand 1 <m<_7n the system (5.18) has a unique solution by demonstrating 

that the only solution of the homogeneous system is the zero solution. Therefore, 

since every solution of the system of functional equations (5.15) is a solution of the 

system of partial differential equations (5.18) it follows that the class of solutions of 

(5.15) found in Chapter IV exhausts all possible solutions of (5.15). We will prove 

that the only solution of (5.19) is the zero solution by induction applied in several 

steps. Recall that 

(5.20) Wmn(e)=0, for every n,meEN. 

In the following arguments we implicitly assume that wn, = 0 whenever n < 1 or 

m<l. 

(i) If n = 1 there is nothing to prove. Let n = 2. Then from (5.19) we obtain 

Ow49 

(5.21) T1 Az, 

  

= 3W12. 

The most general solution of this equation is 

W42(r) = Cr}, 

where C’ is an arbitrary constant. From (5.20) it follows that C = 0. Therefore 

w42(z) = 0 is the only solution of (5.21). Let n = 3. Then from (5.19) we obtain 

Ow 43 9 0w13 
    

  

(5.22) 1 az, 229 ar, = 4043 

Ow 33 
5.23 = 0. 

( ) "1 Ox 

From (5.23) it follows that w,3(r) = w13(2,). From (5.22) we deduce that w43(2;) 

satisfies the equation 

0wW43 

"1 O21 

Therefore w,3(r) = Cx°, and from (5.20) it follows that C = 0, and w43(z) = 0. Let 1 

us assume now that w4,(¢) = 0 for2<k<n-—1. From (5.19) we have 

(5.25) 

  (5.24) = 443. 

Owin ; , ,; 
a +1—7)2i41-; >— On, a = wWe-jn(2)(2—-jJ)+urngi-j(e)(n+1—j), for l<j<n,
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which implies 

nn 

  (5.26) Yo is SE = (n+ ele), 
t=1 

— . Owin , 
(5.27) dt +1 ~ Dri =0, for 2<j<n. 

We used above the induction hypothesis: w,,(2) = 0 for 2 < k < n —1 from which 

follows that the r.h.s of (5.27) is zero. From (5.27) it follows that wi,(x) = win(21). 

Then from (5.26) it follows that w,,,(x1) satisfies 

OWin 

(5.28) Ly Oz,   = (n+ loin. 

From (5.28) we have that w,,(z) = Cat*! for an arbitrary constant C. Applying 

again (5.20) we conclude that w,,(2) = 0. Therefore w,,(x) = 0 for every n EN. 

Gi) Let m = 2 and n = 3. Then from (5.19) we have the following homogeneous 

system of partial differential equations for w3: 

  

  

  

    

Ow3 Ow3 Ow3 
2f9—— + 3 = $5 

71 Or, + 2 Or + *3 Ox; “23 

O O 
Ly — + 222 — = W313 = 0 

2 3 

OwW3 w 0 

x =— = 0. 1 ar; 12 

Arguing in a similar manner as above we obtain that w23(z) = 0. Let us assume that 

wor(r) = 0 for all k such that 3 << k <n —1. We now prove that w2,(z) = 0. From 

(5.19) we have 

(5.29) 

Owen 
(¢+1—j)2ig1-;— = wW3~jn(2)(3 — 7) + Wangi-j(v)(n+1—9), for l<yj<n. 

Oz; 
tJ 

After using the induction hypothesis and the already proved fact that w,, = 0, Vn € 

N, (5.29) yields 

n 

(5.31) S-(i +1 ~ fri -j =0, for 2<yj<n. 
i=j
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Therefore from (5.31) and (5.30) it follows that wen(r) = wep(r1) = Cxft?, and 

imposing (5.20) again we obtain that w2,(r1) = 0. Thus w2,(xz) = 0 for every n EN. 

(iii) Let us assume that w,, = 0 for all s such that 1 < s < m—1, for some m > 2 

and alln > s. We will prove that w,,, = 0 for alln > m. Letn = m+1. From (5.19) 

we have 

(5.32) 
m+1 

, , OWmm 
So (i+1- j)tig1-§ = Wm4i—jn(£)(m + 1 ~ 7) + wmm+2-j()(m + 2 — 9), 
t=] 

for 1<y7<m+l. 

We apply now the induction hypothesis and deduce from (5.32) the following system 

of equations 

m+l 
. OW m (5.33) Do i FAM = (2m + Lm mar (2); 

i=1 ¢ 

m+1 aw 

(5.34) YG +1 ~ tii = 0, for 2<j<m+4l. 
= ; 

From (5.34) it follows that wmm+1(2) = Wmm+1(21), and from (5.33) we deduce that 

Wmm+i(r) must satisfy 

OW m+1 

Ox 
(5.35) Ly = (2m + L)wmm41- 

The solution of the above equation is Wmm4i(x) = Caj”*', where C is an arbitrary 

constant. Then from wym4ife) = C = 0 we obtain that wam+i(z) = 0. Finally, we 

assume that w,, = 0 for all & such that m+1 <k <n-—1, and we prove it for k =n. 

Indeed, from (5.19), after applying the induction hypothesis, we obtain 

nm 

  

(5.36) dX is ome = (m+ N)Wmn(Z), 

(5.37) si +1 —j)xigi- Oemn =0, for 2<j<n. 
J Or; , ~ 

i=j 

Again, from (5.37) it follows that Wmy(2) = Wmn(z1), and that wrn(x) must satisfy 

OWimnn 
(5.38) Ly az, 

  

=(m+n)wmn-
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From here we conclude that wmn(z) = Czj't” for an arbitrary constant C. But the 

requirement Wmn(e) = 0 fixes the value of this constant to be C = 0. Therefore 

Wmn(xr) = 0. 

Thus, we showed that for every m,n € N the only solution of (5.19) is the zero 

solution. Therefore the system of partial differential equations (5.18) has a unique 

solution. The existence of the solution follows from the existence of the solution of 

the system of functional equations (5.15) of which (5.18) is a consequence. Thus, 

the structure constants (2, of the Lie-bialgebra G,., as given by (5.14), determine 

uniquely all Poisson-Lie structures on the group G,.. The proof of Theorem 5.3 is 

completed. 

We conclude this chapter by writing an explicit formula for the family of Lie- 

bialgebra structures arising from the family of Poisson-Lie structures obtained in 

Theorem 4.4 as well as the more general one-parameter family of which it is a partic- 

ular case for d > 2. An elegant way to do this is by deriving a global formula for the 

Lie-bialgebra structures on G,. in terms of generating series and solutions of 

p(u, v)[Aup(w, u) + Op(w, v)] + cp. = 0. 

Let us define A,(u,v) as 

  

oo 

_ a ow =)5 a;,U Uv. 

€ ig=l 

Ag(ut2) = 3—O(u 05%) 
mm   

Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.4. The generating series A,(u,v) ts given by 

A, (u,v) = np(u,v)(u®* + uv") — [u"Oy(u, v) + v",y(u, v)]. 

Proof. We use formula (5.1) and the following facts. If ¥(u) = >, z;u' then 

Xu) = So ia => #(u) [= 1, 
i=1 

and also 

0 ; = “on il n—-1 an, * (u) = ) iu = nu". 
i=l 
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From this it follows that 

0 

OLn 
  ea" = nu" 4"(v) + nv’ A"(u) => 

a [aman =   =n(u®) + yu"), 
é€   

Finally we have 

OX (u) 

Orn 

OX (v) 

Orn 
    Ap(e(u), (v)) | +   —o(X(u), (0) xe ¥(u),¥(0)} 

  

  

  e€ e e 

= u"O,y(u,v) + v"d,y(u, v). 

In the above equality we used that ext) |= u". & 

Proposition 5.5 [Taft]. For each d € N the family of Poisson-Lie structures 

(5.1) given by yva(u, v) = uv(v! —u*) gives rise to the following family of Lie-bialgebra 

structures on G,.: 

(5.39) a(é,) = 2neg A en — 2(n — d)eg A edin, (n > 0) 

where {€n}nez, 18 @ basis for Go. 

Proof. The generating series A, q in this case is 

An,a(u,v) =n[uott? — vutt (ur? + ot) 

— fee — (d+ 1)vu4] + v"[(d + l)uv? — wy 

=(n —1)u"v?t! — (n — 1)v"ut*! 4+ (n — d — 1)uv"*4 — (n — d —1)vu"*4 

={(n — 1)(6r6e* — be 6047) +(n-—d— 1)[6} 6¢t" — bi 6etn bi 

= 3 ah guy), 

t,j=1 

where 

“l= {0 — 1) [onset — 626449] + (n — d — 1)[62544" — 6153+” \ 

Therefore 

aa(€n) = Ojai Ae; 

= (n — fen A €ap1 — €a41 A en] + (rn — d — I)fer A etn — Cdtn A €1] 

= 2(n — le, A €a41 + 2(n — d— 1)ey A Ensa,
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and after shifting indices by 1 we obtain 

aa(€n) = —2negANen + 2(n—d)eoANenyq for every n € Zy. 

A second way to derive the above formula is by using Theorem 5.3. The r-matrix 
fit) _ §2ti 51 is given in this case by rj; = 63,,657; — 6F4) O}4, = Aizij41- Therefore, using (5.12), 

we have 

a(en) = afe; A e; 

= [(2n — t)ri-nj + (2n — j)rig—n] ei A 6; 

=—(2n—- 1)eHN 6h ei A e; + (2n — i) 6). n41 Oot Ci Ne; 

— (2n — IO 5 npiei A €; + (2n — I) 541557) 416i A 6; nr 

= —(n —d)edin A Co + Nen A Cag — N€asi A en + (rn — deg A Cain 

= — 2neqg A en + 2(n — d)eg A €atn. 

This concludes the proof.m 

Proposition 5.6. For every d > 2 the family of Poisson-Lie structures described 

by (4.15) gives rise to the following family of Lie-bialgebra structures on Go: 

ad,r(€n) =2 S> (2n — i) MFDeg Ae; —2n S- MN-4e: A ep 

t=d+n i=d 

co 6 d— 1 

(5.40) wa S (2 L)MHI-O4+ De. A €, 
| in jel 

oo d+n—1 

i> » (2n — fA +e; A €;5, 
t=d g=n+1 

for everyn € Zy. 

Proof. Let ag,(en) = af ye: A ej, where {én }n>i is a basis of G., and 

Oisid = (2n _— t _— L)A\ingig + (2n —j ~ L)Ai j—n+1) for N,t,J EN. 

With the assumptions of Lemma 4.11 and Theorem 4.12 we have 

1 
Ay; = 

4 Ai d+ 

  AviAdtig — ArzAats,i | 5
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where 

And+t1 = 9, forevery n>d+l, 

(5.41) 

1 (A n-l 1 
And+1 = aS = Fah where 2<n<d, _ d+ _ 

Y n-—d-1 

Mn = Se = Apap A"-*"!, = forevery n>d+1, 
(A141 

and where we have introduced \ = - won . Then 

Qd,r(€n) = [(2n —i- L)Ainaiy + On. —Jj _ Assn] €; A €; 

1 

Ai d41 

+(2n-— 3-1) [AAaea jong — Anjontrranr he Ae; 

_{ y s- 7 2n—i-—1 Ay i—nt1Adt1,j Ci A ej — 

~ Matt 
t=d+n j=1 

d+n—1 co 

— Ss > (2n a L)Ayj;Aa¢1i—-n41 Ae; 

t=n jod+1 

co 6h d+-n—-1 

+ S- > (2n — 9 — 1)AviAdtij—ng1€4 A €j3— 
t=d+1 j=n 

d 

_ S> S| (2n — 7 — 1)Aqj-ngr Aare: A ei} 
t=1 j=din 

fore) d 

—|{ S- S-( (2n — 2 — 1)Api-ngiAdgrjei A eg + 
ixd+n j=2 

oO 

+ Ag41,1 S> (2n —21—1)Aqi-ng1€i A €1 
t=d+n 

d+n—-1 00 oo 

_ S- Ss” (2n —i— 1L)AqjAg41,1-n41 6: A €; — Ad+1,1 S- (n _ L)rA1;en A €; 

t=n+1 j=dtl1 j=d+l 

co) 0 6d+n—-1 oO 

+ S° S> (2n -j- 1)AqAg4i,j—n41 Ae; + Addi, S- (n _ 1)A1;€; A en, 

t=d+1 j=n+1 t=d+1 

d co 

— S- S- (2n — 7 — 1)Atj—ntiAatr ies A ej 
t=2 jadtn 

  {(2n —1t—1) [An inetAdens - Apdatrienss | + 

  

  

~ Md
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oo 

—Adtia D> (Qn—F -1)Arj-ngrer A i} 
j=d+n 

= {2 s a 2n—-i1—1 yay inng1Ade1jei A ej+ 

Ai d4+1 
t=d+n j=2 

  

co d+n-1 

+2 S| > (2n — 7 — 1L)AiiAdgij—-n416i A €; 
i=d+1 j=n+1 

oO oOo 

+ 2\1.¢41 S- (2n — 1 —1)Arjengier Ae: — 241,041 S- (n — 1)Aqje; A ca} 

txdin t=d+1 

  vee >> 5 (Qn —i — 1)AFIH MHD: A 54 
t=d+n j=2 

coo )6d+n—1 

Ta S- ( (Qn -j-1) \iti-(ntd+D 6 a e; 

| hn j=ntl 

+2 y (2n —i—1)A Me, Ae; —2 s(n LAT Ve Ae of 
txd-+n t=d+1 

where we used formulae (5.41) to obtain the last equality. Hence, after normalizing 

by the factor A1,441 4 0 and shifting indices by 1 we obtain (5.40).m 

Remark. One could show directly that ag satisfies the co-Jacobi identity. The 

r.h.s. of (5.40) is understood as an element of the completed tensor product G.,®Goo 

[Di,ZS].



CHAPTER VI 

THE GROUP Go. AND POISSON-LIE STRUCTURES ON IT 

In this chapter we study the group Goo. of which Go. is a subgroup. We classify all Poisson-Lie 

structures on Gog, corresponding to coboundary Lie-btalgebra structures on the Lie algebra Gog, of 

Gooo- 

Let X = {x;}iez, be a countable set of indeterminates. Let k[[X]] be the ring of 

formal power series over X whitout constant term with the standard multiplication. 

Here k is a commutative field assumed to be of characteristic zero. Let Y = {y;}iez, 

be a second set of indeterminates, and k[[Y]] be the corresponding ring of formal 

power series over Y. Consider the formal group Go.. defined by a formal group law 

F = (F;)iez, [Se,Di] in infinite number of variables, where F; € k[[X,Y]] for every 

t € Z,, induced by a substitution of formal power series in one variable. Let V(u) € 

k{[X]}[[u]] and Y(u) € &[[Y]][[u]] be elements in the rings of formal power series 

with a constant term in the variable u over the rings k|[X]] and k[[Y]] respectively. 

The multiplication of formal power series in the variable u is defined again as the 

substitution: 

(4D)(u) = €(Y(u)) =D a(Wu))’ 

= s> Ty Yo + S-( S- Ys; Ys; )u? 
2=0 j=l (x sa)=3 

(6.1) 20 oo 

89
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Therefore from (6.1) we obtain 
oo 

Fo(X, Y) = S- iy), 

t=0 

Fi(X,Y) = ys S> Ys---Ys,, forevery 7 > 1. 

(Soi 2) =i 

This is a model of the group of diffeomorphisms of R! not necessarily leaving the 

point u = 0 fixed. The identity here is e = (0,1,0,0,...). Clearly G.., if viewed as 

a formal group, will be a subgroup of Go. We define a Poisson structure w(r) = 

wij(z) so A Bey on the group Gogo as a derivation w(x): k{[X]]@k[[X]] — &[[X]], where 

w;; (x) E k[[X]], satisfying the Jacobi identity. The methods developed in analyzing 

the Poisson-Lie structures on G,, apply without major changes to the case of Gogo, 

but with two important differences. Namely, Theorem 4.1 still holds with Q(u, v; ¥) 

defined as 

(u,v; ¥) => w;;(r)u' yy? 

1,j=0 

but in the solution of the cocycle equation 

(6.2) u,v; X) = yu, v)¥"(u)A"(v) — o(¥X(u), X(v)) 
y(u,v) does not have to be divisible by uv. Thus, this condition is dropped. This 

change affects the analysis of the equation 

(6.3) plu, v) [Qup(w,u) + p(w, v)] + cp. = 0, 

as well as the structure of its solutions. 

Still, we will show that the Poisson-Lie structures on Go,. fall in two main classes. 

Also, as we found in the previous chapter, the solution (6.2) corresponds to a cocycle 

that is a coboundary in the Lie algebra G,,. This result carries over to the case of Gog, 

without change. We showed that all cocycles on G.. are coboundaries. This allowed 

us to completely classify them. We do not know whether the same fact is true for 

Gooo: We have not been able to prove that all 1-cocycles on Go. are coboundaries. 

Thus, the class of Poisson-Lie structures on Go,, that we will describe is the one 

that corresponds to coboundaries on Gog. That is, we will give a classification of all 

r-matrices on Goo. 

We start with two, in some sense exceptional, solutions of (6.3). Exceptional 

here means that these two solutions are only two “points” in the otherwise infinite- 

parameter space of solutions of (6.3).
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Theorem 6.1. The functions 

(i) p(u,v) =u—v, and 

(iit) p(u,v) = e®* — e*”, where X is an arbitrary parameter, 

are solutons of (6.3), thus giving rise to two Poisson-Lie structures on Goo. 

Remark. These are the only solutions of (6.3) of the form y(u, v) = a(u) — a(v). 

The formal proof, following from more general considerations, will be postponed 

until later, even though one could check the claim by directly substituting (i) or (ii) 

into (6.3). Here, we only write the Poisson brackets in coordinates. 

For the case (i) we have 

wij(z) = (7 + l)aprjga — (04+ 1) geigiz; — x6; +2;6°, t,9 € Zy. 

Notice, that there are no terms higher than quadratic in the right hand side. For the 

case (ii) we obtain 

+1 j+1 
. PL p . q@q wis(t) =F + ain DT (it Dt Dy og (@ Pp +1)! 3 G-4t1)! 

i j 

-8 5 Ss, Pry oot ESS > Typ oe Ly, 

p=0 ‘° ryt..$rp=t q=0 Tit..$Tq=J 

Now, we proceed with the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem 6.2. All solutions of (6.3) fall into the following two classes 

(a) The first class is given by Theorem 4.4. 

(b) The second class is given by 

p(u,v) = — flu)g(v) — f(v)g(u) 

where \o, # 0, and f(u) and g(u) are arbitrary functions satisfying the relation 

fi(u)g(u) — f(u)g'(u) = Aorg(u) — 2Ao2f(u). 

Here, Ao, and Ao2 are arbitrary parameters with Xo, being subject to the above restric- 

tion: Ao1 # Q.
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Proof. We look again for a solution of (6.3) in a form of a formal power series 

yp(u,v) = Yom, n=0 Amnu™v™, where Amn = —Anm- Substituting into (6.3) we obtain 

(in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 4.5) 

(6.4) 
k+1 n+1 r+1 

Sok —2s+1 )Ank-s+1 Ars — So(n —2s+ L)Akn—stiArrs ~ KG —2s + 1)Xnr—stiAks =0 

s=0 s=0 s=0 

wherek <n<r. 

Let k = 0. Then (6.4) becomes 

n+1 r+l1 

(6.4*) Ant Aro — AnoAri —~ So(n —2s + 1)Aon—stiArs — iG —2s + L)Anjp—s41 Aos = 0. 

32-0 s=0 

Notice that the summation in the sums above is to n and r respectively. If we now 

let n = 1, we finally obtain 
r 

—AoiAiy + 2Ag2AGr = Sir — 23+ 1)Ars—s¢ir0s 
s=0 

= — (r= 28 + l)dor—ap Ate 
s=0 

Therefore, 

r 

(6.5) So(r —s+ 1)Xop—s41 Ate _ S> SAo,r—s+1A1s = Ao1AI1r — 2A02Aor- 
s=0 s=0 

Let us define the functions f(u) = 0729 Aonu”™ and g(u) = >, Anu”. Then, after 

multiplying both sides of (6.5) by u’, and summing over r we obtain 

S- IG —s+ L)Agr—s41A1sU" _ s S Sror—s41 Ais” = Aoig(u) — 2ro2f(u), 
r=0 s=0 r=0 s=0 

which, after the change of variables r = g + s — 1, is equivalent to 

Ss" Ss” QrogAisu7t?—* — S- S- SNrogArgutt?! = Aorg(u) — 2o2f(u). 

s=0 q=0 s=0 q=0 

Thus, the functions f(u), and g(u) satisfy 

f'(u)g(u) — flu)g'(u) = Aorg(u) — 2ro2f(u). 

Next, we split the remaining part of the proof into five lemmas.
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Lemma 6.3. For every n > 1 the parameters 1, are rational functions of Xon, 

provided that Xo, # 0. 

Remark. The case of Aj; = 0 will be treated in Lemmas 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7. 

Proof. From (6.5) we have 

r—l 

  

  

RG — 2s + 1)Aor—s41A1s — (7 — L)Aor Air = Aoi Are — 2A02A0r; 
s=0 

thus 
1 r—-l 

Mr = rol Se —2s+ 1)Xor—st4 Ais + Dene, . 

This gives us a recursive relation for 4;,. Here are the first several Aj,’s 

1 l Xoo)” 
Ay =< roads + 20) => ver — Hoa 

Aoi 2 Ao1 

1 | Aged 
A13 = 3 2 oa — oy 

1 (Ao2)?A03 (Ao)? Ao2Ao4 | 
Aw = = |2-——— _— 9-—— + 20 ———_ — 30 
a 24 | (or)? or Aor ° 

Therefore, the claim is proved by induction.™ 

Lemma 6.4. I[f \o, #0, then we have the following formula: 

Anr = J ond _ andor 3 V n,r > 0. 
Xo1 

Proof. From (6.4*) with n = 2 we obtain 

r+1 

(6.6) Ai2Aor — AotA2r + 3A03A0r — So(r — 2s +1)Agr—s41A03 = 0. 
s=0 

If we now let r = 3, we obtain a formula for A.3: 

\12A03 — Ao1A23 + 3(Ao3)? — 2423401 — 241203 — 4A02A04 = 0,
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from which 

  

  

A23 = Yor -5 Not Aos + 3 (Acs) _— 3 Ao2Ao4 

_ 1 f. Ao2A03 1 (, (Ao2)? 
= 3 (2 Yor os) Ao2 9 (2 Yor — 3X03 Aos 

Now, let us assume that A, = Ww [AozA1k — Ar2Aox] for 1 < k < r—1. We need 

to prove that it is true for k = r. From (6.6) we have 

r—l 

A12Aor — AorAee + 3A03A0r + (1 — 7) Aor Age + Solr — 25 + 1)Aor—s41425 = 0. 
s=0 

Using the induction hypothesis we transform the above equation into 

r—1 
1 

AyoXor + 3A03A0r + 1. So(r — 28 + 1)Xor—s41 [Ao2A1e — A12A08] = TAo1A2- 
01 .-o 

Next, using the fact that NG — 28+ 1)Xo-—-s41408 = 0 we transform the above 
s=2 

equality further into 

X r—-1 

(2 — r)Ay2Xo-r + 3A03A0r + 1 Solr — 23+ 1)dor—seiAis = TA01A2r- 
01 

s=0 

The final step is to use (6.5) and the formula for 4,2 obtained in the proof of Lemma 

6.3. This leads to 

  

X 2 
A 

(2! a} — Aas] Nor ~ TA12A0r + 3A03A0r + val fr donds — Dea hor = TAo1A2r- o1 01 

After collecting all terms we obtain 

_ il 

or 
ror Acad ~~ Arado , 

Finally, we assume that A, = Ww [AonAik — AinAox] for 1 < k < r—1 and each 

n > 1. Then, we show that it is true for k = r. The steps are essentially the same as 

in the previous calculation. From (6.4*) we have 

n-1 r—1 

Ain dor —AonAtr +5 (n—28+1)Aon—a41 Aer tS /(7—254+1)dor—a41 Ans = (r+n—2)Xo1 Anr- 

s=0 s==0
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Applying the induction hypothesis, the above equation transforms to 

  

d ; n—1 d , r—1 

(2—r)Aindor+(2—2)AteAon— F— D(n- 2541) donot Ast 5 S"(r—28+1)Aoyr—s41 Ate = 

s=0 s=0 

= (r +n 2)Ao1Anr- 

Now, we use (6.5) to obtain 

Aor 

01 

= (r+n—2)XoAnr, 

  

A 
(2 —1r)AinAor + (n — 2)\1rAon — dor di — Don ou + a fraonds — Donor = 

ror 

and collecting terms we have 

1 
\, dows — andor : 
Xo1 

This completes the proof of the lemma.™ 

Anr = 

As a consequence, 

ple) = J) Aomuto™ = | p(ualn) = Foa(u)} 
where f(u) = sory Aosu® and g(u) = So, Arete’. 

Lemma 6.5. /[f Xo, = 0, then Agog = 0. Lf tn addition we assume that Ai2 # 0, 

then it follows that Ao, = 0, Vn > 2. 

Proof. Again, from (6.5) with Ag, = 0 we obtain 
r-1 

Sir — 28 + 1)dor-s4iris + 2Ao2A0, = 0, Vr > 2. 
s=1 

For r = 2 we have (92)? = 0. Using this fact, the above equation reduces to 
r-1 

(6.7) So(r — 2s + L)Aor—s41A15 = 0, V r > 3. 

s=1 

For r = 3 we have an identity. For r = 4 we obtain 

XosAi2 ~ Ao2A13 = Ao3A12 = 9 => Ag3 = 0. 

Therefore, if we assume that 0 = Ag, = Ao2 =... = Aor—-2, equation (6.7) gives 

(r —3)Aor-1A12 = 0 => Aor-1 = 0,V r > 3. 

As a result the system of equations (6.4) reduces to the system (4.6). But for \12 4 0 

the solution of that system of equations is the one corresponding to d = 1 as described 

by Theorem 4.5.8
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Lemma 6.6. Suppose that X59, = 0 = Ao. If Aig = ... = Ain = 0 for some 

nr = 2, then Ao3 =..02 Aon+1 = 0. 

Proof. From (6.4) with k = 0 and r=n-+1 we obtain 

n n+1 

Si(n — 2s + 1) Antin—s+1 Nos + Si(n — 2s + 2)Aon—s+2Ans = 

s=1 s=1 

(6.8) —NontiAin + AonAr ng — (RW +1)(Aong1)? + (2 + 2)Aon42A0n 

For n = 2 the above equation gives 3(Ao3)? = Ao3A12. Thus if Ay2 = 0 then Ao3 = 0. 

Assume that Ay. =... = Ain-1 = 0 and Ag3 =... = Aon = 0. Then from (6.8) 

we obtain 

(n+ 1)Qonst)? = —(n — 1)AongiAin- 

Therefore if Aj, = 0, then Aon41 = 0.8 

Lemma 6.7. Suppose that Xo, = 0, and Ay. =... = Ara = 0, and A1a41 40 for 

some dEN. Then \on = 0 for every n > 2. 

Proof. From Lemma 6.6 it follows that Agog = ... = Aoga1 = 0. Further, from 

(6.7) we have 

nr 

(6.9) 3 (n — 28+ 1)Aon—s4i1A1s = 0. 
s=d+1 

Let n = 2¢d+2. Then 

2d+2 

Ss) (2d — 2s + 3)Xo 2d~s¢-3A18 = Aod+2A1,d41 — A0,d+1A1,¢4+2 = 0. 
s=d+1 

But Aoa+1 = 0 according to Lemma 6.5. Therefore \o¢42A1,441 = 0. Since Aya41 #0 

then Ao,d¢2 = 0. Now, from (6.9) with n = 2d +3 we obtain 

2d+3 

S- (2d — 2s + 4)Aora-seaAis = 2A0,a43A1a41 = 9, 
s=d+1 

therefore 9,443 = 0. By induction the statetment follows.™
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The above arguments show that if Ao. = 0 the classification of the solutions of 

(6.3) reduces to the classification of all those solutions y(u,v) of (6.3) which are 

divisible by uv. But all such solutions have been given by Theorem 4.5, and the proof 

of Theorem 6.2 is finished.™ 

Now, we describe how the solutions given in Theorem 6.1 are obtained as partic- 

ular cases of the general solution. 

If we assume that Anm = 0,V n,m > 1, then (u,v) = 05 Aon(u” — v"). From 

(6.4) with k = 0 we have 

(n + 1) Ao n+1A0r - (r + 1)AonAo,r+1 = 0, Vil < nm<or. 

Therefore 

    

Aor r rane =r 5 (2), 
Let us introduce a := 252. then Aon4di = a( Aan), and 

r 
doz = a 

_ Ao2 2 Ao1 

dos = a" = ay 

Aon = ont Aon 

Thus, 

If a = 0, then Ao, = OV r > 2, and y(u, v) = Agi (u — v). 

Next, we discuss an interesting particular result which follows from the general 

formulae. First we write the Lie bialgebra structures on Go. that correspond to the 

Poisson-Lie structures (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1. Namely, if e, € Gooo is a basis 

element we have 

a(en) = aje; A e; 

= (Sing 8541 _ 5o 415541) (22 —1)+ (654165; —n41 _~ 52415; —-n4i)(2n — j)| e; Ae;. 

= —2ne_; A ey, + 2(n + 1)ep A en-1
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Thus, for the case (i) we obtain 

(6.10) a(é,) = —2ne_1 A eg + 2(n + L)egA en-1. 

Similarly, for the case (ii) 

1 1 
alen) = sain n+ pret ~ G 4 Gai ass] (2n — te; A ej 

1 1 
+ legate G—n+))! 3 (2n — g)e; Ae; 

2n — j) — | 
—2 y aoe A 2 1 ) ————e; 1: a, G—n+1)! e€-j e; + (n+ ) 2 ~ G+ 1 

The commutator for Go. has the standard form 

[ens €m| = (nN —M)entm, (n,m >-—1). 

That is, Goo. is the Witt algebra, W. 

It is well known that W contains sl, as a Lie subalgebra. In our notation the 

defining relations are given by 

[e1, e-1| = 2€9 

[er, eo] = e1 

(eo, e-1] = e-4. 

If we now turn to the formula (6.10) 

a(€,) = —2ne_, Aen + 2(n + L)eg A en-1, 

it gives us the following Lie bialgebra structure on sl: 

a(e_,) =0 

a(eo) = 2e€9 A e_4 

a(e;) = —2e_ A €1. 

On the other hand if we take formula (5.15) 

a(e,) = —2neg A en + 2(n — d)eg A Edin, 

and consider it for d = 1, that is 

a(€n) = —2ne, A en + 2(n — 1)eo A engi,
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it gives a second Lie bialgebra structure on sl2, namely 

a(e_1) = 2e; Ae-1 

a(e€g) = —2e9 A ey 

a(e,) = 0. 

These two Lie bialgebra structures lead to all (up to isomorphism) Poisson-Lie struc- 

tures on the group SL [Ku4].



CHAPTER VII 

ELEMENTS OF REPRESENTATION THEORY 

In this chapter we study the Poisson action of the Poisson-Lie group Goo on the space of i- 

densities V). 

Let G be a Poisson-Lie group and ® be a Poisson-Lie structure on G. Let V be 

a space on which G acts, i.e. there is a map G x V — V. Such a space is called a 

G-space. Assume that V is equipped with a Poisson structure w. Recall the following 

definition. 

Definition 7.1. The action of G on V is called Poisson if the mapGxV—V 

is Poisson. Here G x V is equipped with the product Poisson structure. 

In this chapter we study the following problem. Suppose that we are given the 

Poisson-Lie group G... Consider the space Vi = {¥(u)(du)* | ¥(u) = 2, ziu'}, 

X ER. The space V\ is sometimes referred to as the space of A-densities (Jacobians) 

over the real line. The group G,. acts naturally on Vi. Let Y € G,. and 4(u)(du)* € 

V,. Then the action of G,, on V is defined by 

X(u)(duy* H+ ¥ (Y(u)) (Y(u))" (du)”, 
where )(u) = Doo2, yiu'’, and 

(w))* = (3; ww) 
i=1 

100
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We consider the problem: are there Poisson structures on the space V) such that 

the above action of G,, on V\ is a Poisson action? In other words, is there a Poisson 

strucuture w on V, such that the map G,.. x V, — Vy is a Poisson map? Here again 

Go. X Vy, is equipped with the product Poisson structure: 

WxXxw=1xw+oxl. 

Let Y(u) = 0%, yiu’ € Goo, and X(u)(du)* € Vy. Let us define 

Zy(u) = Xu) WP = So eu, 
+=0 

where €; = &;(z,y;A) are the coordinate functions of Z,. If we also introduce the 

notation J(u) = Y’(u) = oe, zyiu’|, we have 

X(u)(du)* + X(Y(u))(Y(u))*(du)* = &(Y(u))(J(u))*(du)* 
= Z)(u)(du)* 

oo oO r 

= > ti(Y(u))' (> i) (du). 

i=1 

Defining Z(u) = ¥(Y(u)) and using the definition Z)(u) = X(Y(u))[J(w)? we 

deduce that 

Zy(u) = Z"(u)(J(u))* + Z(u) [wy], 

where / stands for the derivative with respect to u. 

An argument analogous to the argument given in Chapter I implies that the map 

Geo X Vx — Vy is Poisson if and only if 

At: OE; a6 aE a; 
Ox, Ox, 

(7.2) wig (€) = weil) Duc Our + Drily) 

Here w,;(z) = {2;,2;} and &,;(y) = {y:,y;} where {z;}iez, and {y;}iez, are the 

coordinate functions on V, and G, respectively. Also, let us introduce in a manner 

similar to the one used in Capter IV a generating series for the Poisson strucutures 

on V\ as 

OQ(u,v; ¥) = > w;(z)uiv’. 

#,j=0
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Lemma 7.2. The multiplicativity condition (7.2) is equivalent to the following 

functional equation 

(7.3) 

A(u, ¥; Z) =AV(u), V(v); ¥)(T(u))\(J(v))* + Q(u, v; Y)Z"(u)(T(u) 4 Z"(w)(T(v) 4+ 

+ Ad, 2(u, v3 Y)Z(u)(T(u))°*2"(v)(J(v) Pot 

+ O,AUu, v; V)Z"(u)(J(u))**Z(v)(J(v) 27+ 

+ 0707 ,2(u, v; Y)Z(u)(I(u))*? Z(v)(J(v) PP". 

Here 2 stands for the generating series of the Poisson-Lie strucutures on Goo. 

Proof. Multiplying both sides of equation (7.2) by u'v?, summing over 7 and 7, 

and using the definition of 2 we obtain 

OZ,OZ,  _ 
(7.4) O(u, Vv; Zy) = welt) AE Oa, + PW a By” 

On the other hand, the following formulae are valid 

2 = (Lu) (Soi) = (Mu) 
i=1 

      

=4"(Y(u))(T(u))Puk + AX (Y(u))[T(u) Pea 

=Z'(u)[J(u)]1u* + AZ (u)[J(u)} ot kukot.
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Therefore equation (7.4) takes the form 

Au, v; Z,) =AY(u), Vv); ¥)\(I(u))(T(v) + 

+ Guy) [2% surat + AZ(u)(Ju))> teu x 

x [2"wy(stoyy + AZ(w\(Iwyy tl} 

=UY(u), V(v); ¥)(J(u) (J (vo) P\ + Daly) Z"(u)(I(u))*7u* Z"(v)(T(v) >to! + 

+ Buily)AZ(u)( J(u)" bub Z'(v)(J(v) Pro + 

+ Buy) Z’(u)(I(u))> uk AZ(v)(J(v) >! + 

+ NG (y)Z(u)(T(u))*TkuP 1? Z(v)(J(v) > 

=UV(u), V(v); K)\(F(w)P(T(w))* + Qu, v5 V)Z"(uy(F(w) YP" Z"(v)(T(v) + 

+ 1a, v; V)Z(u)(J(u))° 7 Z'(v)(J(v) 0+ 

+ O,Q(u, v; V)Z'(u)( J(u) 1 Z(v)(J(v) >! + 

+ NO2 UU, v; V)Z(u)(I(u))*"*Z(v)(J(v) >. 

This concludes the proof of the Lemma.®™ 

In the above formulae 2 is given by (cf. Ch. VI) 

(7.5) Qu, v3 Y) = vlu, v)M(u)Y(v) — o(Y(u), V(r), 

where the function y(u,v) satisfies the equation 

(7.6) y(u,v) [duvy(w, u) + Ay(w,v)] + c.p. = 0.
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In other words y(tu,v) is given by (cf. Ch. VI) 

p(u,v) = f(u)g(v) — f(v)g(u), 

where the functions f and g satisfy the relation 

(7.7) 

f'(u)g(u)—flu)g'(u) = af'(u)+Bg'(u) ( => f"u)g(u)—f(u)g"(u) = af"(u)+Ba"(u)). 

Here, a and f are constants. 

Now we will describe a class of solutions of equation (7.3). 

Theorem 7.3. [f (u,v) is defined by the equation (7.6) and Q is defined by 

(7.5) one has the following solution of (7.3): 

OQ(u,v; V) =yp(u, v)X (u)X"(v) + AOup(u, vr) (u)¥'(v)+ 

(7.8) 

+ Adyp(u, v) A" (u)A(v) + FL p(u, v)¥(u)X(v) 

Proof. Using formula (7.5) in the r.h.s. of equation (7.4) we obtain 

rhs. = wu), Y(v); X)\(I(u))(I(v))* + g(a, v)Z"(u)Z"(v)(I(u) (Jw) p> 

—p(Yu), Y(v)) Zu) Z"(v)(I(u) PP" (I (v) Pt + +A9ug(u, v) Z(u)Z"(v)(I(v))*+ 

+p(u, v)Z(u)Z"(v)[(J(u))}'((e))* — AP y(Y(u), W(v)) Za(u)Z"(v)(I(v) 1+ 

+ABuip(u, v)Za(v) Z"(u)(J(u))* + vlu, v) Z"(u) Z(v)[(J(v))*]'(J(u) > 

—Adp(Y(u), V(v))Za(v)Z"(u)(T(u))°* + 7G p(w, v)Za(u)Zy(v)+ 

+rdup(u, v)Z(u)Z(v)[(J(v))\] + AD(u, v)Za(v)Z(u)[(J(u) 1+ 

+o(u, )Z(u)Z(v)[(J(u)) TT) — °F 2e(W(u), V(v))Za(u)Za(v).
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We used above the formulae 

O.2(u, v; Y) =Iup(u, v) J(u) J(v) + v(u, v)J'(u)I(v) — Ap(Y(u), V(r) J(u), 

DyQ(u, v; Y) =Ae(u, v)J(u)I(v) + ou, v)I(u)J"(v) — Ap(Y(u), Y(v)) J(v). 

For the l.h.s. of equation (7.4) we have 

LA.s. =p(u,v)Z4(u)Z\(v) + AOuy(u, v)Z)(u)Z4(v)+ 

+ AD, p(u, v)Z\(u)Z(v) + A702 ,o(u, v)Zy(u)Zy(v) 

—olun){ 2a) dup + Zu) (Meyy] Hf Zep sony + 20) [Csr] }+ 

+ remaining terms 

i 

=(u, v) Z'(u)Z'(v)(J(u))(J(v) > + glu, v)Z'(u)Z(v)(J(u))* [(J(w))>]' + 

+ pu, v)Z(u)Z'(v)(I(v))* [(J(u))'} + (u,v) Z(w)Z(v) [J(u J (Fo) + 

/ + Buu, v)Za(u)Z"(v)(T(v))> + AOup(u, v) Za(u)Z(v) [(T(w))>]' + 

+ Adu, v)Zr(v)Z"(u)(T(u))* + 9,9(u, v) Za(v) Z(u) [(I(u))?]' + 

+ 72 (u,v) Z)(u)Z(v). 

On the other hand we also have 

UY(u), V(r); L\I(u) (I (w) > =e(V(u), V(v))Z"(w)Z"(v)(T(w) "(I (v) P+ 
+ AD (Y(u), V(v))Z(u)Z"(v)(I(v) + 
+ Ade(Y(u), V(v))Zr(v)Z"(u)(I(u))* + 
+ NO (Vu), V(v))Zy(u)Zy(v). 

U 

After comparing the terms on the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of equation (7.4) we obtain 

an identity. This concludes the proof of the Theorem.m™
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Remark. Notice that for 4 # 0 we can not have an inhomogeneous term of the 

form ~(V(u), X(v)) in (7.8). Had it been the case it would impose on G(u,v) the 

condition of being a homogeneous function of degree 1 in both arguments. In or- 

der to satisfy the equation (7.4) G(u,v) must have the property G(Z,(u), Z,(v)) = 

P(Z(u)(I(u))*, Z(v)(J(v))*) = G(Z(u), Z(v))(J(u))(J(v))*). But since G(u, v) must 
be also antisymmetric it follows that the only function with these properties is @ = 0. 

On the contrary, for \ = 0 we have a solution of (7.4) of the form 

Uu, vj X) = plu, v)A"(u)X"(v) — A(X(u), X(v)), 

where the function 9 has the property Y(u, v) = —G(v, u). The Jacobi identity for Q 

then implies that @ must satisfy (7.6). 

Next we come to the following remarkable fact. 

Theorem 7.4. If y(u,v) is defined by (7.6) then the solution (7.8) satisfies the 

Jacobi identity, thus defining a class of Poisson structures on V\ for which the action 

of Go. on Vy is a Poisson action. 

Proof. We will use again the definition 

{V(u), V(v)} = O(u, v; 4X). 

Then we have 

{X(u), ¥(v)} =e(u, v)A"(u)A"(v) + Apu, v) A (u)A"(v) + 
(7.9) 

+ AD o(u, v)A"(U)A(v) + NG p(u, v)X(u)X(v), 

as well as 

Ou{X(u), ¥(v)} =Ovp(u, vA" (uj d"(v) + o(u, v)A(U)a"(v)+ 

+ VE plu, v)X(u)A'(v) + ADup(U, v)A (u)¥"(v)+ 

+ AD? p(u, vJ A (u)¥(v) + AD, p(u, v)A'(U)A'(v)+ 

+ 2A ap(u,v)4(u)A(v) + 1762 plu, v)(u)A"(v).
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The Jacobi identity 

{X(w), {¢(u), (v)}} + ep. =0 

is equivalent to the following equation: 

(a) + (b) + (c) + (d) = 0. 

Here, 

(a) =o(u,v){¥(w), X"(u)4"(v)} + ep. 

=olu,2)[(X(w), Aw} Ao) + 3{4(2), X()}AW)] + op 

(b) =d,p(u,v){¥(w), X(w)A"(v)} + ep. 

=X9.9(u0)| (Hw) Hw) ACW) + BHC), AAW] + ov 

(c) =Ado(u, ») {4 (w), 4"(u)¥(0)} + ep. 

=Ado(u,0) | H(w), Hw} (0) + (Hw), MONAMw)] + ev. 

(4) =? plu, v){¥(w), ¥(wA(w)} + ep. 

=¥0, elu») | (Cw) Mw) AC) + (XW). MOA] +o. 
For the expressions in the square brackets for each term we therefore obtain 

(a’) =Oup(w, u)A"(w)A"(u)a"(v) + p(w, uA"(w)AN(u)A'(v)+ 

+ Ti, uiP(W, UA (w)A(U)A'(v) + ABvie(w, UA (wW)A"(u)A"(v)+ 

+ ADe(w, uA" (w)A(u)¥"(v) + ADue(w, uA"(w)A"(u) Av) +
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+ X03, ,2'p(w, u)A(w)¥(u)A"(v) + X23, p(w, u) 4 (w)A"(u)Aae'(v) + 

+ Ayp(w, v)A"(w)A(u)"(v) + y(w, v)A"(w) A" (u)A"(v)+ 

+ AO2 yw, v)A(w)A"(u)A"(v) + AByp(w, 0) ¥(w)A"(u)A"(v) + 

+ Ad p(w, v)-A"(w)A"(u)A(v) + AO, p(w, v)Ae"(w)A"(u)A"(w) + 

+ 782 2p(w, v)A(w)A' (uA (v) + A794, p(w, v)X(w) A" (u)A"(v), 

(b’) =9(w, wu) X(w) A" (ul (v) + ADyp(w, UA (w) A (u)A"(v) + 

+ ADe(w, UA"(w)A(U)A"(v) + 797, o(w, UA (w)X (u) Av) + 

+ Oyp(w, vJX"(w)X (Udy) + o(w, vJA"(w)A(U)RM(v)+ 

+ AD, p(w, VA (w)¥(u)A"(v) + ADuE(w, VA (w) A (u)A"(v)+ 

+ A02p(w, v) A (w)X (u)X(v) + ADG(w, v)A (wR (u)X"(v)+ 

+ NF 2 (Ws VIA (w)A (UA (v) + Oi, p(w, v)A(w)A(u)A"(v), 

(6°) =Busp(w,u)A"(w)"(w) (0) + lw, u)A"(w)¥M(u)¥(0)+ 

+ AF, uP(w, UA (w)A (UA (v) + AD, p(w, u)¥ (w)¥"(u)¥(v)+ 

+ AGP p(w,u)V'(w)X(u)X(v) + Adup(w, UX" (w) A" (u) ¥(v)+ 

+O 2o(w, uA (w)X(u)A(v) + 178% p(w, uA (w)X"(u)A(v)+
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+ p(w, v)A"(w)A"(U)A"(v) + AOuie(w, v)A(w)A(U)A"(v) + 

+ 282, ,9(w, v)A(w)4"(u)A’(v) + AB o(w, v)A"(w)4"(u)A(v), 

(d’) =p(w, u)A"(w)A"(u)A(v) + AOup(w, UV (w)A"(u)X(v)+ 

+ AB (w, u)A"(w)A (uw) AW) + X72, sol, u) A (w) 4 (a) (0) + 

+ o(w,v)X'(w)X(u)X"(v) + AD, Y(w, v)X(w)X(u)A'(v)+ 

+ AByp(w, VIA (W)X (u)A(v) + 1°O, ,e(w, uA (w)X(u)X(v). 

As a result we will study the four terms in the Jacobi identity written as 

(a) =p(u,v) * (a’) + ep. 
(b) =Ad, p(u, v) * (b’) + ep. 

(c) =Adyyp(u, v) * (c’) + ep. 

(d) =)?& ,o(u,v) + (d) + ep. 

We split the analysis of the Jacobi identity into seven steps (A)-(G). Our analysis 

starts with 

(A) terms of the form A'4’X". From them we obtain (after cyclicly permuting the 

arguments of some of them): 

{ ou, )[Aplw.u) + Ayp(w,0)] + ep. bao) A"(u)&"O) 
But from (7.6) it follows that the above term is zero. 

(B) Terms of the form VA"X" cancel each other out after cyclic permutation. 

(C) Terms of the form 4" cancel each other out after cyclic permutation. 

(D) Terms of the form V4 give 

1°] aol 2) alt, 0) + Byo(u 0) 20.0) + ep] 4(w)X (uw) A(0)4 

+ 1/02 Jo(use) (8,62, 1) +8,.(00,2)) top| Aww) A(0)
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Since y(u, v) is a solution of (7.6) the results obtained in Ch. VI showed that y(u, v) = 

f(u)g(v) — f(v)g(u), where f and g satisfy (7.7). Therefore the \°-term becomes 

19f [p(udate) — so)a'o [Fda"(o) — FCoha'cw)| + 

+ [Fona(o) - Fat [Pwa"( = f"(wa'(u)] + op. baw) x WACO), 
and the A‘-term assumes the form 

{| Haale) — Fo)9'o)] x 

x rw)et(w — f'(u)g"(w) + f'(w)g'(v) - Feoaw) + cp} Xw)¥(u)X (0). 

Using the identities f’(u)g(u) — f(u)g'(u) = af'(u) + Bg'(u) ( => f"(u)g(u) - 

f(ujg"(u) = af"(u) + Bg"(u)) one easily shows that both terms proportional to ° 

and \4 respectively are identically zero. 

(E) Terms of the form X41" give 

d? (u,v), 2 p(w, u) + 9(v, WOE yap(u, w)+ 

+ d.p(u, v)2,,(w, v) + duvelw, u)d2e(v, wu) 
+ Buip(w,u)O2p(v,w) + Auip(v, w)G2,,o(u,v)| X(w)¥(u)A"(v) + ep. 

The expression in the square brackets becomes identically zero after using (7.7) in a 

similar way as in (D). Also we have a term proportional to ° which reads 

N? | up(u, v2 ,e(w, u) + Aye(u, v)O% ,e(w, v)+ 

+ Owip(v, w)O2 p(u, v) + duylv, w) OF e(u, w)+ 

+ Ouie(v, w)O%, p(w, U) + Oup(u, v)Oz,,,.p(v, w)+ 

+ Oup(w, v)F (u,v) + Oue(v, ue ue(w, u)| &(w)¥(u)aA(v) + ep., 

which is identically zero. 

(F) Terms of the form VA'X’ give 

Al o(u, v) 8%, ,9(w, u) + p(w, u)OZp(v, w)+ 

+ 9(u, vO p(w, v) + pv, w)Ozp(u, w)+ 

+ Aye(w, uOuip(v, U) + Bwip(v, w)Ovip(u, v) | V(w)A"(ujA"(v) + ep.
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The expression in the square brackets can be shown to be identically zero after using 

(7.7) in a similar way as in (D) and (E). 

The other two terms of the same form are 

1] us 08% uel 1) + (08 ol 0)4 

+ 9(0, 1) Plu) + plu 0) 68, 50(0, 10) | A(w)A"(u)A"(v) + ep, 
which is identically zero, and 

18| aso(w, u)Bup(urv) + Buel, w)Buel0,w)+ 
+ wie(w, uup(v, u) + Ouelv, w)p(u, v)+ 

+ Ayu, v)O,p(w, v) + Ayye(v, wW)A,y(u, «)| X(w)X (wWA(v) + ep., 

which is again identically zero. 

(F) Terms of the form V’74"X’' cancel each other. 

Thus all terms have been covered and the proof of Theorem 7.4 is completed.™ 

The consequence of Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 7.4 is that for each Poisson-Lie 

structure on G,. defined by a function » satisfying the equation (7.6) there exists a 

Poisson structure on Vy for which the action of G,, is Poisson. Thus we obtain a 

series of representations V,, of Go on Vy.



CHAPTER VIII 

QUANTIZATION 

This chapter ts devoted to the quantization of some of the Poisson-Lie structures on the group 

Goo restricted to the fintte dimensionsional factor-groups Gn. 

In this chapter we shall construct explicitly families of finite dimensional quan- 

tum (semi)groups. Their quasi-classical limits are the finite-dimensional Poisson-Lie 

groups endowed with Poisson-Lie structures which are restrictions of the Poisson-Lie 

structures on the group G. belonging to the countable family obtained in Theorem 

4.4, This means that we shall consider factor-groups G, = G,.mod{u"*'}, for n > 5 

(cf. Chapter II). In our aproach to quantization we shall start from the quasi-classical 

limits, i.e. the corresponding Poisson-Lie groups, and reconstruct from this data their 

quantum counterparts. Our quantization procedure is a procedure of deformation of 

the Poisson algebra of C’~ functions on the corresponding finite-dimensional Poisson- 

Lie groups turning it into a “quantized algebra” of functions. We shall describe this 

algebra on the set of generators of C™(G.), i.e. the coordinate functions on the 

corresponding (non-commutative) quantum group space. 

(i) Let X = {z;}ien be the set of coordinate functions on G,.. Let us introduce 

a grading on the space k[X], where k denotes the ground field (assumed to be of 

characteristic zero), by assigning a degree (denoted | |) to each of the generators 2; 

of k[X] by the following definition: 

(8.1) lc} =2-1, foreveryi EN, 

and 

|AB| = |{A|+ |B, for every two monomials A, B. 

As we have mentioned above, in this chapter we shall address the quantization 

problem for the countable family of Poisson-Lie structures on the group Go, the 
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formulae for which we now recall: 

(8.2) 

{x;,x;} =(2 _ d)j2X;Li-¢ _ «J _ d)x;Xj;~¢ 

+ 2; S- Loy +++2gq,, — Fj S- Te-++Ts,,, WEN. 

oils cots 
It is clear from the right hand side of (8.2) that for each d € N the degree of the 

bracket {z,,2z;} is given by 

(8.3) \{zi,05}| = |e] + |2j]-d=1+j—d—-2. 

(ii) Let X = {z;};en be a set of generators and let (X) be a free associative 

semigroup with identity on X. Consider the set of relations 

(8.4) Ri, = {x;2; 7 LiL, Fijn(2) | 2,7 E N} 

which depend continuously on the parameter h and fj;),(2) are polynomials in ,, 

where 2 EN, such that fj;19 = 0. 

One of our postulates of quantization is the following. As explained earlier we 

require that 

(8.5) [z;,2;] = h{2z;,x;} + O(h”). 

Here [z;,2;| = zz; — 2;2;. In other words we would like to recover the Poisson-Lie 

bracket on G, (or the factor groups G,, = G,,.mod ut!) in the quasi-classical limit 

h — 0. This also means that for h > 0 we should have fj,;,(2) = h{2;,2;} + O(h?) 

or 

(8.6) ajt; — £30; = h{x,;,2;} + O(h?). 

After computing the degree of the right hand side of the above equality 

|h{xi,x;}| = |h| + [{z:,2;}| = [kA] +¢+7-—d—2, 

we deduce that for each d € N the parameter h must have degree |h| = d, since 

[zi,aj]] =2+y7 -2.
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(iii) Consider the semigroup algebra k[[h]](X) of (X) over the field k[[h]] of formal 

power series in the parameter h. Here k is assumed to be a field of characteristic zero. 

For each d € N consider the set of relations 

(8.7) Re = {xj2j; = 2j;4; + Fee(2) |¢<Jj for 1,7 EN} 

ny i, such 

that 71 >... > % and nd+ yo nts; -1) =t+j—d—2. We will call these 

monomials in canonical form. Thus fen (2) are linear combinations of monomials in 

where Sa(2) € k{[h]](X) are linear combinations of monomials hz"... 

canonical form. Recall the following definition. 

Definition 8.1. The semigroup algebra &[[h]|(X) has the Poincaré-Birkhoff- 

Witt (PBW) property if every monomial A € (X) can be reduced to a unique expres- 

sion as a linear combination of monomials in canonical form using the set of relations 

(8.7) independently of the choice of a reduction procedure. 

For example, if we are given the monomial z;z;z, then the two reduction proce- 

dures starting with 

Til jL_— (2jTiE+ Fou(2))ae eee, 

and 

LiL jL_ > 2j(LjTp_+ Foan(2)) >... 

should lead to the same unique canonical expression. The above definition is equiv- 

alent to the assertion that the monomials in canonical form comprise a basis for 

k[[A]|{X) as a vector space over &{[h]]. We shall use a result known as the Diamond 

Lemma [Be]. Let us define a total order < on the set X by x1 < 42 <...< an <.... 

Define a misordering index [Be] of an element z;, ...z;, € (X)} as the number of pairs 

(p,q) such that p < q but z;, > z;,. For example, if z;, < 7, < ... < 2;, the 

misordering index is 0, if x;, > xi, >... > 2; then the misordering index is mn 

One defines a partial order < on (X) by setting A < B if A has a smaller length than 

B, or if A is a permutation of the terms of B but has a smaller misordering index. 

Then the l.h.s. of each of the relations from the set R? is smaller than every monomial 

on the r.h.s. Also it is easy to verify that every reduction procedure using the set of 

relations R¢ terminates. Under these conditions the Diamond Lemma asserts that 

the semigroup algebra k|[h]](X) has the PBW property. 

Definition 8.2. For each d € Na quantum semigroup Goth is defined as follows. 

As a quantum space Geoih is defined by its factor semigroup algebra of coordinate
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functions k[[A]](X)/Z? = Fun(G31,); where Tf C &[[h]](X) is the ideal generated by 

the set of relations (8.7), and we require that in the quasi-classical limit 

[z;,2;] = h{zx;,2;} + O(h?) 

one obtains the Poisson algebra of functions on the Poisson-Lie group G%, defined by 

(8.2). The multiplication of formal power series in one variable under the operation 

of substitution 

(VY) (u) = ¥ (Y(u)), 

where ¥(u) = 5°22, ciu', and V(u) = 52, yiu', gives rise to a comultiplication map 

A: Fun(Gojn) — Fun(G@3in) @ Fun(G@ooin); 

which is defined on the generators by 

A(zx) = > 2: ® S- Lj, + L5; KEN. 

Also one defines a counit map c: Fun(Gsjn) — k[[A]] by 

c(zj)= 6}, 1EN. 

This endows Fun(Gein) with a structure of a bialgebra and the quantum semigroup 

Geoih is defined to be the bialgebra Fun(G,),)- In order to do computations we 

will introduce the notion of multiplication of commuting points of Goon: Let A be 

a non-commutative algebra over k[[h]]. Define the set Homgrtay—atg(Fun(G,,); A) 

to be the set (functor of points [Ma2]) of points of Geolh- Two points f,f’ € 

Homgay}—aig(Fun(G$,),); A) commute if f(z) f'(2’) = f'(x’) f(z), for all z, x’ € Fun(Gooia)- 

A product between two commuting points f, f’ is defined [Mal] as the homomorphism 

ff’: Fun(Gei,) 4, Fun(G%.j,) @ Fun(G,),) 8S AQAA. 

Let u. = f(zi), vu. = f'(a;), and w; = ff'(x;), for all « € N, where z;’s are the 

generators of Fun(G3.),): Then we obtain that 

k 

Wr = ) U; ) Vj, Vi, KEN, 

i=1 t oe 
eet Ja=k 

where 

ujv; = v;uj, for every 2,7 EN.
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Remark. Another way to think of the multiplication map is the following. Let 

X = {z;}ien and Y = {y;}ien be two sets of generators. We make the identification 

RTA X)/Zp(X) @ RTA Y) /ZEY) & RITA X, Y)/{Ti(X), TAY), F(X, YY}, 

and require that 

RAI (X, Y)/{ZR(X), TAY), F(X, Y)} = ALAN Z)/Zp(Z), 

where Z is the set Z = {zy}xen with z,’s given by 

(8.8) ek = 3 x; > Yj Yi ke N, 

and where J(X,Y’) is the ideal in k[{h]](X,Y) generated by the set of relations 

(8.9) {xiy; — y;v; = 0 | for every 7,7 € N}. 

Does such an object exist? We do not know yet. However, if we consider the 

Poisson-Lie factor groups G4 = G?,mod{u"*"}, for n > 5, then there exist quantum 

objects that satisfy the above definition for d < 3 and whose quasi-classical limits are 

the Poisson-Lie groups G2. The definition of the finite dimensional quantum groups 

G* , is the same as the definition above with Tf being an ideal generated by a finite 

set of relations R?. Their defining semigroup algebras of functions turn out to have 

other interesting properties. 

We will describe in more detail the construction of the quantum semigroup Goin 

while omitting parts of the construction that consist of lengthy and tedious calcula- 

tions, and we will state the results for the quantum semigroups G4, and G5), without 

entering into the details of the calculations. The construction of the last two mimics 

exactly the construction of Goin: 

Let G? = G?,mod{u"*'}, for n > 5, be the finite dimensional (dim=5, d = 2) 

Poisson-Lie group with a Poisson-Lie structure defined by 

{x;,z;} =(i _ 2)j2jLi-2 - (7 _ 2)2;L5-2 

+ 2; ) L5,Ls,L5, — L; ) L5,L5,X 55. 

81+89+383>) $1 +82+83=1 

(8.10)
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The above formulae are obtained from (8.2) with d = 2 and we adopt the convention 

that zx; = 0 whenever z < 1. In more detail we have 

{r1,22} =0 

{t1,t3} =— ay +2} 

{ro,23} = — 2x94, + 292° 

{21,04} = — 2x92, + 3222? 

{xo,24} =~ 423 + 3232? 

(8.11) {x3, 04} =42421 — v4x? — 62322 + 3232227 

{x1,25} = — 3232) + 3x32? + 3232°% 

{x2,t5} = — 623xq + 34321 + 323222? 

2 2 2,2 3 {r3,@3} =5r52, — 925 + 3237521 + 3232] — Csr} 

{24,25} =l0rsrq — 12r4x3 4+ 324r3z, + 3247324 — 3252227. 

Theorem 8.3. Let X = {z;}1<ic5 be a set and let (X) be the associative semi- 

group with identity generated by X. Consider an ideal I? generated by the set of 

relations R? in k{[h]|(X) 

L14L2Q = L221 

Lyl3 = G3, + h(—2? + rt) 

Lor3 = 23% + h(—2r9x1 + Fox?)
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41%4 = 24%, + h(—22r221 + 322.2%) 

£24 = L4t2 + h(—422 + 3x}27) 

34 = 1403 + h(4eyx, — L4x? ~ 624322 + 3232227) 

(8.12) + Qh? 2521 

©1L5 = £52, + h(—32g2, + 3232x? + 32322) 

9 3 
+ h*(—6at + S523 + 52%) 

Lyk5 = 15Xq + h(—6x3xr2 + 3x32z, + 323227) 

9 
+ h?x,(62, — 92? + 571) 

I3f5 = L513 + A(5arsx, — 9x5 + 323732, + 3x3x? — x522) 

15 3 

+ h°C(z® — 2?) 

tals = L5tq + h(10x5rq — 122423 4+ 324032, + 3242324 — 3252272) 

3 
+ h?[x4(—242, + 923 + 521) + 62329] 

+ hz.[—(6 + 2C)2, + 3C zi], 

where C € k is an arbitrary parameter. Then the semigroup factor algebra k|[h}|( X) /Z? 

defines a quantum semigroup Gon in the sense of Definition 8.2 with a multiplication 

defined by (8.8). Namely, 

24 =71Y1 

zo =21Yy2 + Loy? 

z3 =21Yy3 + oyiy2 + Cayoyr + way? 

24 =21Y4 + TaY1y3 + Tyo + xey3y1 + T3473 Yo + L3yiYoy + T3Yy2y; + ryt
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25 =21Ys5 + Loyiysa + Loy2ys + Taysye + T2yayi + T3Y1Y3 

+ e3yiys + ray ysy1 + Tay2yiY2 + Taysyi + T3ysyy + Lay; Ye 

(8.13) 
+ Layo yoy + Tayi YoYs + Layoy> + rsy}. 

Moreover the semigroup algebra k{[h]}(X) has the Poincaré-Birkhoff- Witt property. 

Proof. The proof is constructive. We look for a set of relations R? in &l[h]](X) 

in the following form 

yl = L721 

1123 = 232, + h(—x? + xt) 

123 = @3Lq + h(—2rpx, + 1223) 

2yLq = 14X, + h(—2rQ2, + 32279) 

LoL4 = L4T_ + h(—423 + 32327) + h? fy (21) 

324 = ¢4r3 + h(4rqx, — Lary — 67322 + 3232927) 

+ 2h?2x9 fo(21) 

D125 = F521 + h(—3x32, + 32327 + 32323) 

+ h? f(21) 

©oL5 = L5lq + h(—Grgxq + 32542) + 3232227) 

+ h?x2fa(x1) 

1325 = L573 + A(Szr521 _ 9x3 + 3a3r321 + 3x22} — I5r%) 

+ h? (x3 fs(21) + x2 fe(z1)] 

+ h° fr(21)
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Lqls = L5rq + h(lOxsr2 — 12r4x3 4+ 324x221 + 3xqx3x7 — 3252227) 

+ h? (x4 fa(t1) + t3t2fo(t1) + 23 f10(21)] 

(8.14) + hero fir(a1), 

where {fi }1<ici1 is a set of arbitrary functions. Since the degree of A is |A| = 2 and 

the degree of z; is |r;| = 0 this is the most general form of the set of relations that 

one can have such that their quasi-classical limit gives the Poisson-Lie structure on 

G2. 

Ifz= aye Goin is the product of two commuting points r,y € Gein then its 

coordinate functions z;, 1 <7 < 5 should satisfy the set of relations (8.14). This leads 

to some restrictions on the functions f;(z). Using the multiplication formulae (8.13) 

one can see that the coordinate functions of z satisfy the first four relations of (8.14) 

identically. This is done by substituting the formulae for the functions z; into the 

relations and reducing both sides of the corresponding relation to a canonical form 

which yields an identity. In a similar way one obtains functional equations for the 

functions f;(z) from the remaining six relations. 

We will analyse first the equations that arise from terms of order h?. 

(a) After reducing both sides of the relation 

2924 = 242q + h(—422 + 3222?) + h? f, (21) 

to a canonical form using the multiplication formulae (8.13) we obtain the following 

linear functional equation for the function fi(z): 

—fi(ziyi) + 7 fi(y) + yf filer) = 0. 

From now on since all the equations for the functions f; will depend only on the 

variables x1, y; we will use the notation z = 2; and y = y,;. Therefore we have 

(8.15) —filzy) + x" fily) + y’fa(z) = 0. 

The most general solution of the above equation is 

(8.16) f(z) = C\(a® — 2°), 

where C) € & is an arbitrary constant. There are no terms of higher order in A that 

arise in the analysis of this relation. We move on to the next.
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(b) Again after reducing to a canonical form both sides of 

zgZ4 = 2423 + A(4zqz, — 2422 — 62322 + 3232927) + 2h? 22 fo(z21) 

we obtain two equations. One of them arises from a term proportional to 2, i.e. we 

have a term of the form 

x2[—yi fo(ziyn) + (2 — 2Ci) iy; + yj fo(a1) + (—2 + 2C1)ziyj]. 

It leads to the equation 

(8.17) —y? fo(zy) + (2 —2C,) zy? + y" fo(x) + (-2 + 2C,) zy" = 0. 

The term proportional to y2 leads to 

(8.18) —xfo(cy) + x? fo(y) — 2C,27y* + 2C,2%y? = 0. 

Solving (8.17) and (8.18) together we obtain 

(8.19) fo(x) = (2 —2C,)z + 2Ciz°. 

There are no terms of higher order in / arising from this relation. 

At this stage of the calculation we check whether the PBW property is satisfied 

in the subalgebra of k[[h]|(X) generated by the set {x,,22,23,24} and subject to 

the first six relations of (8.14). By direct calculation, using the Diamond Lemma, 

one shows that the monomial z2732r4 can be reduced to a unique canonical form if 

and only if C, = 0. The other possible monomials of three variables have a unique 

canonical form. Therefore we obtain that 

(8.20) fi(z)=0 and = fo(x) = 2c. 

(c) Then the next relation 

2125 = 2521 + h(—3z32, + 3232? + 3z32z7) + h? fa(z,), 

after a reduction to a canonical form leads to the equation 

(8.21) —fs(ry) + 2” fa(y) + 627y* + y° fa(x) — 6x*y* — 6x*y® + Bry? = 0. 

The most general solution of the above equation is given by 

(8.22) fa(x) = 62? — 6x* + C2(2° — 2”),
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where C2 € k is an arbitrary constant. There are no terms of order h? or higher that 

arise after the reduction to a canonical form of the above relation. 

(d) The analysis of the next relation 

2925 = 2522 + h(—6z322 + 3232, + 3232927) + h? 20 f4(21) 

leads to two equations. One of them arises from a term of the form 

h?ao[—yt fa(tiyr) + (15 — 2C2)ary? + yp falar) — 9eqyp + (-15 + 2Ca)aryz + 9etyl]. 

Setting it to zero gives 

(8.23) —y? fa(xy) + (15 — 2C2)zy® + y fa(x) — 9a°y® + (—15 + 2C2) zy’ + 9x? y" = 0. 

The second equation comes from a term proportional to h?y2 and reads 

(8.24) —axfx(xy) + 2? fa(y) + 92? y? — 9x4y? — Cox*y? + Cox®y® = 0. 

Solving together (8.23) and (8.24) one obtains 

(8.25) fa(z) = (15 — 2C2)2 — 92° + Cp2°. 

There are no terms of higher order in A that do not cancel after the reduction to a 

canonical form. 

(e) We move on to the next relation which gives 

2325 = 2523 + h(5z521 — 923 + 3z3z32, + 3292? — 252?) 

+h? [as fo(zx) + fo(zr)| + A? fr(z1). 
Terms of order A? give rise to five functional equations which we now describe. 

(i) A term proportional to z3 gives rise to 

(8.26) —y fs(xy) + (6 — 3C2)zy* + y® fs(x) + 6° y® — 6x7 y® + (—6 + 3C,)zy® = 0, 

and a term prortional to y3 gives rise to the equation 

(8.27) —axfs(xy) +27 fs(y) — 6x7y? + 6rty® + (3 — Cz)x?y® + (-3 + C2) 2®y*® = 0. 

Solving (8.26) and (8.27) together we obtain for fs 

(8.28) fs(x) = (6 —3C2)z + 62° + (—3 + C2)2°.
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(ii) Terms proportional to 22 and y? give rise to another two functional equations: 

(8.29) —y"folzy) + y° fo(x) = 0, 

and 

(8.30) —x’ fe(xy) + x* fey) = 0 

respectively. The only solution that satisfies both (8.28) and (8.29) is 

(8.31) fe(x) = 0. 

(iii) The last term from the terms of order h? is a term proportional to z2y2 which 

gives rise to the following equation for f; and fe: 

(8.32) ~2yfs(ry) + (12 —6C2)zy? — 2zy? fe(xy) + 12x%y* + (-6 + 2C2)x°y® = 0. 

After substituting the solutions (8.25) and (8.31) into (8.32) we obtain that it is 

satisfied identically. There is one term of order h® that arises which gives rise to 

(8.33) x” fo(y) + y° fol) — fr(ay) = 0. 

The most general solution of (8.33) is given by 

(8.34) fr(x) = C3(2* — 2°), 

where C3 € k is an arbitrary constant. No terms of higher order in h arise. 

(f) The last relation to be analyzed is 

225 = 2524 + A(1OZ5zq — 122423 + 324232, + 3242327 — 3252224) 

+ h? za fa( 21) + 2320 fo(21) + 23 fio(21 | + hz fii (21). 

After reducing to a canonical form both sides of the above relation we obtain ten 

terms of order h? that do not cancel and two terms of order h?. We analyze first the 

terms of order h?. 

(i) Two terms proportional to 24 and y4 give rise to the following two equations 

(8.35) —y* f(xy) + (—6 — 4C2)zy® + y? fe(z) + 9a°y’ + (6+ 4C,)zry? — 92 y° = 0, 

and 

(8.36) —afe(zy) + 2° fe(y) — 9x?y® + 9rty? + (3 — Co)2’y* + (—3 + C2)2°y* = 0
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respectively. The most general solution of (8.35) and (8.36) is 

(8.37) fa(x) = (-6 — 4C)zx + 92° + (-3 + C2)2°. 

(ii) Terms proportional to r3rq and ysy2 give rise to the equations 

(8.38) 6y° — y’ fo(zy) — 6y? + y? fo(z) = 0, 

and 

(8.39) —x" fo(zy) + x? fo(y) = 0. 

The solution of the system (8.38) and (8.39) is 

(8.40) fo(x) = 6. 

(iii) A term proportional to r3y2 gives rise to 

(8.41) —3y? fe(xy) + (—12 — 12C2)ry® — zy® fo(xy) + 272°y* + (—9 + 3C2)x°y” = 0. 

After substituting (8.37) and (8.40) into (8.41) it yields an identity. Similarly the 

term proportional to r2y3 leads to an identity. 

(iv) Two terms proportional to x3 and y3 lead to the equations 

(8.42) —y* fio(xy) + y* fio(z) = 0, 

and 

(8.43) z* fio(y) — 2° fio(ry) = 0. 

The only solution of (8.42) and (8.43) solved together is 

(8.44) fio = 0. 

(v) The terms proportional to ray} and r3y2 give rise to 

(8.45) —fe(ry)+(6—-4C2)ry—22y fo(zy) —32"y" fro(zy)+9a°y? +(—3+C2)a°y° = 0, 

and 

(8.46) 12y° — 2y*fo(zy) — 3zy*fio(zy) = 0
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which are identically satisfied. This becomes obvious after substituting (8.37), (8.40) 

and (8.44) into (8.45) and (8.46). 

The two terms of order h® are proportional to z2 and y2 and give rise to 

(8.47) —y? fir(zy) + (3 — 2C2 — 2C3)ay® + y* fur(z) + (—3 + 2C2 + 2C3)ay® = 0, 

and 

(8.48) —zfis(zy) + 2? fir(y) — 3C327y’ + 3C32%y’ = 0 

respectively. The most general solution of (8.47) and (8.48) is 

(8.49) fiur(z) = (3 _ 2C 2 _ 2C’3)x + 8032". 

We need one last step in order to complete the construction. We would like to 

find whether the so obtained set of relations define an algebra with the PBW prop- 

erty. After lengthy and tedious calculation one shows that the requirement that the 

monomials 117325, £12425, £2U425, and 132425 can be reduced to a unique canonical 

form imposes the following single equation on the arbitrary constant C2: 

(8.50) —9 + 2C2, = 0. 

The monomial 21,2975 1s reducible to a canonical form without imposing any condi- 

tions. Thus C2 = 2. If we introduce C’ = C3 we obtain the statement of the Theorem. 

This concludes the proof.m 

Remark. Notice that our construction yields a one-parameter family of quantum 

semigroups Gun parametrized by the parameter C! The following theorem will de- 

scribe a family of quantum semigroups parametrized by even more parameters. This 

phenomenon seems quite intriguing. 

Let Gi = Glymod{u"t!}, for n > 4, be the finite dimensional (dim=4, d = 1) 

Poisson-Lie group with a Poisson-Lie structure defined by 

{ri, 25} =(t — 1) jajaj. — (7 — M)airj-1 

(8.51)
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The above formulae are obtained from (8.2) with d = 1. Writing them explicitly we 

have 

{1,02} =a} — 2} 

{21,23} =22(x? — 21) 

{x2,¢3} =(32, — 22)z3 + 23 (22, — 4) 

(8.52) {21,24} =23(27? — 32,) + r32y 

{22,24} =x4(4x, — 2?) + 2322(22, — 6) 

{x3, x4} =£422(8 _ 221) + 1324 _— 9x3 + 2227. 

Theorem 8.4. Let X = {z;}:<ica be a set and let (X) be the associative semi- 

group with identity generated by X. Consider an ideal ZT} generated by the set of 

relations R} in k{[h}|(X) 

L122 = to2,+h(z} — x3) 

t423 = £3%,+h(Qr 2x? — 22221) 

+h? (2x4 — 323 + 27) 

Lely = @3Fo+-h(3r32, — 327 + 2222, — 423) 

+h? (32,2? — 32224) 

+h°(2 — 2C3)(2° — x?) 

£y4%4 = L40,+h(—3237, + 2r32? + 2221) 

+h?x2(32, — 8x? + 523) 

(8.53) +h (523 ~ 1224 + 7x3) + C3(2° — 23)|
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LoL4 = L4kq+h(4a4x, — 24x? + 2z32221 — 62322 + 23) 

+h? (3232? — 10x32, + 122? + 12232? — 22322 — 152321) 

+h°ar9[(9 + 2Cs)z1 — 172? + Ga} + (5 — 5Cs)ar4| 

+h! (22 — 22C3)x? + (—4 + 4C3)a° + (—18 + 18C3)a® + C4(28 — | 

2 2 2 £304 = Latgt+h(8r4qrq — 2x4r271 + L3r_q — 923 + 27321) 

+h? |rgey(—2? + 162, — 24) + r4(—Ta? + 1621)| 

+h (10 — 10C3)z227 + (-9 + 8Cs)23] 

+h? (—5 + 5C3)232} + 162327 - (6 + 9Cs)z32| 

+h4 (8 —_ 9C3 _- 204) 2221 + (—8C3 + 9)zoz7 + (10 _ 10C5)z224| 

+h4(2C,4 —18 + 18C3)zo2? 

+h°|(Ca + 2C — 2)0? + (4 —4Cy - C4) |   +h° (2Cs — 2a + C5(27 — z3)| . 

where C3,C4,Cs € k are arbitrary parameters. Then the semigroup factor alge- 

bra k([A]](X)/Z, defines a quantum semigroup G4), in the sense of Definition 8.2 

with a multiplication defined by (8.13). Also the semigroup algebra k{[h]](X) has the 

Poincaré- Birkhoff- Witt property. 

Remark. The proof of Theorem 8.4 goes along the same lines as the proof of 

Theorem 8.3, i.e. it is constructive. In the course of the construction five arbitrary 

constants C,, C2, C3, C4, Cs, appear in solving the corresponding functional equations. 

The requirement that the PBW property be satisfied fixes two of them. Namely, C, = 

1 and Cy = 2 — 2C3. Thus we obtain a 3-parameter family of quantum semigroups 
Gi |C3 C4 C5 . 

a|h 

Finally we describe a third quantum semigroup arising after the quantization of 

the Poisson algebra of functions on the finite dimensional (dim=5, d = 3) Poisson-Lie 

group G3. The Poisson-Lie structure on G3 is given by 

{xj, rj} =(2 — 3)jxjai~-3 — 19 — 3)aiaj~3 

(8.54) 
+ 2X; ) L 5,XL5,XLg,Xl5, — Lj ) L5,VL5,2 5,254. 

814+582+33+54=) $1 +82 +53+34=2
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The above formulae are obtained again from (8.2) with d = 3. Writing them explicitly 

we have 

{x1,r2} =0 

{x,,r3} =0 

{x2,r3} =0 

{z1, 24} =z} — 2} 

{xo,2%4} =22(x} — 22) 

(8.55) {x3,24} =23(r} — 321) 

{21,25} =x2(42} — 221) 

{xo,25} =23(4r} — 4) 

{r3, ts} =2302(4r> — 6) 

{x4,%5} =a4r9(42? — 8) + 25(52, — x1). 

Then we have our last theorem. 

Theorem 8.5. Let X = {2;}:<i<5 be a set and let (X) be the associative semi- 

group with identity generated by X. Consider an ideal T? generated by the set of 

relations Rj in k{[h]|(X): 

11%2 = TWD] 

1X3 = U3Xy, 

Lqt3 = @32XQ
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L104 = 142, + h(x} — 23) 

LqX4 = T42q + hz(x} — 271) 

(8.56) 1324 = 1423 + ha3(xt — 32) 

L1X5 = L521 + hao(42j — 221) 

Lols5 = L5Xq + hx3(42j — 4) 

L3L5 = 1523 + hx32r2(42° — 6) 

Lql5 = U5Xqg + hr4r2(4z% _ 8) + @5(52y _ z4) + h?32921. 

Then the semigroup factor algebra k[[h]|(X)/T} defines a quantum semigroup Goi in 

the sense of Definition 8.2 with a multiplication defined by (8.13), and the semigroup 

algebra k[[h]|(X) has the Poincaré-Birkhoff- Witt property. 

Remark. The proof is again constructive. Note that no arbitrary parameters 

arise in dimension 5 for d = 3. Arbitrary parameters arise in higher dimensions 

though. There is one arbitrary parameter in dimension 6 for d = 3 but we refrain 

from describing the corresponding 6-dimensional one-parameter family of quantum 

semigroups Gg), here.



OPEN PROBLEMS 

In this last chapter we would like to discuss briefly some open problems. There 

are several questions that have not been answered in this dissertation. 

Are all Lie-bialgebra structures on the Lie algebra Go.. of coboundary type? If 

the answer of the above question is negative then we formulate 

Problem 1. Give a complete classification of all Lie-bialgebra structures on the 

Lie algebra Gog, and all corresponding Poison-Lie structures on the group Goo: 

The next problem is related to the quantization. 

Problem 2. Find a quantum (semi)group Geol for each d EN, of which G4, 

is the quasi-classical limit. More generally, what are the quantum counterparts to the 

each of the infinite-parameter families of Poisson-Lie groups found on Go? 

Problem 3. The same as Problem 2 but for the group Goo: 

There is a related problem: 

Problem 4. [f G,. is the Lie bialgebra corresponding to G,,, is it possible to 

quantize the Universal Enveloping Algebra UGo. of Goo? (cf. [D2]) 

Problem 5. The same as Problem 4 but for UGoo. 

Problem 6. Consider the action of Goo on the space {V, tensored with the 

space of formal Laurant series}. What does the representation theory of Go. on this 

space look like? 

Similarly we pose the following question: 
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Problem 7. [f Goooja exists, what does tts representation theory look like? 

Suppose that Gn is the N-super extension of G. (by the Grassmann algebra 

A(N)). 

Problem 8. Classify all Potsson-Lie structures on Gooln 

Is there a representation theory for this group? 

Problem 9. Eztend all this (Poisson and Quantum pictures) for the Virasoro 

group/algebra, its central extension, and to the theory of highest weight representa- 

tions.
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